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Abstract

Influence of geometry and microstructure on the failure of additively manufactured

millimeter-scale metal features

by

Sara Antonia Messina

Millimeter-scale components produced by metal additive manufacturing (AM) expand

the design possibilities in myriad applications from aerospace engines to biomedical bone

implants. A major obstacle to commercialization of this versatile technology is the incon-

sistent failure behavior of such parts, attributable primarily to surface defects, geometric

irregularities, and microstructural heterogeneities. There is a gap in process-structure-

property knowledge for millimeter-scale metal AM because at small scales, additive melt

pool sizes approach to part dimensions, and this limits control of effective mechanical

properties. The in-situ scan strategy and post-process machining options employed to

produce desirable properties in larger parts become unfeasible at small length scales,

often leaving mm-scale parts with as-printed microstructures and surface roughness.

In this work, experimental and computational approaches are used to explore the

implications of mm-scale component geometry for the mechanical performance of high

and low hardening structural alloys. Two types of approaches are taken: bottom-up

and top-down. In the bottom-up studies, (a) surface roughness and microstructure are

determined to have a statistical influence on the mechanical performance variation in

mm-scale AM Ti-6Al-4V struts; and (b) defect-driven mechanical property debits are

quantified by finite element analysis (FEA) for a thin strut intersection topology with

two deformation modes, as a function of defect location, spacing, and depth, as well as

material hardening rate. The material scope of the latter investigation is intentionally

xi



broad and dimensionless so that the results may be generalized to multiple structural al-

loys such as Ti-64, steels, and Inconel alloys. In the top-down studies, (a) FEA is used to

solve the inverse problem and determine the effective properties of AM Inconel 625 thin

strut T-intersections to reveal the influence of critical part dimension on the properties

of high hardening materials; (b) the value of the proxy geometry method for predict-

ing the mechanical performance of AM parts with complex geometries is investigated,

and the possibility of locally varying and anisotropic properties from printing-induced

microstructure variation is examined by FEA; and (c) assuming limited property opti-

mization can be employed in mm-scale parts, an extensive FEA parameter study over

the reported property range for AM IN718 bounds the impact of AM-induced material

property variations on the mechanical response of a bend-dominated thin strut intersec-

tion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) of metals affords the opportunity to build complex ge-

ometries for intricate engineering designs not previously achievable at scale. It offers

advantages over traditional subtractive manufacturing techniques, including near net

shape production, efficient material utilization rates, geometrical freedom, high flexibil-

ity in production, and lower time to market [1]. As such, additive manufacturing has seen

rapid growth over the last decade and is expected to continue growing from a nearly $7B

market in 2019 to a nearly $19B market in 2025 [2]. The production of thin-walled struts

by AM is a topic of increasing research interest, as mm-scale superalloy components of

complex geometry augment the design space in applications such as aerospace engine

nozzles, gas turbine blades [3], and biomedical bone mesh implants [4].

At present, additively manufactured metal parts are in limited commercial use be-

cause (a) only a small subset of structural alloys have been demonstrated to be “print-

able”—i.e., capable of solidifying into a fully dense part using an additive manufacturing

process, and (b) the failure behavior of AM parts is difficult to predict due to various de-

fects associated with the printing process. These defects can include but are not limited

to internal porosity, residual stress, geometric irregularities such as surface roughness,
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and microstructural inhomogeneities. Such phenomena can work individually or in con-

cert to cause failure in an AM part, where it would not be seen in a cast or wrought part.

Furthermore, the properties of an AM part often depend upon the orientation in which

it was printed with respect to the build plate.

To take full advantage of AM’s unique capabilities, the community must address

the lack of detailed process-structure- property understanding both within and across

different printing techniques and alloys [5]. While progress in process optimization, heat

treatment, and surface refinement procedures has demonstrated the ability to remove

many defects and inhomogeneities in larger parts, few studies have shown baseline (i.e.

cast or wrought equivalent) properties in parts with mm-scale walls. This is because for

such parts, the critical dimension approaches the additive melt pool size, leaving little

room for process optimization against differing solidification pathways that arise near

part surfaces. Microstructural and geometric variations arising from the thermal history

are likely to play a greater role in mm-scale components than in their larger counterparts,

for which such variations are a comparatively small fraction of the load-bearing area. In

order to make sound predictions and impose safe design constraints for aerospace and

biomedical components, the objective of the research community must be to bound the

effect of the AM process on the mechanical properties of thin-walled parts.

The remainder of this chapter will outline challenges inherent to the powder bed

fusion (PBF) additive manufacturing method in the context of creating high-performing

millimeter-scale components (Section 1.1); the effect of process-induced geometric defects

on mechanical performance of thin AM parts (Section 1.2); challenges related to process-

induced microstructures and the performance implications thereof (Section 1.3); and

the range of properties of additively manufactured structural alloys documented in the

current literature for PBF Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718 and 625 (Section 1.4). Knowledge

gaps will be identified and the key challenges addressed in this work articulated. In brief,
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this thesis will interrogate the geometric surface defects and microstructural influences

which arise from metal additive manufacturing processes and examine how these affect

the mechanical performance of printed thin-walled components in terms of yield load,

peak or plastic hinge load, and failure elongation.

1.1 Overview of powder bed fusion additive manu-

facturing

Additive manufacturing refers to processes joining material layerwise into a three-

dimensional shape using control software such as a computer-aided design (CAD) file. A

commonly used process in metal AM is powder bed fusion, which has the advantage of

being highly versatile, but which is also a complex, multi-parameter production process

that changes with each design shape to print. In PBF, a spot heat source is used to fuse

metallic powder in multiple passes to create a three-dimensional part layer by layer. The

heat source melts a two-dimensional build layer into a bed of metallic powder, additional

powder is applied, the next layer shape is melted, and this continues to build up the

part. This type of powder metal energy deposition has inherent geometric precision

limitations related to the heat source spot size, metal powder particle size, and build

layer thickness. Many AM parts currently in commercial use are large compared to

the length scale of the spot, powder, and layer [6–8]. They are able to pass quality

assurance tests because their geometric features can be printed with adequate resolution,

without needing to adjust scan strategies at the expense of de-optimizing other build

parameters such as deposition rate and deposited energy density (both of which tend

to be dynamically adjusted to help ensure a fully dense, mechanically sound part) [5].

Powder bed fusion additive manufacturing is challenging to employ in the production of
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millimeter-scale components, but such features are critical to achieving high performance

(e.g., high specific stiffness and strength, efficient heat transfer, biocompatibility, etc.)

in end-use applications.

Geometrically intricate parts require a complex scan strategy that tends to have to

compromise between depositing the thermo-mechanically optimal energy density, and

scanning at the correct speed and angle to faithfully produce the CAD geometry. Such

compromises affect both the as-printed geometry and the as-printed microstructure of

the resultant component, both of which need to meet specific requirements if they are to

perform as designed. Therefore, the relationship between additive manufacturing process

conditions, the resultant geometries and metal microstructures, and the end-use mechan-

ical performance of AM components is a current area of active research. Background and

key challenges related to the additive manufacturing processes themselves are discussed

in the remainder of this section, and the sections that follow will cover process-induced

geometric defects and microstructures, as well as the ultimate mechanical property range

produced in AM Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel alloys.

PBF processes are generally categorized heat source type, and largely they use elec-

tron beam (EBM) or laser (L-PBF) heat sources. Products of both EBM and L-PBF

processes are addressed in this thesis. In EBM, the build support plate and metal powder

bed are preheated and placed under vacuum so that a high-powered scanning electron

beam can (a) pre-sinter the powder in a rapid scan—this prevents electrostatic powder

ejection upon beam contact—and (b) melt material into a build layer which solidifies with

a slow cooling rate compared to L-PBF processes [9–11] (see Figure 1.1a for an EBM

setup schematic). The elevated process temperature in EBM results in parts with low

residual stress, but it can also facilitate in-situ microstructural evolution, leaving compo-

nents with areas of differently aged microstructures depending on their local time spent

at high temperature [12]. Additionally, due to the pre-sintering step, EBM components
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tend to have substantial surface roughness compared with L-PBF processed components

[13, 14], due to the larger powder size required to avoid electrostatic interactions in EBM.

In L-PBF, a laser heat source provides the energy to melt the build layer in the powder

bed. This can occur at atmospheric pressure using a shield gas such as pure argon to

prevent any combustion (a schematic is shown in Figure 1.1b). Compared with EBM,

L-PBF build plate preheat temperatures are low and deposition rates are limited. How-

ever, surface finishes are smoother due to the longer deposition time and smaller powder

used in L-PBF (15-45 µm [15], compared with EBM’s 45-100 µm [16]).

Figure 1.1: PBF Process Schematics. a. Electron beam melting powder bed fusion
process. b. Laser powder bed fusion process: selective laser melting. Black arrows
correspond to labels and red arrows indicate motion. Both schematics are adapted
from [17].

1.2 Process-related defects controlling performance

Geometric defects from PBF can be categorized into four major groups:
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1. residual stress-induced shape warping

2. internal porosity

3. cracking and layer delamination

4. surface roughness

All of these can have deleterious effects on the mechanical performance of final parts [5],

and various mitigation options exist. This discussion will briefly explain the key causes

and prognosis for each type of defect, ending with the most ubiquitous and persistent for

thin-walled parts: surface roughness.

Residual stress is a common problem derived from solidification temperature gradients

in AM parts; it can change internal grain structures and affect component mechanical

performance. Such stress can also cause significant geometric warping and even cracking

in the as-built part, particularly in the case of L-PBF methods with high cooling rates [17].

In L-PBF IN718, biaxial residual stresses as high as 200 MPa (meaured by Vickers micro-

hardness indentation and the Carlsson relations [18, 19]) have been reported [20]. Due

to local variations in thermal history, residual stresses are not uniform in magnitude or

direction over a build [21], but their existence is troubling from a design safety perspective

because pre-stressed parts can fail at lower applied stresses. Alleviation options exist

in-situ with the use of high-temperature substrates, as in (EBM) processes [21], or in

post-processing with stress relief heat treatments (such treatments are in widespread use

for L-PBF Inconel alloys [22–27]).

Porosity is the effect of heating problems that can occur anywhere from the interior

of a part to its surface. Inadequate heating creates lack of fusion defects (see Figure

1.2a), whereas overheating creates spattering defects such as keyhole pores, which occur

when excessive applied power causes powder particles to eject during the melting of a
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build layer. Solidification shrinkage porosity occurs when metal does not flow completely

into the melt region; it is sometimes called hot tearing [17]. Still other porosity can

be retained from gas entrapment in feedstock particles themselves, which are typically

metal powders produced by gas atomization [17, 28]. Relative density is a measure used

to quantify the porosity of a part and is given as the fractional density of the AM part

with respect to a fully dense, conventionally solidified part. AM parts with low relative

density exhibit reduced modulus and decreased fatigue performance compared with cast

or wrought counterparts [5, 29]. In-situ and post-process optimization have in many cases

eliminated 99% of pores and are quickly becoming standard practice for AM structural

components.

Cracking and layer delamination can occur when high temperature gradients induce

stress between the solid and solidifying ends of the melt pool. The extent of cracking

depends upon the nature of the solidification process (most metals exhibit dendritic so-

lidification, in which case crack size is governed by the length and spacing of dendrite

arms and branches), the formation and dissolution of precipitate phases, and the mor-

phology of the solidification-induced grain boundaries. Cracks are macroscopic defects

and cannot be eliminated in post-processing, and specimens which crack during printing

are usually unusable due to their resultant shape, or unsafe to use because their struc-

tural integrity is compromised. However, the in-situ technique of substrate heating can

abate cracking by reducing thermal gradients. Layer delamination may be avoided by

lowering the temperature gradient during a build using lower energy input, but this may

cause incomplete melting, which can lead to porosity [17]. An example of delamination

and cracking is shown in Figure 1.2b.

Surface roughness and surface defects are derived from build layer thickness or from

metal surface roughness inherent in the feedstock, aggravated by powder-beam interac-

tions such as spattering and powder sintering at part edges, the confluence of which can
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create satellites partially adhered to the surface of a build (see Figure 1.2c). Grains can

also nucleate at the part edges as powder particles fuse inadvertently, creating misorien-

tation near surfaces on the length scale of the feed particles. This can be a particular

issue in thin-walled components where the surface effects are a greater proportion of the

volume compared to bulk parts. In the case of reactive metals such as titanium, the

hot metal surface can adsorb or chemisorb species from the atmosphere, reacting and

changing the part surface (and hence local mechanical properties). Surface roughness

has been shown to have a harmful influence on fatigue life and may reduce the effective

load-bearing area in small-scale parts, reducing component failure loads [13, 30–35]. It

has been shown to vary as a function of surface angle in the build, and some in-situ

controls have been effective in reducing Inconel surface roughness to about 10 microns in

an SLM process [14, 36, 37]. As-printed EBM surface roughness is usually much higher,

on the order of 100 microns or more, due to powder size and pre-sintering [13, 14]. Post-

processing mitigation options can include surface machining in order to remove surface

satellites, but if a part feature is smaller than the machine tolerance or internally en-

closed, one may be left with a minimum irremovable surface roughness, or even with the

as-built surface [17].

In terms of fatigue life degradation, Chan et al. find that surface roughness in EBM

Ti-6Al-4V parts can be large enough to reduce fatigue lifetimes by up to an order of

magnitude compared with rolled Ti-64 [31]. Greitemeier et al. find that a simple esti-

mated initial flaw size (EIFS) model is a suitable approach to relate surface roughness

to fatigue life in additively manufactured Ti-64 [38]. Whether the EIFS approach is rel-

evant to defect-driven debits to the yield stress or ductility of AM Ti-64 is not known.

While the pernicious effect of surface roughness on the fatigue life of AM components

is now well-documented [13, 30–35], there is a gap in the literature with respect to the

effect of surface roughness on the mechanical integrity of thin-walled parts in monotonic
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Figure 1.2: Process-related geometric defects. a. Internal lack of fusion and entrapped
gas porosity in Inconel 718. b. Layer delamination and cracking in an SLM tool steel.
c. (left) Surface satellites from powder sintering at the edges of EBM Ti-64 and (right)
the effect on microstructure. All adapted from [17].

loading. In bulk studies, EBM Ti-64 is observed to have lower yield stress compared

to L-PBF Ti-64, but larger parts in monotonic loading do not exhibit significant me-

chanical performance aberrations related specifically to surface roughness because (a)

they have a low surface-to-volume ratio (i.e., their resistance to failure is mediated by

their bulk), and (b) surface machining is viable at larger absolute part sizes. Greite-

meier and other investigators posit that the decreased yield stress of bulk EBM Ti-64

may be due to the vacuum conditions of the EBM processes causing strengthening Al to

evaporate from part surfaces [38, 39], an effect which would be exacerbated by the high

surface-to-volume ratio in a rough-surfaced, thin-walled part. Investigations will herein

show that in unmachinable, millimeter-scale parts, surface roughness on the order of

100 microns increases the surface-to-volume ratio and begins to have a significant effect

on critical stress-carrying dimensions, as well as on surface stress concentrations. The

stress-carrying dimensions are found to govern the yield and peak load of a structure,

whereas surface strain concentrators tend to govern its failure strain. The reasons for

this will be discussed in Chapter 2. It is imperative to bound the performance debit that
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surface roughness can impose such situations, if small-scale, complex AM parts are to be

safely commercialized.

The stochastic nature of satellite surface roughness from the EBM process renders

any point on the surface of a build vulnerable to the deepest possible notch-like defect.

As such, studies seeking the lower bound for mechanical performance must determine

the absolute worst structural location for a surface notch, the deepest notch realisti-

cally observed, and the effect of multiple deep notches occurring at a realistic frequency.

Through a combination of experimental observations, literature comparisons, and care-

fully constructed material models, the deleterious influence of surface roughness on the

mechanical properties of thin EBM Ti-64 struts and lattice primitive strut intersections

for biomedical bone mesh structures are addressed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

The issue of surface roughness may also affect thin-walled AM nickel-based super-

alloys under study for use in cooling elements which are designed to induce prescribed

fluid flow conditions for aerospace and energy generation applications. Absent machining,

some mitigation of surface roughness may be achievable by optimization of the deposition

rate in thin-walled parts; usually, slower depositions are required, though longer build

times are in many cases antithetical to the projected use of AM for rapid fabrication

of individual replacement parts. Additionally, slow deposition rates may aggravate Nb

segregation which occurs in EBM and some L-PBF processes [40], depleting the hard-

ening phase γ” in the microstructure of IN718 and reducing the strength for which it

is usually optimized [41]. As such, there may be a tradeoff between surface condition

and mechanical strength in AM IN718 and other precipitate-strengthened alloys. Surface

roughness in L-PBF IN625 parts is shown to be low for powder sizes on the order of 45

µm and scan speeds in the 100-400 mm/minute range, but importantly, specimen top and

side roughness cannot be simultaneously optimized to less than 10 microns via process

parameter control, due to the different mechanisms driving each outcome [36, 37]. Top
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surface roughness is mediated by variations in melt pool overlap, melt pool viscosity, and

kinetic relaxation during solidification; low scan speeds and high energies per unit length

help to minimize top surface roughness. Side surface roughness occurs due to variation

in surface tension across the melt pool, which can lead to balling; to reduce the melt

pool volume and width and suppress side roughness, high scan speeds and low energies

per unit length are optimum. Thus, the print parameters needed to optimize top versus

side surface roughness are opposite [37]. Such a limitation should be considered in the

print orientation selection for thin-walled parts in fluid flow and fatigue-critical applica-

tions, where surface features have disproportionately high influence on part viability and

lifetime.

Concentration of stress at surface flaws in the case of hardening materials (Inconel

alloys), and strain in non-hardening materials (Ti-64) is sensitive to flaw size, angle,

and shape, as well as to specimen geometry and even perhaps local microstructure.

Finite element investigations presented later in this thesis are designed using the back-

ground principles of stress/strain concentration at flaws in elastic-plastic fracture me-

chanics, to determine the significance of geometric defects for the failure load in hard-

ening vs. non-hardening, and stretch- vs. bend-dominated conditions. Designs may

also feature intersections of thin struts at various angles, which adds the challenge of

optimizing the properties of truss-like structures with respect to intersection geometry.

For example, a high-performance intersecting slender strut IN718 structure might call

for aged, precipitate-hardened ligaments connected by softer, more ductile nodes. Such

site-specific, simultaneous optimization of geometry and microstructure requires explicit

spatially resolved process-microstructure-property data for thin-walled parts printed at

various intersection angles. Ultimately, the wider implementation of thin-walled parts in

applications with intricate geometry will be dependent upon understanding the perfor-

mance limitations imposed by minimum practical surface roughness and best achievable
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microstructure.

1.3 Process-related microstructures & key challenges

Additively manufactured metal microstructures are not like the microstructures of

traditionally manufactured parts in that they are sensitive to print parameters (such

as orientation) and can be spatially non-uniform due to local thermal histories within

a part. In other words, the AM microstructures are coupled to part geometry and

print parameters such as scan strategy, which themselves are coupled. Different part

geometries therefore have different internal microstructures; the significance of these

microstructural variations for the mechanical performance of AM metal parts is a subject

of intense study. This section (1.3) will discuss the impact of L-PBF and EBM processes

on the microstructure of the commonly printed structural alloys Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel

alloys 625 and 718, relating as-printed microstructures to mechanical property trends

and briefly discussing microstructure optimization through post-process heat treatments.

The implications of L-PBF and EBM for the microstructures of thin-walled parts will

be discussed, and the case will be made as to why such parts show more highly variable

mechanical properties compared to their bulk counterparts. In the particular case of Ti-

6Al-4V, this section will discuss the multi-scale nature of the microstructure as it affects

the size of a representative volume element required to reliably anticipate a mechanical

property; this has implications for the size of part in which microstructure and mechanical

properties can be confidently linked.

The microstructures of all metal parts—additively manufactured or otherwise—are

initially determined by the solidification kinetics of their production. Whereas in a tra-

ditional manufacturing process such as casting, the molten metal solidifies one time in a

mold of net or near net shape, the layerwise melting inherent to additive manufacturing
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processes causes areas of the component to solidify and remelt multiple times during the

build. Thermal cycling during repeated layerwise melting and cooling in the build process

affects the growth of precipitates, phases, and grains in complex ways. It is important to

note that the thermal cycling effect is highly dependent on the specific additive process

being used. For example, EBM operates in a temperature range of 400-1000°C, which is a

significant fraction of the melting point of metals, and effectively ages the microstructure

in a non-uniform manner over the part throughout the build (build times on the order

of hours); whereas selective laser melting (SLM) operates at 100-200°C, a range in which

most metal microstructures are stable over finite timescales (on the order of days) [9].

That said, build layers in the EBM process are on the order of 70 µm thick, and SLM

build layers can be as thin as 20 µm thick [32, 42], so that a part of a given height would

have 2.5 times more layers (a rough estimate for the number of melt passes) than if it were

built by SLM than by EBM. Even so, the number of layers is not equal to the number

of melt passes experienced by the microstructure of the AM component because (a) the

heat penetration depth of an electron beam in to the previously deposited component

layers is multiple times greater than the penetration depth of a laser heat source [32],

and (b) the scan strategy used to create a component is dictated by its geometry.

At present, SLM cooling rates are not directly measured, but inferred from dendrite

column spacing by the relation

λD =
750

4
√
G2v

where λD is the dendrite spacing in microns, G is the thermal gradient in K/mm and v

is the isotherm velocity in mm/min. Cooling rates are estimated between 104 − 106 K/s,

with EBM processes trending lower and SLM processes trending higher [1, 13, 42–44].

For beam speeds on the order of 1 m/s, solidification is expected to be either mixed for

G = 104 K/s, or columnar for 106 K/s (see Figure 1.3 for a G vs. v process map for
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Figure 1.3: Processing window for columnar-to-equiaxed grain growth transition in IN718 [45]

IN718).

Columnar grains are observed in products of each printing process. This can be

attributed to the heat flow in the initial build layers, where the adjacent build plate

quickly conducts heat away, increasing the thermal gradient [42] and pushing solidification

toward the columnar regime, and columnar structures are preferred once initiated [17].

Melt pool sizes for SLM and EBM can range from tens to hundreds of microns across [45–

49]). Stronger columnar structures (i.e. larger columnar grain diameters persisting over

longer vertical distances) are correlated with larger melt pools and lower solidification

nuclei densities, both of which depend on print conditions such as deposited energy

density and substrate thermal conductivity; recent 3D melt pool characterization by

Polonsky et al. has also revealed that solidification nucleus density varies with heat

source type and printed material [50]. This reflects the need for print-specific updates to

traditional processing maps like the one shown in Figure 1.3, in order to help optimize for

columnar versus equiaxed grain growth. Columnar grains can be desirable in some cases

where the directional strength and stiffness are required. Smaller melt pools solidify
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more rapidly and can reduce the severity of the columnar grain structure to suit an

application demanding more isotropic properties. In either case, depending on the input

energy density, SLM’s rapid solidification conditions can oppose solute segregation and

avoid the potentially deleterious effects of elemental partitioning on mechanical integrity;

whereas varying degrees of elemental partitioning are possible in a single EBM build,

in which cooling rates decrease with build height toward 104 K/s [42]. SLM’s rapid

solidification can generate metastable phases about which little is known, with high

thermal gradients creating high residual stresses in the as-printed condition. Residual

stresses can be reduced by printing high-aspect ratio components with their long axis

along the build plate, thus reducing the thermal gradient across the part, though this

imposes part design limitations. Alternatively, residual stresses may be mitigated in a

post-print low-temperature heat treatment, a process called recovery. In recovery, the

low temperature ensures that while residual stresses are annealed away, the component

microstructure does not substantially change (i.e., recrystallize) and decrease material

properties such as yield strength [5, 13].

Ti-6Al-4V: The most commonly used wrought titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V, can be

processed to have an equiaxed α/β, lamellar α + β, or martensitic α′ grain structure,

depending on the desired properties [32]. The α phase is a hexagonal close packed

(HCP) titanium solid solution and the β phase is a body-centered cubic (BCC) titanium

solid solution. The solutes Al and V are α- and β-phase stabilizers, respectively. The

equiaxed microstructure has greater ductility compared to lamellar α or martensitic

α′ colonies, but to remove these colonies requires hot working, which results in strong

textures and microtextured regions, causing anisotropy in mechanical properties. Briefly,

this is because HCP has soft basal and prismatic slip systems and hard pyramidal slip

systems, and textured regions may be unfavorably oriented for the softer slip systems,

leaving the pyramidal slip system available, which requires higher stress to activate. This
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results in varying yield strength for titanium alloys, depending on the α/β phase fraction

and, α lath size, and the spatial variation of α colony orientation [51], which are features

associated with multiple microstructural length scales.

In the solidification of Ti-6Al-4V, the β phase appears first and usually has columnar

grain morphology with the ⟨001⟩ crystal direction parallel to the build direction. As the

structure cools through the β transus temperature, depending on the cooling rate, it

transforms to martensitic α′ phase in a diffusionless transition, or to HCP α-Ti with a

Burgers relationship to the β phase given by:

(110)β ∥ (00.2)α

(1̄11̄)β ∥ (21̄.0)α

for which there are 12 possible variants [10, 52]. In AM titanium, high cooling rates

compared with conventional processing produce Widmanstatten/basketweave structures

with different sizes and orientations of α-Ti grains. Very high cooling rates on the order

of 106 K/s in SLM processes produce a higher volume fraction of strong but brittle

martensitic α’, whereas the lower cooling rates in EBM processes favor larger, more

ductile α-Ti laths and platelets [32].

Another microstructure-related concern for thin-walled specimens is their finite vol-

ume. In 2018, Chatterjee et al. [51] used computational models to determine the min-

imum possible simulation volume which can adequately represent the microstructure or

property of interest [51]. It is logical that this minimum volume also applies to the ex-

perimental measurement of microstructure. Representative volume elements (RVEs) for

spatially-averaged properties such as yield strength are on the order of 200 x 200 x 800

cubic microns [51]. This is much of the cross-section of a 1-mm diameter strut, such as
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Figure 1.4: Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) inverse pole figure (IPF) map
showing crystallographic orientations of α-Ti in a thin-walled EBM Ti-6Al-4V strut,
where the large purple, blue, and red domain corresponds to a prior β grain extending
almost 400 microns into the 1-mm diameter.

may be printed for a titanium bone implant truss structure. The microstructure of such

an EBM Ti-64 strut exhibits significant spatial variation due to groups of α-laths with

roughly 3-4 preferred crystallographic orientations which grow inside of prior β domains

hundreds of microns across (see Figure 1.4). Consequently, the RVE may not only be

larger in the case of EBM Ti-64, but the millimeter-scale strut cross section may re-

alistically not contain an RVE, meaning that mechanical performance –and especially

the failure load and strain– of thin struts may not be consistent with the bulk material

properties of Ti-64. Therefore, the roles that both geometry and microstructure play in

the macroscopic performance of thin-walled struts are in some sense interdependent.

To the author’s knowledge, rigorous data demonstrating and examining the difference

between bulk and thin-walled part failure conditions for EBM Ti-64 does not exist. The
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reseach presented in Chapter 2 addresses this knowledge gap by exploring the link be-

tween observed mechanical performance (i.e., print orientation-dependent peak stress and

failure strain) and process-induced geometric and microstructural factors in millimeter-

scale EBM Ti-6Al-4V struts.

Inconel Alloys: The superior strength and thermal resistance of Inconel alloys are

generally attributable solid solution strengthening or to precipitate strengthening via the

γ−γ’ phase distribution, where γ is a face-centered cubic (FCC) nickel solid solution and

γ’ is L12 intermetallic Ni3Al. When wrought, these alloys are tailored for desirable prop-

erties including high temperature phase stability, solid solution strengthening, oxidation

and corrosion resistance, grain boundary structure optimization, and control of carbide

formation [53]. Additive manufacturing has various effects on the structure-property rela-

tionships in Inconel alloys. High cooling rates lead to fine grain structures in as-deposited

IN718 specimens, though grain size is also related to melt pool size [54]. In both EBM

and SLM IN718, fine dislocation cell substructures have been shown contribute to high

ductility in the as-fabricated material; whereas aging heat treatments coarsen the grain

structure, segregate precipitates to grain boundaries, redistribute γ’ and γ” phases, and

cause non-equilibrium Laves eutectic phases to turn into δ-needles, all of which tends

decrease the ductility [17, 55].

In laser-melted AM IN625, columnar grain morphology parallel to the build direction

can contribute to some anisotropy in hardness, fracture strength, and yield stress [56, 57].

According to Rombouts et al. [57], the effective solidification dendrite size perpendicular

to the build direction is smaller, meaning that during deformation, dislocations cross more

boundaries under stress perpendicular to the build direction, resulting in higher strength

in this direction. Textures can be moderate to strong depending on the laser power

and scan speed during processing [58]. Rapid cooling conditions are shown to lead to

Nb-rich primary MC carbide formation in the interdendritic region during solidification,
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and the effect of precipitates on the overall strength and elongation remains debated

in the literature [57, 59–61]. Elemental segregation and high dislocation density are

pervasive features of L-PBF IN625, with the former degrading the mechanical properties

by increasing the likelihood of secondary δ, Laves, and carbide phases [22, 62], and latter

perhaps contributing to high hardening observed in AM IN625 [26, 56].

Special considerations must be made for the case of SLM production of thin-walled

parts because the combination of high cooling rates with complex thermal boundary con-

ditions affects the surface condition and the microstructure of the finished part. This in

turn affects mechanical performance. Small parts conduct heat more quickly than larger

ones, which elevates the thermal gradient throughout the build, increasing residual stress

and potentially leading to warping or spatially inhomogeneous dynamic recrystallization.

The finite volume of Inconel parts is also of potential consequence. Microstructures of

precipitate-strengthened Ni-based superalloys demonstrate considerable spatial variation.

In these systems, precipitate spacing is the key determinant of the RVE, with Pinz et al.

showing that yield strength can be converged over 10-20 precipitates in a nickel-based,

precipitate-strengthened alloy [53]. In the case of finely-spaced spherical nanoscale pre-

cipitates with volume fraction 0.28, this corresponds to a volume on the order of 1 cubic

micron [53]. For larger precipitate spacings and inhomogeneous microstructures imposed

by AM scan patterns, this volume may increase and pose problems for thin walls similar

to the Ti-64 case. For example, in their study of SLM IN718, Chlebus et al. found

that microstructural inhomogeneities such as interlayer Laves phase, degraded the final

elongation of tensile specimens. With a layer thickness of 50 microns and Laves phase

distributed between layers, a 1-micron cubic box is likely not an RVE for SLM IN718 in

this case [48].

Further, when powder particles partially sinter to the surface, their microstructure

reflects the microstructure of the feedstock powder, which can induce grain nucleation
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and create a “skin effect” of increased grain misorientation at part edges, on the approx-

imate scale of the powder particles [17]. Refer again to Figure 1.2c for evidence of this

phenomenon in EBM Ti-64 [63]. For example, in a 1 mm diameter part printed from a

50-micron powder, the skin could comprise the outer 100 microns of the part, which at

the millimeter part scale comprises 36% of the cross-sectional area. In a precipitation-

hardened material such as IN718, microstructural optimization is crucial to mechanical

performance, with non-optimized areas low in the strengthening phase γ” having as

much as 33% lower yield strength [1]. Thus, the worst case scenario skin effects in a

small SLM’d IN718 part of 1 mm diameter could decrease the part yield strength by 12%

due to partial sintering alone.

IN625: Rapid cooling rates in L-PBF are only accelerated in the case of thin-walled

parts, and the ductile, coarsened IN625 microstructures observed in the bulk sections

of larger parts held at temperature during the build [57] are likely to disappear as part

dimensions approach the size regime of the additive melt pool. This may be a boon in

terms of microstructural uniformity in a solid solution strengthened alloy such as IN625,

but it could also lead to decreased ductility.

IN718: Inconel 718 is a Ni-Fe-Cr superalloy and one of the most widely used nickel-

based superalloys for high temperature applications, such as gas turbines and aero-

engines. It also has good weldability as well as mechanical and structural stability at

temperatures up to 650°C. This stability strongly depends on the distribution of γ − γ’,

where γ is the face-centered cubic nickel solid solution, and γ’ is intermetallic Ni3Al

with an L12 crystal structure, which acts as an obstacle to dislocation motion in the

FCC matrix. IN718’s primary strengthening phase is metastable γ”, a Ni3Nb precipitate

with a body-centered tetragonal crystal structure, though orthorhombic Ni3Nb δ-phase

precipitates associated with over-aging are also often present [1, 53].

As-built SLM IN718 has columnar grains parallel to the build direction, with some
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interlayer Nb and Ti segregation. Studies show that applying a standard wrought IN718

heat treatment to an SLM specimen produces plate-like δ Ni3Nb precipitates at grain

boundaries and interiors; this is attributed to Nb segregation [1, 64]. The grains remain

columnar, parallel to the build direction with a preferred ⟨001⟩ orientation. A further

solution treatment is shown to promote grain recrystallization, break up texture, induce

twin boundaries, and confine mechanically detrimental δ-phase precipitates to the grain

boundaries [1, 64]. SLM IN718 shows the build orientation-dependent tensile properties

ubiquitous among AM metals. Horizontally built samples have on the order of 10%

higher tensile strength than vertically built specimens in both the as-built and standard

heat treated conditions. One explanation for this is that the number of build layers

perpendicular to the tensile axis is higher in the vertical samples, and Nb segregation at

interlayer interfaces leads to δ-phase formation and creates γ”-depleted regions. Hence

interlayer attachments are both mechanically and microstructurally weak, resulting in

lower tensile strength for vertical specimens. Homogenization heat treatment distributes

γ” more evenly and reduces the build-orientation-related tensile property anisotropy to

a 2% difference between vertical and horizontal samples, confirming that γ” is a main

contributor to IN718’s strength [1].

SLM of a thin-walled specimen involves elevated thermal gradients, likely producing

high residual stress as a consequence. In larger SLM IN718, this residual stress is not

observed to invoke recrystallization of the highly columnar grains [1]. This microstruc-

tural inhomogeneity may intensify anisotropy and/or mechanical performance detriments

caused by skin effects present in a high volume fraction in a thin-walled specimen. The

usual mitigation strategies of scan optimization and surface machining become limited in

scope for samples in which the SLM melt pool size (40-180 microns [47]) is comparable

to the critical dimension, i.e. only 6 melt pools of diameter 180 microns fill a diameter of

1 mm. Therefore, stress-relief and recrystallization heat treatment of thin-walled SLM
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IN718 specimens is important to relieve residual stresses and homogenize microstructures

against skin effects to the extent possible.

Local microstructure and surface roughness variations undoubtedly exist in AM In-

conel components, due to variations in thermal history, which in thin-walled parts is es-

pecially sensitive to part geometry. A crucial question is to what extent, if any, do these

variations affect the macroscopic structural response of the part? The ability to predict

both the microstructure-driven property variability and the effect of a given component

geometry on microstructure and properties, is crucial in determining the processing re-

quirements for a particular component.

In Chapter 4, the role of geometry, local microstructures, and stress state in pro-

ducing variable mechanical performance of thin-walled intersections of L-PBF IN625 is

investigated. Chapter 4 treats the inverse problem in L-PBF IN625 strut intersections: a

method is presented for determining the effective mechanical properties of a millimeter-

scale printed specimen, and the relationship of these properties to previously reported

values for bulk specimens is explored.

1.4 Review of AM properties in the literature

Dominating the problem of implementing metal additive manufacturing for geometri-

cally complex parts in commercial applications is the fact that the mechanical properties

in printed components have significant scatter; mechanical properties can change with

location in the build [5, 12], as well as with build orientation, and may not resemble

the properties of wrought metal counterparts. For example, L-PBF techniques have

high cooling rates and tend to produce parts with high strength but also high residual

stresses. Post-processing techniques such as hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and heat treat-

ments can mitigate the residual stress, but often at the expense of yield strength. A
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strength-ductility tradeoff is a common dilemma for both conventionally manufactured

and additively manufactured parts. In the conventional case, microstructures can be op-

timized for desired mechanical properties using a combination of HIP with stress-relief,

solutioning, or aging heat treatments. This technique is applicable to varying avail in

AM metal parts, because as-deposited microstructures often have unique combinations

of grain shape, crystallographic orientation, chemical segregation, and even dislocation

substructure which can respond differently to heat treatments. In terms of mechanical

properties, the net result is that standard (conventional) heat treatments applied to AM

components do not always produce the desired properties [23–25, 65].

Mechanical properties of structural alloys, especially Ti-64, produced by conventional

manufacturing techniques can vary because end applications demand it. Processes such

as annealing and ball milling are developed to change the material microstructures and

mechanical properties to meet the needs of industrial applications to the extent possible.

However, it is important to note that what enables this process is a priori knowledge of the

conventionally solidified microstructure. Such a microstructure is predictable because of

the single solidification event in processes such as casting. AM specimens have variability

in the mechanical properties of as-printed parts as a function of (a) geometry and defects,

(b) absolute size, (c) print orientation, and (d) build parameters such as powder size,

scan speed, and layer thickness. This variability is the starting point for post-process

treatments such as annealing. Such processes are under systematic study in the literature

([1, 22–25, 28, 29, 47, 54, 56, 65–71]); the range of mechanical properties achieved, as

well as key challenges in mechanical property optimization for AM parts are addressed

in the paragraphs that follow.

Lewandowski and Seifi’s review paper from 2016 tabulated many published mechan-

ical property data for EBM Ti-64 and Ni-based superalloys in terms of tensile strength,

ultimate strength, and failure elongation [5]. These results, supplemented with L-PBF
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Figure 1.5: Variation in yield stress (YS), ultimate tensile stress (UTS), and failure
elongation (e%, noted on the secondary vertical axes) in EBM Ti-64 [5] and SLM
IN718 [1, 20, 48, 54, 55, 72–75] and IN625 [23, 24, 47, 57]

Inconel data [1, 20, 23, 24, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57, 72–75] are summarized in Figure 1.5

and show substantial variability as well as characteristic build orientation dependence.

Lewandowski comments on the dearth of standardized data on additively manufactured

samples, especially with regard to fracture toughness and multiaxial loading.

Briefly, the range of mechanical properties reported for Ti-6Al-4V across the EBM

literature reviewed in [5] is wide whether or not HIP and heat treatments are included.

The vertically printed specimens tend to have more widely varying properties than do

horizontally-printed specimens. For Inconel alloys, heat treatment tends to increase yield

stress, ultimate tensile stress, and elongation values to top out the literature-reported

property range shown here. The orientation-dependence of Inconel properties is less

pronounced and consistent than in the case of Ti-64. Table 1.1 lists the σy, σUTS, and

εfail range from the EBM Ti-64, and SLM IN718 and IN625 literature that is plotted in

Figure 1.5. Note that these AM yield stress property ranges evince on the order of 30%

variation for Ti-64 and 40% variation for Inconel alloys.

In the above studies, only 2 of the 16 EBM Ti-64 studies are carried out on parts

with gage thickness 3 mm or less, with some studies not specifying the dimensions of

their mechanical specimens. Similarly for the IN718 studies, all 9 are carried out on

bulk specimens or specimens which are machined down from the bulk to a 4 mm gage
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Table 1.1: Literature range for σy, σUTS , and εfail in AM Ti-64 [5], IN718 [1, 20, 48,
54, 55, 72–75] , and IN625 [23, 24, 47, 57]

Ti-6Al-4V IN718 IN625
σy (MPa) 735 - 1150 531 - 1227 420 - 800
σUTS (MPa) 775 - 1200 866 - 1447 882 - 1120
εfail (%) 2.3 - 17.7 10 - 28 9 - 59

thickness at the smallest. The same is true of all 4 studies of IN625. Therefore, the

documented property range may not reflect the full range of mechanical properties which

emerge for AM thin-walled parts on the order of 1 mm thick.

Titanium mechanical properties are particularly challenging to predict in the AM con-

text because the microstructures of titanium alloys are observed to be highly sensitive to

processing conditions, so that AM parts can have wide variation in mechanical perfor-

mance [51]. In Ti-64, the size of the α colonies in an α/β lamellar structure significantly

affects the yield strength and fracture toughness. Post-processing for defect removal has

been shown to reduce the yield stress and fracture toughness from the as-built condi-

tion, indicating a competition between defect-dominated and microstructure-dominated

toughness [5]. This is just one of many confounding influences in the multi-scale structure-

property relationship of Ti-64. Additional complexity arises from the phase fraction of

α versus retained β-Ti as a function of the thermal history (i.e. processing temperature,

cooling rate), which affects yield stress critically because the inherent yield stress of α-Ti

is 33% less than that of β-Ti [76]. Slip transfer between α and β Ti is limited and there-

fore the phase fraction and length scale of phase segregation both strongly affect yield

strength and failure behavior. Modeling efforts by Chatterjee et al. have shown that

Ti-64 mechanical properties are inextricable from defects and microstructural influences

[51].

In nickel-based superalloys, the mechanical behavior is strongly dependent on grain

size as well as the γ − γ’ morphology where grain boundaries and γ’ precipitates act as
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obstacles to dislocation motion in the γ matrix. The spacing of second phase particles

is finer in AM parts due to high cooling rates. This produces high yield stresses and

comparatively low ductility in such components. Variations in cooling rate can produce

variations in second phase spacing, which can in turn produce variations in local yield

stress within a single part. Another effect of high cooling rates, especially in L-PBF

processes, is a small, equiaxed, rapidly solidified grain structure near part surfaces; these

regions have high concentrations of grain boundaries and can feature cellular dislocation

substructures, both of which may increase yield stress and work hardening in AM Inconel

alloys [55, 64, 67, 69, 70, 77]. The Inconel 625 additive manufacturing (AM) literature

shows that while baseline (i.e. cast or wrought) properties can be achieved in AM com-

ponents [47, 48], a range of properties can emerge in AM Inconel alloys, and this range

may exceed property tolerances in component design [1, 3, 5, 13, 17, 78].

In light of this spread in mechanical properties and the practical limitations of mi-

crostrucure and surface optimization which are associated with millimeter-scale and ge-

ometrically complex AM parts, one proposed quality assurance strategy is the proxy

geometry method. This involves producing a proxy specimen which shares the charac-

teristic length scale and print parameters with the end-use part, but which has a simpler,

testable geometry for determining material properties in a standard way. The idea is

that the mechanical properties of the proxy specimen may be taken as reasonable esti-

mates for the properties of the end-use specimen because the two are printed in from the

same feedstock, on the same machine, with the same print parameters. In the context

of a thin-walled strut intersection, Chapter 5 examines the value of the proxy geometry

method for predicting the mechanical performance of complex additively manufactured

geometries. It goes on to explore the consequence of the full range of reported mechanical

properties for L-PBF IN718 for the variability in design-relevant parameters (e.g., yield

load, plastic hinge load, and load at a critical strain value), in essence probing whether the
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known variability in mechanical properties, including print orientation-induced mechan-

ical anisotropy, poses significant challenges to delivering high-performance AM parts at

the millimeter scale. The work is intended to guide AM process engineers as to whether

and when novel property optimization techniques may be required to achieve design

goals in the ongoing development of geometrically complex millimeter-scale additively

manufactured metal components.

1.5 Key challenges addressed in this work

The objective of this research is to bound the effect of the AM process on the mechan-

ical properties of thin-walled intersections in Ti-6Al-4V, IN718, and IN625, and develop

a more general framework for the analysis of process-structure-property relationships in

such components which is agnostic to the print process and alloy system. This thesis

aims to address the following research questions:

1. What are the key factors controlling failure strain in millimeter-scale AM parts and

how do they vary with feature size?

2. How do geometric defects impact thin strut lattice features, and does their impact

differ between stretch dominated and bending dominated geometries?

3. How does one infer material properties from testing of printed components via

a. the inverse method and

b. the proxy geometry method

and what do these suggest about differences between millimeter-scale and bulk

specimens?
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4. In a commonly printed, hardening material such as IN718, what does the observed

range of mechanical properties for the SLM material imply for the range of possible

structural failure loads in thin, bend-dominated strut intersections?

To address these questions and provide insight about critical performance constraints for

thin-walled AM structural alloys in various applications, the following work is performed.
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Chapter 2

Mechanical Properties of mm-scale

EBM Ti-6Al-4V struts: geometry-

and microstructure-controlled

aspects

For millimeter-scale structural features widely used in architected materials, component

geometry often dictates cooling rate and build orientation, producing spatially varying

microstructures. However, the interaction of cooling rate, geometry, and mechanical

performance is not understood a this scale. Here, the influence of both specimen geom-

etry and microstructure on mechanical performance is investigated for millimeter-scale

EBM Ti-64 cylindrical struts of two diameters and three build orientations. In ten-

sion, millimeter-scale strut exhibit statistically significant variation in peak stress and

strain at failure across specimen sizes and orientations. Geometric characterization is

obtained via 3D CT scanning, and microstructural characterization is obtained using

EBSD, texture-based viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) modeling, and nanoindentation
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to create spatial property maps. It is observed that (1) printed cross-sectional area vari-

ations underly much of the peak stress variation specimen orientations; and (2) strain

concentration at surface defects cannot fully explain the failure strain difference between

similar specimen diameters. The authors hypothesize that microstructure underlies the

remaining variation in peak stress and failure strain, and present clear EBSD and nanoin-

dentation evidence of spatially varying mechanical properties linked to microstructural

features on the prior β grain length scale (100s of microns). Selectively textured α laths

exist in prior β regions, with sufficient spatial extent that unfavorably oriented such

regions may trigger premature plastic failure. Geometric and microstructural features

strongly suggest that the mechanical response of thin-walled EBM Ti-64 struts is gov-

erned by the statistical likelihood of anomalous microstructural features coinciding with

deleterious surface defects.

2.1 Introduction

Additively manufactured components frequently do not achieve the properties of

wrought parts. This is true of stainless steels printed by SLM and EBM, Inconel printed

by SLM, and Ti-6Al-4V printed by SLM and EBM [5, 16, 20, 32, 48, 67, 71, 72, 79].

Across alloys and manufacturing methods, mechanical performance appears to depend

on print orientation and specimen geometry, both of which affect the microstructure of

the part [5, 32, 49, 72]. Recent work in Ti-6Al-4V additive manufacturing reveals that

the microstructure of geometrically identical parts can cause significant variability in

mechanical performance, e.g. 25% variability in yield and ultimate tensile stress and

55% variability in strain to failure [71]. To provide context for the work presented here,

it is important to first review the current knowledge of the relationship between Ti-64

processing, microstructure, and mechanical performance. It should be noted that this
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review pertains to the microstructure of Ti-64 without consideration of the component

size, and that the microstructure optimization techniques used in the studies cited below

have not been designed for or demonstrated on millimeter-scale parts.

The strongest but least ductile Ti-64 microstructure is characterized by martensitic α’

needles, and the weakest but most ductile microstructure contains globular α in a mixed

α + β matrix [32, 34, 71]. The relationship between thermal processing and the α − β

phase distribution in Ti-64 is complicated by the BCC β → HCP α phase transition

which takes place on cooling through the 950-1000°C range and affects the local and

global texture of the α phase at room temperature [52]. The α and β phases have a

Burgers orientation relationship

⟨111⟩β = ⟨1120⟩α

that dictates 12 possible α orientations that can arise from a single parent β orientation

[80]. Recent work shows that the transformed α orientation is not randomly selected

from the 12 possible variants but that local spatial correlations exist between subsets

of 3-4 variants [81], which could result in substantial local property variations (also

known as microtextured regions or MTRs, which can significantly affect macroscopic

response [82]) over the length scale of the prior β grains. However, the exact β → α

transus temperature and the prior β grain size are dependent on cooling rate [68], which

itself varies between additive manufacturing processes and machine settings [16, 32].

Further, the rapid thermal cycling in powder bed fusion (PBF) additive manufacturing

processes takes material near the melt pool in a Ti-6Al-4V part back and forth across

the β → α transus temperature several times, making thermomechanical modeling and

microstructure prediction—in terms of α lath size, crystallographic orientation, and grain

boundary angle—quite difficult.
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Previous work has demonstrated the ability to manipulate the microstructure of a

bulk additively manufactured part in order to obtain desirable mechanical properties

across print orientations, using, for example, thermal modeling to optimize the scan

strategy over a specific part shape [49]. This technique is useful because titanium α

phase distribution dictates mechanical behavior through elastic interactions as well as

slip transfer between α laths and retained β regions [81, 82]. Broadly speaking, the

tensile strength of Ti-6Al-4V decreases as the slip length (equal to the α lath width)

increases; the opposite is true of ductility [83].

Microstructural control is shown to be effective when the critical part dimension is

large compared to the melt pool size. However, in thin-walled parts, critical dimensions

approach the melt pool size, leaving little room for scan optimization and effectively

preventing microstructure control due to high thermal gradients and complex bound-

ary conditions. In addition, AM specimens demonstrate geometric variation from their

nominal designs [83], with build orientation-dependent geometric accuracy and pervasive

surface roughness on the order of the feedstock powder thickness – about 40 µm for laser

PBF and about 60-100 µm for electron beam melting (EBM) [16, 32]. In millimeter-scale

parts, different print orientations can exhibit substantial net section shape differences

from the nominal design, and the scale of surface roughness can approach the regime

of strain-concentrating defects. Such geometric variations perforce result in mechanical

performance variations related to load bearing area and strain concentration at surface

defects. Because microstructures are difficult to control and vary with geometry and

build orientation, it is critical to identify the relative contributions of geometry and mi-

crostructure to the mechanical performance of millimeter-scale additively manufactured

components.

Scope of Present Work: This investigation builds on work by Dong et al. [84]

and focuses primarily on tensile geometry-microstructure-property relationships in thin,
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EBM Ti-6Al-4V struts printed in three orientations (see Figure 2.1a). Cylindrical Ti-

6Al-4V struts of 1 mm and 1.25 mm diameter and 13.33 mm gage length were printed in

a vertical, 45-degree, and horizontal orientation using Arcam A Series (Arcam, Sweden)

with a 70 micron melt theme. Specimen orientation is here reported as the angle between

the build direction and the strut long axis, such that the vertically printed strut is 0°, the

diagonal strut is 45°, and the horizontal strut is 90°(see Figure 2.1a). Following separation

from the build plate by electric discharge machining, specimens were HIP’d for 2-4h in

order to achieve full density. True printed geometry profiles and total surface roughness

Rt—where Rt is the distance between the maximum height of the highest point of the

surface profile and the maximum depth of the lowest point of the surface profile—were

measured by 3D computed tomography (CT) scans. True load-bearing cross-sectional

area for each print orientation was established using the method of inscribed ellipses on

sequential slices of 3D CT scan. Room temperature tensile tests were performed for n

= 4 or more in each print orientation, and load-displacement curves in Figure 2.1b were

compared with the respect to the average peak stress (calculated using both nominal and

CT-corrected minimum inscribed ellipse area) and failure strain of each print orientation

(see Figure 2.1c-d). Full details are given elsewhere [84]. Tensile failure surfaces were

imaged using an Apreo C scanning electron microscope at 3.2 nA and 15 kV.

Microstructural analysis methods utilized for multiscale characterization of the speci-

mens in this investigation include EBSD, texture-informed VPSC modeling of the stress-

strain response based on the measured crystallographic orientation distribution, and

nanoindentation to create spatial maps of modulus and hardness variation along the

gage section. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) used a step size between 0.25-1

microns in the Tribeam at UCSB at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV and a current of

6.4 nA; specimens were prepared by sectioning in the longitudinal direction, grinding to

0.5 mm depth inside the gage section, polishing the exposed surface to 1200 grit, and fin-
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Figure 2.1: Tensile Test Observations. a. Geometry and build orientation schematic
of the cylindrical struts. b. Average load-displacement curves for each strut diameter
and build orientation. c. Peak stress reached by each strut orientation, computed
using the nominal area (solid lines) and CT-corrected minimum inscribed ellipse areas
(dotted lines), where the blue lines correspond to the 1 mm diameter struts, and the
black lines to the 1.25 mm diameter struts. d. Strain at failure for each strut condition,
with the average over all orientations for the same diameter noted in gold.

ishing on a vibratory polisher with a mixture of hydrogen peroxide and a 1-µm colloidal

silica suspension.

Nanoindentation was performed using an iMicro Nanoindenter by NanoMechanics,

Inc. with a Berkovich tip, placing 1-micron deep by ∼6-micron wide indents, 40 µm apart

across the polished, longitudinal surface of each orientation specimen, for a minimum of

200 local hardness and modulus measurements. This obtained hardness and modulus

values used to establish a microstructure-dependent property range within the printed

material and correlate the spatial extent of regions with anomalous hardness values to
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the EBSD observations.

Key observations include:

a. Mechanical performance (peak stress and failure strain) varies with both print

orientation and specimen diameter (Figure 2.1b).

b. Even after accounting for print orientation-induced cross-sectional area variation,

the peak strength of slender EBM Ti-64 struts is print orientation-dependent, vary-

ing by at least 15% after adjustments to eliminate the effect of geometry (Figure

2.1c).

c. Failure strain of the struts varies much more between strut diameters than be-

tween print orientations, but geometric considerations related to substantial surface

roughness in all print orientations do not account for the full variability (see Figure

2.1d for peak stress variation accounting for geometry, Figure 2.2 for CT scans of

the surface roughness, and Table 2.1 for surface roughness values).

d. Microstructure, which presumably accounts for the remaining variability in me-

chanical performance between specimen conditions, shows substantial variation over

multiple length scales within specimens, more than across print orientations or di-

ameters.

e. Although specimen failure is clearly ductile, the observed peak stress and failure

strain are likely controlled by regions that collocate geometric defects (strain con-

centrators) and microstructural features that reduce ductility.
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Figure 2.2: Orientation-dependent EBM Ti-64 strut roughness by CT, with axial and
cross-sectional scan data shown. Figure adapted from [84].

Table 2.1: Total roughness, Rt and normalized surface roughness Rt/d by orientation
and diameter

Diameter 0° 45° 90°

1 mm
Rt(µm)
Rt/d

288.9±28.4
.2889±.0284

276.0±24.9
.2760±.0249

251.4±30.4
.2514±.0304

1.25 mm
Rt(µm)
Rt/d

348.8±21.4
.2790±.0171

297.4±25.6
.2379±.0205

250.0±2.0
.2000±.0256

2.2 Characterization results

Geometry accounts for much of the variation in peak load between specimens in this

study. True printed load-bearing area varies substantially from nominal area, and as such,

the peak stress reached by each specimen is significantly different when calculated using

the nominal area versus the area computed from the CT scan data. Whereas the nominal

peak stress values vary by as much as 39% between print orientations in the 1 mm case,

correcting for load-bearing area reduces the peak stress variation to 16% between print

orientations. In the 1.25 mm case, the 30% peak stress variation reduces to 15% when

accounting for cross-sectional area. This point is illustrated by the difference between

solid and dotted lines in Figure 2.1c. The remainder of the variation in peak stress is

plausibly attributable to microstructure; this hypothesis is explored in Section 2.3.
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Strain at failure shows statistically significant variation between specimen diameters,

more than between print orientations, where the average failure strain of the 1.25 mm

diameter specimens is more than 60% higher than that of the 1 mm diameter specimens

(Figure 2.1d). To determine whether geometry alone accounts for the consistently higher

failure strain, one must evaluate the potential impact of geometry on failure strain and

determine whether it is large enough to explain the observed systematic failure strain

differences between specimen diameters.

One way that geometric factors could influence strain to failure is via strain concen-

tration at surface defects. For example, the present melt theme is 70 µm, and surface

roughness on the order of 70 µm represents a deeper defect in the case of the 1 mm

diameter strut than in a 1.25 mm diameter strut. For this level of roughness, the two

specimen sizes would experience different strain concentration factors at surface defects

and would therefore fail at different macroscopic imposed strains. Surface roughness for

this specimen set is well above 70 µm, See Table 2.1 in the Introduction (Section 2.1) for

tabulated raw and normalized surface roughness measurements Rt for this specimen set.

Figure 2.3 provides micrographs of a polished cross-section and longitudinal section of a

1 mm strut printed in the 0° orientation and illustrates that significant roughness creates

re-entrant surface notches. The potential impact of these surface defects on failure strain

is explored in Section 2.4.

Observations related to specimen microstructure are presented here and their impli-

cations for failure strain discussed in Section 2.5. Longitudinal EBSD scans of the 0°, 45°,

and 90° specimens show a complex microstructure characterized by basketweave α laths

with spacing on the order of 1 micron, as well as regions of globular α tens of microns

across (see Appendix A.1). Textures are mild to moderate with a slight preference for the

[101̄0], [21̄1̄2], and [101̄0] crystallographic directions relative to the long axis of the strut

in the 0°, 45°, and 90° print orientations, respectively (see Figure 2.4a). Microstructural
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Figure 2.3: Micrographs showing a. cross-sectional and b. longitudinal profiles for the
1 mm 0° EBM Ti-64 strut, where notches are ubiquitous and sometimes reach such
depths as to substantially reduce the cross-sectional area.

data is for the 1 mm diameter specimens where mechanical behavior differences between

print orientations are most pronounced.

The longitudinal EBSD scans as well as the cross-sectional EBSD scan shown in

Figure 2.4a and b, respectively, exhibit distinct microstructural regions in which 3-4 α-Ti

orientations dominate over a spatial extent on the order of 100-400 µm. The orientation

of these regions relative to the build direction, as well as their size, indicate that they are

likely remnants of columnar prior β regions that grew during solidification, transforming

to α in the 950-1000°C range. These regions containing a subset of crystal orientations

likely have different local mechanical response than the average response measured by

the EBSD scans. The inverse pole figure (IPF) triangle in Figure 2.4b maps not EBSD

crystal orientation map colorings, but the single crystal α-Ti yield stress predicted by

the VPSC for each crystal orientation. Combining this triangle with the EBSD coloring

IPF triangle, it is apparent that the purple prior β grain in Figure 2.4b has a higher yield

stress than the surrounding green regions, with respect to out of plane loading.
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Figure 2.4: Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) inverse pole figure (IPF) maps
showing crystallographic orientations of α-Ti in thin-walled EBM Ti-6Al-4V struts
with 1 mm diameter. a. Longitudinal EBSD in each print orientation with texture
strength information (in multiples of random) to the right of the scan. b. Cross–
sectional EBSD of a 45° 1 mm diameter strut whererin the large purple, blue, and
red domain corresponds to a prior β grain extending almost 400 microns into the
1-mm diameter. The IPF triangle below represents single crystal α-Ti yield stresses
derived from VPSC modeling (see Section 2.3 for a discussion of tthe VPSC model),
mapped into the inverse pole figure orientations for an HCP crystal. Combining this
information with the EBSD coded inverse pole figure gives a sense of the difference in
mechanical strength between the large prior β domain and the surrounding material.
*It should be noted that the specific values for yield stress are sensitive to VPSC
calibration and it is their relationship to one another which is of interest in this work.

The prevalence of such microstructural heterogeneities is supported by the nanoin-

dentation spatial hardness maps in Figure 2.5 that show marked variation along the strut

gage section: regions on the order of 200-400 µm can have hardness up to 25% lower or

25% higher than the strut average hardness. This spatial extent is similar to the clear

prior β region shown in purple in Figure 2.4b, which is approximately triangular with a

40-µm base and height. It should be noted that the variation in average hardness be-

tween the strut orientations is much smaller than the spatial variation of hardness within

each strut. See Table 2.2 for hardness values per print orientation in the 1 mm diameter
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Figure 2.5: Nanoindentation reveals local hardness anomalies. Spatial hardness maps
from nanoindentation revealing hardness anomalies on the 200-400 µm scale within
each strut. Note that as a consequence of taking a longitudinal section, the build
direction in the horizontal strut could be any direction in the arc of vertically upward
in-plane as shown, to directly out of plane, to vertically downward in-plane, to directly
into the plane. Given that prior β grains grow in the build direction, the scale of
the spatially varying hardness in the nanonidentation looks to be sampling columnar
grains down their long axis, indicating that the build direction is likely an out of plane
orientation.

Table 2.2: Nanoindentation spatial hardness range by orientation
Orientation Havg (GPa) Hmin (GPa) Hmax (GPa) % vartotal

0° 4.40±.25 3.5 5.5 45%
45° 4.30±.33 3.5 5.5 45%
90° 4.85±.30 3.5 5.9 50%

Direct evidence of spatially varying fracture toughness on the failure plane can be

seen in the fractography of 1 mm and 1.25 mm diameter specimens, and this is true

regardless of print orientation. Figure 2.6 shows 4 different cases of varying strength and

ductility for struts of both diameters printed at various orientations, which increase along

the directions indicated by the arrows. Each specimen shows clear ductile dimples, but

the depth and spatial frequency of dimples varies significantly across the failure surface,
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and the angle of the failure plane with respect to the strut axis varies from about 0°-45°.

There is no consistent correlation between macroscopic failure strain and the prevalence

of low or high ductility (i.e. shallow or deeply dimpled) fracture surfaces; all specimens

show regions with limited dimpling and regions with pronounced dimpling on their failure

surface. Further, there is an abrupt corner-like depth change visible towards the right

in Figure 2.6c, which corresponds to the lowest-strength, lowest-ductility case shown

(see colored diamonds at the right in Figure 2.6e for the failure strains corresponding to

each surface, in the context of the distribution of failure strains for specimens of each

diameter). Overall, low failure strain is expected to accompany limited plasticity at

the failure plane as compared to higher ductility cases. In contrast, the fractography

indicates mixed degrees of plasticity occur across specimen strengths and ductilities.

2.3 Bounds on yield stress based on microstructures

To address whether the 15% peak stress variation that remains after accounting for the

differences in cross-sectional area can be explained by microstructural variation, EBSD

observations were combined with a crystal plasticity model. This model was used to

predict variations in specimen peak stress based on texture information from EBSD scans

from specimens in all three print orientations. The viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC)

model was instantiated with single crystal elastic constants of HCP α titanium from

Heldmann et al. [85] and calibrated via adjustment of Voce hardening parameters to

match a literature stress-strain curve for Ti-6Al-4V [86] and using a random, uniform

texture (see Figure 2.7a). Once suitable hardening parameters were determined, the

VPSC model was used to assess the effect of EBSD-observed crystallographic textures

on the material stress-strain response to applied loading.

Comparing the texture-based VPSC stress strain curves for each print orientation of
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Figure 2.6: Fracture surfaces showing ductile failure with spatially varying fracture
toughness. a. A 1.25 mm diameter specimen printed at 90°, with high strength, low
ductility specimen showing intergranular popping in the uneven failure plane (yel-
low diamond at right). b. High strength, high ductility specimen with failure plane
at roughly 45° to the long axis and a steplike slip path marked by horizontal stria-
tions in the dimple pattern (red diamond); this is also a 1.25 mm diameter specimen
printed at 90°. c. A 1 mm diameter specimen printed at 45° with low strength, low
ductility specimen with failure surface at a shallow angle to the long axis, and both
rough—high fracture toughness—and smoother—lower fracture toughness—regions
(blue diamond). d. Moderate strength, low ductility specimen with two failure ini-
tiation sites that met mid-cross section, each side showing deep ductile dimples; this
is a 1.25 mm diameter specimen printed at 45°. e. Failure strain measures of central
tendency for each specimen diameter, with colored diamonds representing the failure
strain of each specimen shown at the left.

the 1 mm specimen, no difference in VPSC-predicted peak stress is observed (see Figure

2.7b). The implication is that on the length scale of the 250 x 750 µm longitudinal

EBSD scans, texture differences between build orientations are not expected to appre-

ciably influence peak loads observed in the struts. It should be noted that the VPSC

study of single crystal α-Ti orientations over the inverse pole figure triangle in Figure

2.4b at the bottom right indicates that the prior purple β domain (also Figure 2.4b) is

likely to have higher yield stress with respect to out of plane loading than the green re-

gions surrounding it. As such, microstructural aberrations on the hundred micron scale

can have meaningfully different mechanical response than the adjacent material. But
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Figure 2.7: Texture-based VPSC Model Outcomes. a. Texture-informed VPSC model
stress-strain curve predictions, where the solid black line corresponds to the stress-s-
train behavior from the measured textures. The bounding blue curves correspond
to the extremes of single crystal α-Ti behavior predicted by the model, calibrated
such that the dotted line, corresponding to a random, uniform texture, aligned with
non-textured stress-strain data from the literature [86]. b. Peak stress predicted by
the VPSC (blue line) versus the area-corrected (black dotted line) and nominal area
(black solid line) calculations from experiment.

because VPSC cannot in its as-built form account for grain neighborhood effects, the

purely texture-based stress-strain predictions based on the longitudinal EBSD maps give

a sense of the average material strength and do not reflect the influence of microstrutural

heterogeneities such as individual prior β grains.

That said, non-texture factors such as α lath width and α grain boundary orientation

with respect to loading direction can also influence the mechanical strength of Ti-6Al-4V

by more than enough to account for the 15% peak stress difference left after accounting

for geometry in this specimen set [10, 32, 35, 87, 88]. The EBSD data shows varia-

tion in α lath width and orientation with respect to the strut long axis, both between

struts printed at different orientations and within individual struts. Due to the spatially

varying, multi-scale microstructures present in the specimens, to the obtain an appropri-

ate representative estimate for α lath width and average grain boundary orientation via

EBSD would require one of the following approaches:

a. a priori knowledge of the location of failure within a strut,
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b. post-mortem analysis of the failure location, or

c. a full volume characterization of the strut using destructive 3D EBSD.

Each of these approaches is exceedingly difficult from an experimental design perspective.

Consider:

a. To design a millimeter-scale specimen with a predetermined failure zone would

require precise tapering of the strut cross section to create localized failure. Pro-

ducing millimeter-scale specimens already pushes the limits of geometric precision

achievable in the EBM process.

b. To conduct a post-tensile testing EBSD analysis of a failure process zone would

require surface preparation (i.e. grinding and polishing) of the material near the

point of failure, likely destroying the very microstructural evidence being sought.

c. A full 3D EBSD characterization of three specimens (one for each print orientation)

would take approximately three weeks and generate datasets of a size on the order

of terabytes, due to the specimen size.

2.4 Influence of notch depth on failure localization

To explore the potential impact of geometric surface defects on failure strain, surface

defects were treated as strain concentrating re-entrant notches in finite element (FE)

simulations. FE analysis was performed to evaluate strain profiles at surface roughness-

induced defects of the depths observed in the Rt measurement. Strut geometries with

diameter 1 mm and varying notch depths were modeled assuming axisymmetry, using a

subset of the 13.33 mm gage section height greater than or equal to 5x the notch radius

in either direction away from the notch opening. Material properties for Ti-6Al-4V were
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used based upon previous work by Dong et al. [84]: E = 120 GPa and σy = 880 MPa.

Hardening rates were taken to be very small but nonzero to very high strains in order

to ensure computational stability. Mesh convergence with respect to strain in a single

element was achieved with no fewer than 200 elements on the notch surface. The local

strain profiles were compared for the shallowest and deepest surface defects indicated

by the CT scan, where the simulation imposes the average macroscopic strain value

observed at failure for each diameter (for 1 mm diameter specimens, 1.3%, and for 1.25

mm specimens, 2%). To evaluate the effect of the notch on localization of plastic strain

and the observed failure strain of the specimens, the plastic strain fields and ligament

stress profiles were compared in the deepest versus shallowest notch case.

failure

εimposed = 2%εimposed = 1.3%

Thick specimen –
shallow notch

Thin specimen–
deep notch

failure

-0.1

-0.001

-0.0505

-0.0175
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a. b.
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Figure 2.8: FEA Strain State at Failure a. Plastic equivalent strain (PEEQ) contours
at the average imposed failure strain of deeply notched (1 mm) specimens, 1.3%, and
the PEEQ across the path at the center of the model from the axisymmetric axis to
the notch. b. PEEQ contours at the average imposed failure strain of shallow notch
(1.25 mm) specimens, 2%, and the PEEQ across the path at the center of the model
from the axisymmetric axis to the notch.

Examining the normalized surface roughness for each specimen produces a similar
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range of roughness associated with each specimen diameter, about 16-33% fractional

depth (see Appendix A.1 for a plot of roughness data). Comparing the peak notch strain

at the most severe defect to that of the least severe defect, provides insight regarding

the greatest possible geometric influence of surface roughness-induced defects on failure

strains. The macroscopic imposed failure strains used are: 1.3% imposed strain for the

deepest defect, corresponding to the 1 mm diameter tensile specimen average failure

strain, and 2% imposed strain for the shallowest defect, corresponding to the 1.25 mm

diameter tensile specimen average failure strain. At these imposed strains, we observe

a local peak strain ε22 of 13% in the deep notch specimen case and 21% in the shallow

notch specimen. See Figure 2.8 for the plastic equivalent strain contour maps, where

Figures 2.8a and d represent the failure conditions for the deepest and shallowest notch,

respectively. When the average macroscopic failure strain for a given specimen diameter

is imposed, the shallow notch specimen (larger strut) has a local peak strain that is 1.7x

the local peak strain of the deep notch specimen (smaller strut).

The local stress states have different degrees of triaxiality depending on the notch

depth. For deeper notches, the hydrostatic stress is a higher proportion of the vertical

stress than in the case of shallow notches. See Figure 2.9 for the vertical stress σ22,

hydrostatic stress σhydrostatic, and the plastic equivalent strain PEEQ across the path

from the specimen center to the deepest point of each notch. This difference in stress

state explains the difference in plastic zone size in Figure 2.8 and likely plays a key role

in the possible failure mechanisms, as discussed in the next section.

2.5 Discussion

Microstructural characterization by EBSD and nanoindentation reveals that the grain

structure and associated material properties vary significantly along the length of the gage
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Figure 2.9: FEA σ22, σhydrostatic, and PEEQ across the center path for the deeply
notched specimen at a. the macroscopic imposed failure strain of 1.3%, b. 2% im-
posed strain, showing high stress triaxiality (here,

σhydrostatic

σ22
); and the shallow notch

specimen at c. 1.3% imposed strain and d. the macroscopic imposed failure strain of
2%, showing lower stress triaxiality.

section, as well as within cross sections. For example, from VPSC single α-Ti studies, the

α-Ti orientation indicated in purple on the IPF map in Figure 2.4b has a high predicted

peak stress compared to other α-Ti orientations when subject to out of plane loading

(as the strut cross section is in tension). On average, if one strut print orientation has a

higher volume fraction of high peak stress prior β regions like this, then it follows that the

peak stress in that strut orientation would be higher because of the increased likelihood

of finding such a region near a deep notch (and where plasticity first localizes, controls

peak stress). The nanoindentation data suggests that the volume fraction of hard prior

β regions differs between print orientations (see Figure 2.5), such that this is consistent

with the observed print orientation-dependent peak stress. To estimate the magnitude

of its effect on local strength in the cross section, the prior β region can be considered to

be a circle 400 microns in diameter, which for a 1 mm diameter strut represents 16% of

the nominal cross-sectional area. If hardness can be considered a proxy for yield stress,
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and the hardness variation from nanoindentation indicates that the hardest regions are

about 50% harder than the softest regions, then an anomalously hard or soft prior β

region in the failure plane could explain an 8% local variation in yield strength. Note

that this measure is sensitive to specimen and prior β region size, but it also approaches

the order of the observed variation in peak stress after accounting for geometry. Here we

have considered the hardening of Ti-64 to be negligible ([86]), such that the difference

between yield stress and peak stress is small. Further research is required to make an

explicit connection between hard or soft prior β region volume fraction, specimen print

orientation, and specimen peak stress.

Turning to the systematic difference in failure strain between 1 mm and 1.25 mm

diameter struts, in a 1 mm diameter strut, a 400-µm hard prior β region is a greater

proportion of the cross-sectional area than for a 1.25 mm diameter strut. As such, it

is possible that microstructural variations in the localized region have different fracture

toughness and underly the systematic difference in failure strain between the 1 mm and

1.25 mm diameter specimens. For example, the strain applied during tensile testing

may accumulate and quickly exceed the yield strain in a hard region with low fracture

toughness at the failure plane, which may partially decohere and concentrate strain in

the remaining ligament, causing strut failure at a lower applied displacement than if the

hard region were not present. Given the size of microstructural variations is on the order

of 400 microns, such a region occurring near a 30% depth notch could span much of

the remaining ligament in the 1 mm diameter case. Comparing the remaining ligaments

at this confluence of a geometric defect and a microstructural anomaly for each strut

diameter gives:

1000 ∗ (1− 0.3)µm− 400µm = 300µm for the 1 mm strut and

1250 ∗ (1− 0.3)µm− 400µm = 475µm for the 1.25 mm diameter strut
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If the occurrence of a 400-micron hard (or soft) region adjacent to a surface defect is

equally likely in either the 1 mm diameter specimen or the 1.25 mm diameter specimen,

then a 1 mm diameter specimen can on average be expected to fail at lower imposed

strains than a 1.25 mm diameter specimen due to the smaller remaining ligament.

Tensile fracture surfaces show visible evidence of microstructural variation at the fail-

ure region in Figure 2.6. Ductile dimples appear on all four specimens, which represent

high strength-low ductility (Figure 2.6a), high strength-high ductility (Figure 2.6b), low

strength-low ductility (Figure 2.6c), and low strength-high ductility (Figure 2.6d) per-

formers from across specimen diameters and orientations. One might expect that the

low fracture strain specimens should have facets or smoother, more cleavage-like failure

surfaces than high strength and high ductility specimens. While the low strength-low

ductility specimen in Figure 2.6c has smooth regions and perhaps even a corner facet, at

least half of its failure surface has deep ductile dimples. Put another way, there are both

smooth and rough areas spanning hundreds of microns in the failure plane. This is the

same length scale of the prior β regions observed in EBSD and the hardness anomalies

observed in spatial nanoindentation maps. By the same token, the high strength-high

ductility specimen in Figure 2.6b might intuitively be thought to show deep ductile dim-

ples and characteristic roughness. Such features are apparent, but there are also very

smooth areas at the top right, the middle right, and the bottom left. Clearly, the defor-

mation resistance of the microstructure is not consistent across each failure plane.

It also seems that specimens do not fail by a consistent mechanism: the specimen with

the most consistent ductile dimples is the high strength-low ductility specimen in Figure

2.6a, which failed at a much lower imposed strain than did the specimen in Figure 2.6b

(see failure strain key at the right); and in Figure 2.6d, two separate failure paths appear

to meet in the middle of the strut, meaning each side of the plane shown was failing

simultaneously at the same imposed strain. Clearly, in the former case, the critical strain
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to failure is not the same between specimens (a) and (b), and as previously discussed,

it may not be the consistent within the failure region of a single specimen; in the latter

case a critical strain was met across a fairly microstructurally homogeneous failure zone

in specimen (d).

Considering these results and the insights from the FE notch depth study, two possible

strut failure criteria are proposed:

1. The specimen simply fails when local strain reaches a constant, critical number

(i.e., the local fracture strain).

2. The specimen fails by a mean-stress criterion [89], when the tensile stress is elevated

over a characteristic length scale which triggers decohesion between hard and soft

microstructural regions.

For a homogeneous material in the same stress state, the local notch strain value

at failure should be similar between the two specimen thicknesses (failure criterion 1).

However, from the FEA study, it seems likely that specimens with different relative

notch depths, do not fail at the same value of peak notch strain. Indeed, at fixed imposed

strains, the difference in relative notch depth is sufficient to cause significant differences in

the extent of plasticity (here, using PEEQ as a proxy for ductile damage, see Figure 2.8ac

or bd) and hydrostatic stress (see Figure 2.8ac or bd). The stress triaxiality is greater

in the deep notch case, where the hydrostatic stress is higher in magnitude as well as

in proportion to σ22 (see triaxiality ratios
σhydrostatic

σ22
in Figure 2.9). As a consequence

of the stress triaxiality, the damage accumulation zone in the deep notch specimen is

larger. A larger damage zone samples more of the material microstructure, increasing

the likelihood of encountering an inclusion or defect (such as a hard/soft prior β grain

boundary) which would accelerate local damage and decrease the observed macroscopic

ductility via quasi-ductile decohesion (failure criterion 2). Elevated hydrostatic stresses
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in specimens with deeper notches (see Figure 2.8ad) promote earlier (i.e., lower strain)

failures due to a combination cavitation/decohesion and suppression of local plasticity.

It is likely that across the specimens of each diameter, failure occurs by all of these

mechanisms. This is because the variation in failure strain is large both between the

specimen diameters, but also within the specimen set for a single diameter: the range of

in failure strain in the tensile specimen sets is nearly 50% of the maximum failure strain

for the 1 mm diameter specimen, and nearly 70% for the 1.25 mm specimen. If all failure

mechanisms are active, both geometry and microstructure play a statistically important

(and interdependent) role in EBM millimeter-scale Ti-64 strut mechanical behavior.

Additionally, the authors also note that it is likely, especially in the 1 mm diameter

case, that the failure process zone near a notch is insufficient to encompass a representa-

tive volume element of the EBM Ti-64. In such case, the local conditions at the failure

plane should be assumed to vary depending on microstructural sampling. Therefore, a

conclusive root-cause analysis of failure in any particular specimen would be extremely

difficult due to the spatial non-uniformity of the additively manufactured microstructures

observed here, and to the multiscale nature of microstructure-mediated deformation in

this material.

A generally accurate measure of the strut microstructure would require full 3D de-

structive characterization of the specimen gage length or a representative volume thereof.

However, there is no clear way to determine what a representative volume might be,

without full 3D characterization of the specimen gage length, which is too large both

physically and computationally to be fully characterized. It is possible there may be

no representative volume element in these very thin specimens, as (a) the representative

volume element for strength convergence in 3D microstructure datasets for Ti-6Al-4V

can be as large as 200 µm square by 800 µm tall [51], which approaches the specimen

dimensions not accounting for geometric error, and (b) as has been discussed here, EBSD
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and nanoindentation reveal substantial spatial microstructure variation over hundreds of

microns in the millimeter-scale EBM Ti-64 specimens. Therefore, any meaningful quan-

titative connection between specimen size, microstructure, and mechanical performance

(i.e. peak stress or fracture strain) will require statistical treatment to address the like-

lihood of encountering a hard or soft domain near a surface defect which may trigger

failure localization.

2.6 Concluding Remarks

This investigation has sought to understand the print orientation- and diameter-

dependent mechanical behavior of slender EBM Ti-6Al-4V struts. It has examined the

geometric and microstructural variations present in the specimen set and proposes the

following:

• There is clear evidence of strong material heterogeneity on length scales that signif-

icantly impact the mechanical performance of millimeter-scale struts. Both EBSD

and nanoindentation show microstructural domains of anomalous crystal orienta-

tion and hardness which can extend hundreds of microns in both the cross-sectional

and longitudinal strut directions.

• Base variations in the strength of Ti-64 as a function of α-Ti crystal orientation are

substantial (i.e. on the order of 100%, see Figure 2.7), such that any microstructural

feature accounting for more than 10% of the strut cross-sectional area (such as a

400-micron prior β region in a 1.25 mm diameter strut) is sufficient to affect the

observed strength and failure strain (see Figure 2.6abd).

• Both strength and failure strain behaviors are likely controlled by the statistical

likelihood of meeting a hard or soft prior β domain at the same location as an EBM
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surface defect that initializes failure.
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Chapter 3

The Impact of Surface Defects on

Stretch and Bend-Dominated

Lattice Primitives

It is unlikely that both material heterogeneity and surface defects can be eliminated

from millimeter-scale AM struts, so there is a clear need to quantify the impact of both

phenomena on the mechanical performance of such components. Finite element analysis

is used to quantify the impact of surface roughness on the mechanical performance of

thin strut intersections common in additively manufactured cellular architected materi-

als. Process-induced roughness is used to define surface notch geometries with depths

and spacing typical of electron beam melted components. Both stretch-dominated and

bend-dominated deformation conditions are considered using a cellular lattice ”prim-

itive” consisting of four intersecting struts subject to compression. A systematic pa-

rameter study is used to identify the most impactful surface defects in terms of defect

location, spacing, and depth. The suppression of plastic hinge formation via material

hardening is also evaluated for a range of hardening rates relevant to commonly printed
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structural alloys (from Ti-6Al-4V to Inconel alloys). Mechanical performance is quanti-

fied in terms of debits to structural stiffness, yield load, and peak load as compared to a

defect-free structure. Performance debits are found to depend critically on defect depth

and spacing, with stiffness decreasing continually as defects are deepened or added. Peak

load debits approach an asymptotic limit at high defect densities. In stretch-dominated

structures, yield load debits also saturate at high defect densities, an effect not observed

in bend-dominated structures for the present literature-informed defect density range.

Generally, performance debits are more dramatic in the bend-dominated configuration

than in the stretch-dominated configuration. To provide design guidelines for acceptable

surface roughness to achieve a given mechanical performance, quantitative stiffness, yield

load, and peak load debit maps are presented over the defect depth and density space.

The systematic nature and scope of this study provide insights that are likely generally

applicable to any additively manufactured structural alloy intersecting strut geometry

with stretch- or bend-dominated deformation.

3.1 Introduction

Additive manufacturing allows the development of cellular architected materials, also

commonly referred to as lattices, which are highly desirable due to their high specific

stiffness and strength, specific energy dissipation during crushing, and low volume frac-

tions that can be exploited in bone scaffolds [90–93]. (See Figure 3.1a for an example

of a cell of Ti-64 created by electron beam melting (EBM), which is representative of

biomedical bone implants [84].) In order to achieve sufficiently low relative density to

see meaningful gains in specific strength and stiffness, while also keeping cell size much

smaller than component size, millimeter-scale struts are necessary [94]. In bulk EBM

components, surface roughness is consistently observed to substantially degrade compo-
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nent fatigue life [32–35], and surface roughness is often compared across print orientations

and used to justify the variations in mechanical performance in monotonic loading studies

[10, 32, 71, 95–101].

The role of surface defects at the millimeter scale is likely amplified compared with the

findings of the bulk studies above, due proportionately greater depth of surface roughness

and higher surface-to-volume ratio in very small lattice structures. Put another way,

millimeter-scale struts imply that surface defects play an outsized role in determining

component mechanical response, since they comprise a larger percentage of the load-

bearing area of the struts at this length scale. Sufficiently deep defects may promote the

formation of plastic hinges, which lower load carrying capacity and post-buckling stability.

Both of these reduce the amount of energy dissipation, effectively eliminating wide-spread

plastic dissipation in favor of high-localized plasticity confined to small volumes.

The presence of surface defects is inevitable given the use of discrete powder particles

in AM builds [14, 32–35, 84, 102] (see Figure 3.1b for a CT scanned cross-sectional

profile of the EBM Ti-64 cell in Figure 3.1a), and post-build surface smoothing options

are limited by the geometric complexity of millimeter-scale lattice structures as well as the

by machine tolerances. As such, the impact of surface defects on mechanical performance

is critical for a wide range of materials and AM pathways. Considering this and the fact

that AM components may exhibit different hardening responses than bulk specimens

[26, 103, 104], it is critical to understand the role of material response in structural

defect sensitivity. It is reasonable to hypothesize that increased levels of hardening would

decrease defect sensitivity, since elevated flow stresses near strain concentrations would

stabilize the formation of plastic hinges.

The geometry of AM-driven surface roughness makes it virtually impossible to use

computational tools with explicit representations of surface defects (such as can be ob-

tained through a 3D CT scan). To faithfully represent the true surface roughness of even a
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a. b.

c. d.

Figure 3.1: EBM Ti-64 strut architectures studied by Dong et. al [84]. a. Two views
of a 3D reconstructed CT scan of a cell with 1 mm struts and substantial surface
roughness. b. A 2D CT scan slice from this structure showing the rough surface profile
in clear relief. c. A 3D reconstructed CT scan of the 1mm diameter intersecting strut
geometry considered in the present work, where the stretch-dominated geometry is on
the left, and the bend-dominated configuration is represented on the right. d. A 2D
CT scan slice from this geometry, also depicting high surface roughness. CT scans
were performed by Dong.

single structure would be computationally expensive, and likely unnecessary as not every

surface defect location impacts structural response equally (e.g. a shallow surface defect

is presumably less impactful than a deep defect). Further, the defect depth and spatial

distribution of defects along millimeter-scale struts depends on the build parameters and

the print-orientation of the strut [14, 102].

The hypothesis underlying the current study is that not all surface features are of

equal importance to the structural response, such that outliers with respect to depth

play the critical role. Such depth outliers naturally occur at lower frequency than less

deleterious shallow notches, such that insight can be gained by quantifying the impact of
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relatively deep defects (with defect depth as a variable) and defect spacing. In this work,

an idealized defect geometry is adopted, whose description is motivated by quantitative

measures of the reduction in cross-sectional area arising from surface roughness in EBM

Ti-64 struts at the millimeter scale (full details are available in work by Dong et al.

[84].). As shown in Figure 3.2, surface defects can comprise on the order of 25% of strut

thickness and have substantial impact on the load-bearing area. This investigation uses

information from CT data to consider the extremes of cross-sectional area reduction from

surface defects and considers the worst case scenario, wherein extreme area differences are

localized into a single deep edge defect on one side of a strut. By varying the location of

such outlier defects and the spacing between multiple defects, we illustrate the importance

of defect location with regards to structural response.

Normalized minimum 
inscribed ellipse:

0.732

Normalized maximum
circumscribed ellipse:

1.238

Figure 3.2: Cross-sectional CT scans to determine strut defect depths as the difference
between the minimum inscribed ellipse area and the true area. Normalized values are
shown here, where true area is 1, and the normalized maximum inscribed ellipse area is
included to give context for the different area measurements used. Reasonable defect
depths from these area metrics are about 30% depth for a re-entrant defect, or 24%
protrusion for a satellite defect. In this work, the 30% depth case is used as a starting
point.

The impact of defects is reported in terms of reductions to stiffness, yield load, and

peak load with respect to a defect-free structure. Because strut topology plays a sig-
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nificant role in the stress distribution in the struts (i.e., uniform stresses associated

with stretch-dominated vs. linear stress distributions associated with bending domi-

nated structures), we consider the response of a simple single topology that produces

both responses. In Figure 3.1c, the left specimen is stretch-dominated because it is con-

strained by the outer frame; the right specimen is bend-dominated because the struts in

the X intersection are not constrained from splaying outward.

The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 outlines the scope

of the study and provides an overview of the computational approach used to generate

the results in terms of the defect location, depth, and spacing (as motivated by image

processing to assess relevant defect depth and axial spacing [84, 105]); a rationale is also

provided for considering a range of relevant material hardening responses. Section 3.3

outlines the impact of defect location, spacing, and hardening on stiffness, yield load,

and peak load. Section 3.4 provides a discussion of the implications of the results, while

Section 3.5 summarizes the key findings.

3.2 Details of finite element simulations and scope

of study

This investigation focuses on the impact of surface roughness in millimeter-scale EBM

strut intersections similar to those in Figure 3.1c. It effectively treats the surface rough-

ness observed in Figure 3.1d as notch defects in finite element (FE) simulations of a

single millimeter-scale strut intersection topology which can have both stretch- and bend-

dominated deformation states. Figure 3.3 shows a 3D illustration of how the notch defects

are idealized in the 2D plane stress FEA. It also compares the length scales of the strut

width and depth, with that of the starting defect depth and opening width, with the
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length scale of the melt theme. The Young’s modulus and yield stress used in the FE

model are relevant to EBM Ti-64 because there is detailed surface roughness characteri-

zation available from both Dong et al. and Chan [84, 105], and because this material and

method are commonly used to fabricate cellular structures for biomedical applications

[98, 99, 106]. That said, a broad range of material hardening responses are considered,

as additively manufactured millimeter-scale strut topologies have numerous applications

from bone implants (non-hardening Ti-6Al-4V) to aerospace engine components (high

hardening Inconel alloys).

0.3 mm

1 mm

1 mm

Melt theme: 0.07 mm

Relevant length scales

Strut width, depth: 1 mm

0.1 mm

Max. defect depth: 0.3 mm
Defect opening width: 0.1 mm

Figure 3.3: 3D representation of a surface notch defect like those treated in the study.
Although the simulations are performed in 2D plane stress FEA, this is the physical
situation they represent. Shown at the bottom are relevant length scales for the rough
EBM Ti-64 millimeter scale struts.

The impact of notch defects on mechanical performance in monotonic compression

was systematically analyzed with respect to defect location, material hardening rate,

defect spacing, and defect depth. Mechanical response under monotonic compression

was characterized using the initial structural (elastic) stiffness k, the onset of structural
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nonlinearity/yield load Py, and the peak load carried by the strut intersection Ppk. Im-

pacts were defined using the debit to each of these quantities as compared with a strut

intersection containing no surface notch defects. The ratio k/k0 refers to the stiffness

of a given condition normalized by the stiffness of a defect-free structure with the same

material properties; the ratio Py/Py0 refers to the yield load normalized by that of the

defect-free structure, and the ratio Ppk/Ppk0 is defined analogously. Normalized values

are used so that the results presented here are agnostic to the specific values of material

properties used.

FE Model Details
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dy =-1dx = 0

a.

c.

b.

d.
σy = 880 MPa

E = 120 GPa

σUTS = 1080 MPa

R (MPa) =

Figure 3.4: FEA geometries, boundary conditions, and input properties. a. Stretch–
dominated strut intersection geometry. b. Bend-dominated strut intersection geom-
etry. c. Schematic representation of FE boundary conditions: negative displacement
imposed at the top surface (dy = -1 mm), a horizontal corner pin (dx = 0), and a
nonmoving bottom surface (dy = 0). d. FE input stress-strain curve, where the values
for Young’s modulus, yield stress, and ultimate tensile stress are guided by [84], and
the hardening rate R is varied by modifying the strain εu at which σUTS is reached.

The strut intersection model imposed uniform compressive displacements at the top
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edge of the geometries shown in Figure 3.4ab. The 2D plane stress finite element model

imposed compressive displacement on the top edge of the X-shaped geometries, with the

bottom edge fixed vertically and one corner pinned horizontally (see red areas in Figure

3.4c), to emulate a compression test using platens. Frictionless self-contact conditions

were imposed to account for notch closure. Representative material stress-strain curve

inputs are shown in Figure 3.4d. An elastic modulus of 120 GPa, a yield stress of 880

MPa, and an ultimate tensile stress of 1080 MPa were used, with hardening rate variations

imposed by changing the strain value at which this stress is reached εu. A few important

notes regarding the material property inputs to the FE model:

1. The explicit values of modulus, yield stress, and ultimate tensile stress used are

inconsequential because the results are analyzed in terms of dimensionless mea-

sures (i.e., normalized by the response of a defect-free structure or a non-hardening

structure).

2. That said, the dimensionless ratio of ultimate tensile stress to yield stress σUTS/σy

is 1.23, which is a plausible ratio observed in Ti-64 [84, 86] but which is slightly

low for materials such as steels and Inconel alloys (these materials have σUTS/σy

from 1.5 - 2.5 [107, 108]). Although not varied as a part of this study, the value of

the ratio σUTS/σy can affect the peak load debit as a function of defect density and

material hardening rate. A sensitivity analysis reveals that the effect of doubling

σUTS/σy (to 2.46) on peak load debit is to decrease it by about 10% when material

hardening exceeds 10000 MPa. This occurs for high and low defect densities in

both deformation modes (see Appendix A.2). Therefore the peak load results using

σUTS/σy = 1.23 are applicable to a wide range of alloys, and their sensitivity to the

relationship between ultimate tensile stress and yield stress only plays a meaningful

role for very high hardening materials such as AM Inconel alloys with small grains
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and cellular dislocation substructures.

3. For non-hardening cases applicable to Ti-64, a small amount of hardening (100

MPa) was imposed to stabilize the model to very high strains, as indicated by the

arrow in Figure 3.4d.

Multiple distinct meshes with differing average element size were used to verify that

calculated mechanical responses are convergent (i.e. independent of specific mesh details,

see Figure 3.5). Resulting load-displacement (P-d) curves were all compared with the P-d

curve from the defect-free case with respect to structural stiffness, yield load, and peak

load. Stiffness k was taken as the initial slope of the P-d curve, yield load Py was taken

using the 0.2% offset method, and peak load Ppk was taken as the maximum load born

by the structure prior to the large deformation regime in which extreme shape change or

defect self contact can cause erratic P-d curve behavior.
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Figure 3.5: FE mesh convergence for X intersection model. a. The convergence of k,
Py, and Ppk with respect to mesh size. b. Schematic showing the area of the model
inset and the plastic equivalent strain (PEEQ) scale bar for c. the convergence of the
PEEQ field in a high defect density case, as the number of elements across the strut
width increases left to right.
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Figure 3.6: Mechanical performance metrics definitions from FE outputs. k is the
stiffness using the initial slope of the load-displacement curve, Py is determined using
the 0.2% offset method (the height of the structure is about 10 mm, so the offset line
intersects the load-displacement curve at 0.02 mm), and Ppk is the peak load taken
prior to the effect of closing at large displacements (not pictured here).

Defect Location

Previous work by Dong et al. [84] shows that surface defect location dictates whether

surface notches have a significant impact on the failure load of a structure. For this

reason, single defect studies were performed to determine the most impactful location of

a defect for stretch- and bend-dominated structures, using a representative notch size of

0.1 mm opening distance and 0.3 mm depth. Structural symmetry decreased the number

of unique cases to consider, and resultant mechanical response was compared with the

defect-free case. Defect location was considered in two ways.

1. First, six preliminary defect locations were analyzed. In six separate cases, single

edge defects were placed near the corner, mid-strut, and near the node on the upskin

and downskin side of the strut intersections as in Figure 3.7a to determine the most

deleterious defect location in the stretch- and bend-dominated configurations. See

Figure 3.9 in Section 3.3 for details and outcomes.

2. Second, downskin defect locations were examined in more detail, as downskin de-
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a. b.

1

8

4

near corner

near node

mid-strut

Figure 3.7: Defect location study schematics, shown on the stretch-dominated geom-
etry. a. Preliminary upskin and downskin defect study, with near corner defects in
orange, mid-strut defects in red, and near node defects in green. b. Downskin defect
location study showing the placement of eight defects every 1 mm along the length of
the strut.

fects have herein been determined to be more harmful to yield load than upskin

defects in both deformation modes (stretch- and bend-dominated). (Note that a

similar result is implied in [14] and [102], where upskin surface roughness is substan-

tially less than downskin surface roughness.) Starting ∼0.5 mm from the center

node, eight single defect studies were performed with each new case moving the

defect one strut width (1 mm) away from the center node toward the corner (see

Figure 3.7b).

The trends for k, Py, and Ppk as a function of defect location were extracted, and the

defect locations producing the greatest property debits were considered the worst case

scenario locations. Results are shown in Figure 3.10 in Section 3.3.

Defect Spacing

To determine whether additional defects exacerbated the property debits observed

in a single defect case, the impact of multiple defects was considered in two ways, as

depicted schematically in Figure 3.8. (The stretch-dominated configuration is drawn,

but the bend-dominated configuration has similar defect placements for this study.)
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1. First, starting with the previously-determined most detrimental location (with re-

spect to Py) in one of the four struts in each X-geometry, a single defect was simply

added in that location to each strut—with two distinct cases for single defects in

two struts—up to the case of a single defect in each of the four struts (see Figure

3.8a).

2. Second, defect density was considered. In 2015, Chan studied EBM Ti-64 using CT

surface scans and documented the size distribution of surface notches over a known

area of the specimens [105]. Relevant depths and line densities of notch defects

were deduced from this information to incorporate on the surface of 2D plane

stress FE models. The depth distribution revealed a range of 0.02-0.35 mm, with

half of the detected defects being deeper than 0.25 mm and one defect occurring for

approximately every 1 millimeter of edge length. As such, the worst-case scenario

was taken as one deep defect per millimeter, and lower defect density cases of 1

defect per 2, 3, and 4 millimeters of surface were also analyzed. Defects were

placed beginning with the previously-determined worst defect location, adding a

new defect of the same depth every 1-4 mm of strut edge length, depending on the

density being considered (see Figure 3.8b).

In the defect spacing study, a small hardening rate of 500 MPa is imposed for compu-

tational stability. This is reasonable because in Section 3.3, we show that for almost all

defect locations, the defect-driven debit to yield load and peak load is not significantly

affected by material hardening rate.

Defect Depth

The magnitude of these debits is also affected by defect depth, and as such the defect

spacing studies are carried out for four relevant defect depths, the effects of which range
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n = 2, l n = 2, t n = 3 n = 4

n = 8
dd = 1 per 4 mm

n = 10
dd = 1 per 3 mm

n = 14
dd = 1 per 2 mm

n = 26
dd = 1 per mm

2 left defects 2 top defects 3 total defects 1 defect per strut

a.

b.

Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of defect spacing study. a. Single defect per strut
configurations for 2-4 total defects, noting that there are two inequivalent 2-defect con-
ditions. Similar defect locations were imposed in the bend-dominated configuration,
except with the defects in the near node downskin position (see the green defects in
a.). b. Defect density configurations from low density (1 per 4 mm), to the highest
measured density in Chan (1 per mm) [105]. Defect densities are also quoted in terms
of the total number of defects (n), which is quantity on the abscissa of subsequent
plots. The same configurations were also imposed in the bend-dominated geometry.

from minimal mechanical impact to property debits on the order of 50%. For all of

the above studies, the nominal defect width of 0.1 mm and depth of 0.3 mm was used.

To assess the impact of defect depth, the defect spacing study was carried out for four

defect depths: 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm, and 0.4 mm. The present investigation used

the shallowest depth to show a nearly negligible effect on structural performance, the

middle two depths are realistically observed by Chan [105], and the deepest defect serves

to illustrate property debit trends beyond what has been observed in experiments. Based

on observed results, a debit saturation point with respect to defect spacing and depth is

proposed.
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Hardening Rate Parameter Studies

Cellular architectures for biocompatible applications involve Ti-6Al-4V, a low hard-

ening material, but for impact absorption applications, higher hardening alloys such as

steels and Inconel alloys may be used. In a low hardening material such as Ti-6Al-4V,

surface defects with limited plastic deformation zones may determine the failure location

of a strut intersection, whereas in high hardening steels and Inconel alloys, plasticity may

spread through the strut, suppressing the formation of a plastic hinge near the notch and

mitigating the effect of surface roughness. Hence, the authors investigated the role of

hardening rate in the structural response of the strut intersections with:

(a) single defects, in order to determine the most mechanically detrimental combination

of defect location and hardening rate

(b) multiple defects, in order to determine the interplay of defect density and material

hardening rate for mechanical property debits

In hardening study (a), To determine whether high hardening mitigates the effect of

single surface notches on structural response in the stretch- and bend-dominated geome-

tries examined here, a parameter study was performed across the hardening rate space

from R = 100 MPa to R = 20000 MPa (see Figure 3.4d for the details of FEA input

stress-strain curves). The low hardening range is relevant to Ti-64, the mid-hardening

range from 5000-10000 MPa is relevant to TWIP steels [108], and the high hardening

rates are observed just after yield in L-PBF Inconel alloys, particularly in the presence of

dislocation substructures [55, 64, 67, 69, 70, 77, 109–112]). The defect depth was taken

as 0.3 mm, FE stress state and boundary conditions were not altered from the above

defect location study, and all six preliminary single defect locations shown in Figure 3.7a

plus the defect-free case were examined.
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The results of the single defect location hardening study are presented in Section 3.3

as plots of the property—k, Py, or Ppk—debit with respect to a defect-free structure with

the same hardening rate on the ordinate, versus the hardening rate on the abscissa. As

such, the plots show the effect on mechanical response of adding a single defect (at the

indicated location) to a material with a given hardening rate.

Hardening study (b) builds on the results the defect spacing study by incorporating

0.3 mm deep downskin defects in the positions shown in Figure 3.8 in stretch- and bend-

dominated configurations over the same hardening rate space as in hardening study (a).

Its outcomes reveal both the effect of increasing material hardening rate on a given

defect structure (here, defect spacing is the independent variable, and property debits

are normalized to the low hardening rate case of the same defect spacing), and the effect

of adding defects to a structure with a given material hardening rate (here, hardening

rate is the independent variable, and property debits are normalized to the defect-free

case of the same hardening rate).

3.3 Results

Defect Location

From the preliminary defect location study, the worst defect location with respect

to yield load Py is different for the stretch- versus bend-dominated loading configura-

tions. Figure 3.9 shows the defect locations and corresponding load-displacement curves

compared with the defect free case for stretch- and bend-dominated deformation (Figure

3.9a and b, respectively). In stretch-dominated deformation, the defect location that

causes the greatest Py debit is mid-strut downskin (see Figure 3.9a); in bend-dominated

deformation, the greatest Py debit occurs for a downskin defect near the node (see Figure

3.9b). Stiffness debits from single defects are not significant in this instance. It should
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be noted that in bend-dominated case, the greatest debit to peak load Ppk does not oc-

cur for the same defect location which produces the greatest Py debit: bend-dominated

X-intersections have lowest Ppk for an upskin defect near the node, with a debit of 14%.

The Ppk debit for the downskin near node defect is 13.5%. Although the difference is

small, the near node downskin defect produces high debits to both load metrics (i.e.,

yield load and peak load); hence this location is taken as the worst-case defect location

for a bend-dominated structure with low hardening rate.

The results of the single downskin defect location study agree with the preliminary

results for the most deleterious location for a single defect (position 4, mid-strut in Figure

3.10a for the stretch-dominated configuration, and position 1, near the center node in

Figure 3.10b for the bend-dominated configuration). When only downskin defects are

considered, the defect location with the lowest Py is the same as the worst defect location

for Ppk in both configurations (see Figure 3.10, far right).
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Figure 3.9: Load-displacement curves for various defect locations. Load-displacement
curves for upskin (solid line) and downskin (dashed line) defects in the mid-strut (red
curves), near corner (orange curves), and near node (green curves) locations for the
a. stretch-dominated and b. bend-dominated configurations.

The behavioral bounds for a single strut defect 0.3 mm deep established in Figures
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Figure 3.10: Bounding the effect of defect location on mechanical properties. For
downskin defects in the numbered positions shown at the left, upper and lower bound
load-displacement curves (center), and contour maps of the debits to yield load Py

and peak load Ppk as a function of defect position (right) for the a. stretch-dominated
and b. bend-dominated configurations, normalized by the values corresponding to the
defect-free case.

3.9 and 3.10 are given in Table 3.1 in terms of stiffness ratio k/k0, yield load ratio Py/Py0,

and peak load ratio Ppk/Ppk0.

Table 3.1: Bounds on stiffness, yield load, and peak load ratio from downskin defect
locations across a strut

Stretch-dominated Bend-dominated

k/k0 0.97 - 0.99 0.93 - 0.99
Py/Py0 0.81 - 0.91 0.83 - 1.00
Ppk/Ppk0 0.84 - 0.95 0.86 - 1.00

Defect Spacing and Depth

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 reveal that defects diminish the performance of bend-dominated

structures more dramatically than in stretch-dominated structures. These figures show

contour maps of the debit to k, Py, and Ppk over the defect spacing (shown schematically

in Figure 3.8) and depth (0.1 - 0.4 mm) parameter space explored in this study. In each

configuration, the property with the most extreme debit is peak load; stretch-dominated

geometries experience a 30% Ppk debit for the deepest defects at a density of 1/mm, and
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bend-dominated geometries have a 59% debit in Ppk in this condition.

Defect depth is very important to determining the magnitude of the property debit:

shallow defects on the order 0.1 mm have minimal effect on k, Py, and Ppk, with debits

10% or less regardless of defect spacing. Deep defects (0.4 mm) are detrimental to all

mechanical properties and at high defect density can cause more than a 28% debit to

k, Py, and Ppk in stretch-dominated case; the corresponding minimum debit for the

bend-dominated structure is 50%.
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Figure 3.11: Effect of defect spacing and depth in the stretch-dominated configura-
tion.a. Box contour plot of the stiffness debit as k/k0 (where k0 is the stiffness of the
defect-free structure) over the defect depth vs. density (n) space. b. Yield load debit
over the same space Py/Py0. c. Peak load debit as Ppk/Ppk0. Note that for number of
defects n = 0-4 represents the simple, single defect per strut approach, and the defect
density approach is represented by n>4 as follows: n=8 refers to 1 defect/4mm, n =
10 corresponds to 1 defect/3 mm, n = 14 corresponds to 1 defect/2 mm, and n = 26
corresponds to 1 defect/mm in the current geometry.

That said, the deepest defect (0.4 mm) in this study is an extreme case, although

defects as deep as .35 mm have been observed by Chan [105], and 0.3 mm-deep defects

are observed with significant frequency. A realistic defect depth and density for EBM

Ti-64, for example is 0.3 mm deep at 1 defect/2 mm, based on the observation that half

of the defects at a density of 1 defect/mm in [105] are over 0.25 mm deep. In this case,

a stretch-dominated structure is expected to have a 14% stiffness debit, 22% yield load

debit, and 27% peak load debit; the corresponding debits for a bend-dominated structure
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Figure 3.12: Effect of defect spacing and depth in the bend-dominated configuration.
a. Stiffness debit k/k0. b. Yield load debit Py/Py0. c. Peak load debit Ppk/Ppk0.
Note the difference in contour scale bar indicating more severe property debits in the
bend-dominated configuration.

are 30%, 35%, and 45%.

An alternate way to visualize property debits depicted in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 is to

explicitly consider the property debits associated with increasing defect density for one

defect depth. The stiffness, yield load, and peak load ratios for different spacings of a 0.3

mm deep defect are presented in Figure 3.13, which serves to highlight a few subtleties.

The first is related to the placement of defects with respect to the structural symmetry

in this geometry: as shown schematically in Figure 3.8a, there are two distinct ways to

place two defects in the structure, one where the defects occur two left struts (n=2,l) and

the other where the defects occur on two top struts (n=2,t). These two configurations

have different implications for the structural response:

• In the stretch-dominated case, reading Figure 3.13a from left to right, the first

datapoint associated with n = 2 is for n = 2, l and the second is for n = 2, t.

Therefore, having two deep defects on side struts (placed as in Figure 3.8a at the

far left) is more detrimental to yield load and peak load in the stretch-dominated

case.

• The opposite is true in the bend-dominated case (Figure 3.13b): two side strut
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defects are not nearly as detrimental to stiffness, yield load, or peak load as are

two top strut defects (placed as in Figure 3.8a, second from the left).

This difference demonstrates an important and somewhat nuanced relationship between

deformation mode and surface condition in cellular material design.

The second subtlety born out more clearly in Figure 3.13 is the saturation of the Py

and Ppk debits at high defect densities. In the stretch-dominated case, Py/Py0 seems to

asymptote to 0.80 and Ppk/Ppk0 to 0.70 even as defect density increases. In the bend-

dominated case, Ppk/Ppk0 saturates to 0.56, but Py/Py0 does not appear to saturate

here. Note that stiffness k/k0 does not saturate in either case. This trend is consistent

across defect depths 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 mm as well (see Appendix A.1).
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Figure 3.13: Effect of defect density on k, Py, and Ppk for 0.3 mm deep defect. Debit
in stiffness, yield load, and peak load as k/k0, Py/Py0, and Ppk/Ppk0 with respect to
defect density (n) for the a. stretch-dominated configuration and b. bend-dominated
configuration.

Effect of Hardening Rate

The anticipated effect of hardening rate R on the performance of strut intersections

with defects is that additional plasticity in high hardening materials would mitigate the

detrimental effect they have on Py and especially Ppk. However, in both configurations,

hardening rate has a negligible effect on the detriment to Py compared to a defect-free

specimen with the same hardening rate (see Figure 3.14). For hardening rates from 0-
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20000 MPa, the yield load ratio Py/Py0 is about 0.80 in the stretch-dominated case with

a mid-strut downskin defect and, if anything, appears to decrease with hardening rate

(see the red markers in Figure 3.14a). In the bend-dominated configuration, the yield

load ratio increases very slightly with hardening rate but hovers around 0.83 for a near

node downskin defect (Figure 3.14c, green markers).
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Figure 3.14: Effect of hardening rate R on yield load and peak load. a. Py/Py0

and b. Ppk/Ppk0 for the stretch-dominated case; c. Py/Py0 and d. Ppk/Ppk0 for the
bend-dominated case. Marker shapes indicate upskin or downskin defects, and colors
refer to location: orange corresponds to near corner defects, red to mid-strut defects,
and green to near node defects.

The effect of hardening rate on peak load depends on the deformation condition and

the defect location. As shown in Figure 3.14b, for the stretch-dominated configuration,

increased hardening generally increases Ppk in all defect locations, though a saturation

appears to occur near R = 13000 MPa, beyond which Ppk falls slowly. In the bend-

dominated configuration, hardening rate has no effect on Ppk for mid-strut defects, near

corner defects, and near node upskin defects (Figure 3.14d). For near node downskin de-

fects, the same location for which Py shows the greatest debit in this geometry, hardening

appears to augment Ppk/Ppk0 the most for R = 2000-4000 MPa, with the effect gradually

decreasing as hardening increases. Notably, hardening never recovers all of the Ppk debit
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(i.e., does not cause the ratio Ppk/Ppk0 to return to 1 in either geometry). However, it

is interesting that mid-strut defects appear to have no effect on Py or Ppk at any hard-

ening rate in the bend-dominated case. In both geometries, the most detrimental defect

location with respect to Py does not appear to change with hardening rate, and the most

detrimental defect location with respect to Ppk appears to match the worst Py location

at low hardening rates such as would be seen in Ti-64. For this reason, the mid-strut

downskin and near corner downskin defects are termed the most detrimental defects for

the stretch- and bend-dominated cases, respectively.

In the case of multiple defects in the stretch-dominated mode, increasing material

hardening has a negligible effect on the stiffness debit for any defect density, and it reduces

the defect-driven property debits for Py and Ppk. Figure 3.15a shows the stiffness, yield

load, and peak load ratios with respect to the low hardening case with the same defect

spacing. In Figure 3.15a at the right, for high defect densities (n), the Ppk ratio does not

increase monotonically with hardening rate, perhaps indicating a change in the location

or extent of the plastic hinge formation that governs peak load around R = 10000 MPa.

Increasing defect density affects the stiffness, yield load, and peak load debits similarly

regardless of hardening rate. Figure 3.15b shows the ratios with respect to the defect-

free case with the same hardening rate. The debit to yield load saturates at high defect

densities, and for low hardening rates, the debit even decreases slightly when the structure

has many stress concentrating defects. For peak load as a function of defect spacing in

Figure 3.15b at the right, the debit does not increase monotonically for two reasons:

first, as was discussed in the context of the defect spacing study, of the two distinct

configurations involving two defects, when the defects are in the left struts in the X

structure (2,l), they are more harmful to Py and Ppk than when the two defects are in

the top struts in the X structure (2,t); second, the number of defects also affects the

structural location of plastic collapse for any material hardening rate.
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Figure 3.15: Interplay of defect density and hardening rate in stretch-dominated case
for k, Py, and Ppk debits. a. Effect of hardening rate on a given defect density (n).
b. Effect of adding defects to a material with a given hardening rate.

For the bend-dominated case with multiple defects, increasing hardening rate again

has a negligible effect on the stiffness debit for any defect density, and it reduces the

defect-driven property debits for Py and Ppk. Analogously to Figure 3.15 in the stretch-

dominated case, Figure 3.16 corresponds to the bend-dominated case, where Figure 3.16a

shows the stiffness, yield load, and peak load ratios with respect to the low hardening

case with the same defect spacing, and Figure 3.16b shows the ratios with respect to the

defect-free case with the same hardening rate. Note that the effect on the yield load debit

is less dramatic in the bend-dominated case than in the stretch dominated case (compare

to Figure 3.15a, middle); the opposite is true for peak load debits, where hardening has a

more dramatic effect in the bend-dominated case (see Figure 3.16a versus Figure 3.15a,

right). As a function of defect spacing in Figure 3.16b, the yield load and peak load debits

do not increase monotonically due to the two distinct configurations involving two defects

(discussed previously). In the bend-dominated configuration, increasing defect density
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creates the same debits to stiffness, yield load, and peak load, regardless of material

hardening rate.
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Figure 3.16: Interplay of defect density and hardening rate in bend-dominated case
for k, Py, and Ppk debits. a. Effect of hardening rate on a given defect density (n).
b. Effect of adding defects to a material with a given hardening rate.

3.4 Discussion

Dong et al. showed that in the same stretch-dominated EBM Ti-64 X-intersections

as the present study, structural stiffness can be predicted using the CT-informed area

metrics true area and minimum inscribed area. The true area metric is calculated using

the full surface area of each slice of the CT scan, and the minimum inscribed area

is calculated using the smallest minimum inscribed ellipse. The latter method ignores

surface asperities and represents a lower bound on specimen load-bearing area (see Figure

3.2, top area metric for an illustration of this applied to a slice of the strut CT scans).

For specimens printed in the vertical orientation, the minimum inscribed area is a better
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predictor of structural stiffness, and for specimens printed in the horizontal orientation,

the average of true and inscribed area is a better predictor of structural stiffness [84].

Figure 3.17 indicates that the current work is consistent with these results: the stiff-

ness of idealized stretch-dominated structures with a finite number of deep defects gener-

ally falls between the stiffness prediction associated with true area-informed stiffness and

that associated with the average of true area AT and minimum slice area Amin. Note that

in these cross-sectional area calculations, an out of plane depth of 1 mm was assumed

with respect to the 2D plane stress model. At high defect densities and depths (denser

than 1 defect per 2 mm and deeper than 0.3 mm), the stiffness begins to fall below the

average of the true and inscribed area metric (Figure 3.17cd). For the bend-dominated

configuration, the stiffness falls more quickly with defect density and depth, even passing

below the theoretical stiffness associated with the minimum inscribed area for densities

greater than 1 defect per 2 mm and depths greater than 0.3 mm.
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The stiffness result from [84] indicates that in the vertical print orientation, surface

asperities do not carry as much load as they do in horizontally printed specimens. Such

an observation is consistent with the literature; in their study of surface roughness versus

surface print angle in EBM Ti-64, Galati et al. find that higher print angles and smaller

melt cross-sections accrue more partially adhered satellite particles as a result of rapid

heat flux out of the melt area, as compared with shallower print angles with larger melt

cross sections and lower cooling rates [102]. Therefore, experiments indicate that partially

adhered particles participate in cross-sectional area measurements without contributing

to the stiffness of the structure, due to their incomplete mechanical coupling to the part

surface.

The FE result of the present study is interesting because for high defect densities

and depths (≥1 per 2 mm and ≥0.3 mm), the stiffness debit exceeds the area debit even

without modeling asperities. It illustrates that for both stretch- and bend-dominated

topologies with deep defects (> 0.3 mm) occurring more frequently than once per 2 mm

of surface length, local bending deformation takes place at the notches when the structure

is still in the elastic regime. The more dramatic effect in the bend-dominated structure

is explained by the outsized role of surface response in bending deformation.

In a defect-free structure, the peak load is determined by the yielding of the central

node in the stretch-dominated case, and the plastic zones that form at the ends of the

ligaments as well as in the central node in the bend-dominated case. With the addition

of a sufficiently deep defect (depth > 0.1 mm) at the worst-case location, local plastic

hinges tend to form and govern the peak load of the structure in either deformation mode.

This occurs regardless of material hardening rate or deformation mode: for all hardening

rates in the stretch-dominated structure, plastic hinges form at both the defect and the

node before peak load is reached

Interestingly, only for higher hardening rates (R > 8500 MPa) in the bend-dominated
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case do plastic hinges form in the node as well as at the defect prior to peak load.

Changing the defect spacing does not alter the plastic hinge-mediated peak load for the

stretch-dominated configuration, although at defect densities > 1 per 4 mm of surface

length, no appreciable yield occurs in the node prior to peak load; instead, multiple plastic

hinges form at the defects before peak load is reached, and this explains the asymptotic

behavior of the peak load debit as defect densities increase (see Figure 3.13a).

With multiple defects in the bend-dominated structure, no nodal yield occurs prior

to peak load. However, a transition occurs from low defect densities which form multiple

local plastic hinges prior to peak load, to high defect densities (> 1 per 2 mm) which

form more numerous local plastic hinges but do so after peak load. It seems in this

case that peak load is mediated by the volume of yielded material rather than a yielded

region extending through the strut thickness; this coincides with a saturation in peak

load debit at defect densities greater than 1 per 2 mm (see Figure 3.13b). In general,

having more and deeper defects is deleterious to the structural peak load due to plastic

hinge formation preceding the failure condition of the defect-free structure. Hardening

rate does not change this mechanism for either deformation mode and this explains the

small effect it has on peak load as a function of defect location (see Figure 3.14).

Hardening rate and defect density interact to produce variations in the property deb-

its discussed thus far. Note that these results are for defect depths of 0.3 mm, which

consistently represents the deepest experimentally observed surface defect [84, 105]. For

both deformation modes, Figures 3.15a and 3.16a show that increased material harden-

ing rate has virtually no effect on structural stiffness regardless of defect density because

no appreciable local hardening takes place when the structure is in the elastic regime.

The result that increasing hardening rate can decrease the yield load debit for a given

defect density is unsurprising; that the effect is more dramatic for the stretch-dominated

configuration (see Figure 3.15a, middle) indicates that more hardening occurs prior to
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yield in this case than for bend-dominated deformation; the post-yield hardening in the

bend-dominated case is more dramatic and decreases the peak load debit associated with

any defect density by more than 15% for high hardening (see Figure 3.16a, right). How-

ever, treating hardening rate as an independent variable, in stretch- and bend-dominated

deformation, the effect of adding defects to a structure is as deleterious to stiffness, yield

load, and peak load for materials with high hardening rates as it is for materials with

low hardening rates. Figures 3.15b and 3.16b show that property debits as a function

of defect density are consistent to within 6% from hardening rates on the order of 100

MPa, to hardening rates on the order of 10000 MPa.

It should be noted that defect location is found to be generally more important

than defect spacing in determining the greatest detriment to mechanical properties. For

instance, in the stretch-dominated case, two defects each located one millimeter from

the worst single defect location are slightly more deleterious to peak load than a single

defect of the same depth in the worst-case location (stiffness and yield load are similar

in the two cases). However, moving the two defects each two millimeters away from

the worst location renders them less detrimental than the single, worst-located defect.

For the bend-dominated case, two defects one millimeter from the worst single defect

location are less harmful to stiffness, yield load, and peak load than the single defect

in the worst location (for defects of the same depth). As such, all multi-defect cases

run herein, involved a defect at the worst location as a starting point, which logically

determines the lower bound for mechanical properties with respect to defect spacing.

The design implications are clear. For example, to achieve a stiffness debit under 10%

in an AM thin strut intersection, this investigation reveals the following acceptable defect

densities and depths for a stretch-dominated configuration: any defect density with depth

under 0.2 mm, 4 or fewer mid-strut defects with depth 0.3 mm, or fewer than 2 mid-strut

defects with depth 0.4 mm. In a bend-dominated configuration, the options to achieve
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less than 10% stiffness debit are: any defect density with depth under 0.1 mm, 4 or fewer

near-node defects of depth 0.2 mm, or fewer than 2 near-node defects of depth 0.3 mm. If

a certain defect density is unavoidable as a result of the AM process, any effort to increase

material hardening rate will be beneficial, as it will increase the structural yield load and

peak load relative to a lower hardening material. And if, conversely, material hardening

rate cannot be changed, efforts to decrease defect density (and by extrapolation of the

current results, depth) will result in virtually equal recovery of stiffness, yield load, and

peak load no matter the alloy. Note that these guidelines are for downskin defects; the

work of Galati et al. [14, 102] and the defect location study herein lend credence to the

argument that downskin defects are more detrimental than upskin defects to structural

performance.

This work provides insight about the magnitude of property debits to be expected at

various defect depths and densities relevant to EBM structural alloys. It helps establish

guidelines for when surface roughness mitigation techniques may be required to meet me-

chanical performance design requirements for a millimeter-scale additively manufactured

component with a 60-degree strut angle, shown in the literature to produce higher upskin

roughness than shallower build angles [102]. Downskin roughness, though generally more

severe, has been quantified as a function of strut angle, but its dependence thereupon

has not yet been conclusively established.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

Surface roughness has a profound impact on mechanical performance of AM parts

in fatigue, and as demonstrated here, in monotonic loading. Surface roughness has

been treated as notch defects on the edges of a 2D plane stress FE compressive loading

simulation of a thin strut intersection geometry, a prototype of strut intersections for
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impact absorption or biocompatible applications. Performance debits for stiffness, yield

load, and peak load have been estimated as a function of defect location, defect spacing,

defect depth, and material hardening rate. Key takeaways are:

1. The most deleterious location for a single defect in a strut intersection, in terms

of the effect on yield load, varies with the dominant deformation mode but is

unchanged by material hardening rate. The most detrimental defect is located:

• mid-strut on the downskin for the stretch-dominated case and

• near the node on the downskin for the bend-dominated case

2. In terms of peak load, for the stretch-dominated case, the most deleterious defect

location matches the most detrimental location for yield load. Higher hardening

slightly decreases the peak load debit in all defect locations.

3. The defect location associated with the lowest peak load in the bend-dominated

case is different from the defect location associated with lowest yield load. Near

node upskin defects have the most harmful effect on peak load in bend-dominated

deformation. Hardening decreases the peak load debit in the near node downskin

defect only, although the peak load never recovers to the defect-free value. All other

defect location peak loads are unaffected by hardening rate. Notably, mid-strut

defects produce nearly no debit for yield load or peak load in the bend-dominated

configuration, across material hardening rates.

4. Defect configuration has a huge influence on mechanical performance:

• In the stretch-dominated configuration, two defects on side struts produce a

higher Py and Ppk debit than do two defects on top struts. The opposite is

true in the bend-dominated configuration.
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• Two defects placed ≥ 1 mm from the worst-case single defect location in a

strut are not as harmful to yield load or peak load, as the worst-located single

defect of the same depth. This is true in either deformation mode.

5. That said, adding or deepening defects increases the property debits almost uni-

versally. The effect is more dramatic for the bend-dominated configuration than

for the stretch-dominated configuration. The most realistic worst-case scenario (0.3

mm deep defects at 1 defect/2 mm) produces the following debits:

• Stretch-dominated: stiffness 14%, yield load 22%, and peak load 27%

• Bend-dominated: stiffness 30%, yield load 35%, and peak load 45%

6. In all cases, the stiffness debit decreases as the number and depth of of defects

increases. At high defect densities and depths (≥ 1 per 2 mm and ≥ 0.3mm),

the stiffness debit exceeds the area debit, indicating that appreciable local bending

occurs at the notches while the structure is in the elastic regime. This effect is more

dramatic for bend-dominated cases because of their surface-governed deformation.

7. At high defect densities, the stretch-dominated yield load debit can be as severe as

25% and saturates at higher defect densities; the peak load debit saturates to about

28% at high defect densities. Bend-dominated yield load continually decreases with

rising defect density, but yield load debit saturates to about 44%.

The authors therefore recommend that cellular component designers consider care-

fully the stretch versus bending modes of deformation in the part, as well as the likely

defect depth and density from the proposed additive process. The work of Galati et al.

provides a framework for predicting the surface roughness of EBM Ti-64 components

with respect to surface print angle [14]. Combining this information with the structural

behavior insights contributed by this paper, it may in some cases be possible to optimize
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surface roughness and minimize the performance debits documented here. In other cases,

complex part geometries may constrain strut angles and EBM build parameters such that

performance debits are unavoidable, in which case knowledge of the surface defect depth

and density combined with the insights in this paper can aid designers in anticipating

the magnitude of mechanical performance debits.

Quantifying the impact of defects on the mechanical performance of millimeter-scale

strut intersections enables quality engineers to perform non-destructive CT to evaluate

printed components for compliance. Before opting to remove defects, engineers can use

the results of investigations like this to determine whether the defects in components

of interest are of sufficient size or quantity, or located in such a place as, to affect the

component’s ability to meet design specifications. Using methods outlined here, the

defect sensitivity of other structural topologies and strut angles can be calculated to help

develop a data-driven, high throughput quality assurance framework for millimeter-scale

AM parts.
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Chapter 4

Inferring Effective Properties in AM

Thin-walled Structures via the

Inverse Problem

The proxy geometry method is a component qualification framework which assumes that

the properties of a complex AM specimen match those of a simple AM specimen (of-

ten a tensile bar which can easily be tested to determine material properties) produced

in the same build. But thin-walled specimens fabricated by three-dimensional printing

can be expected to have mechanical properties that differ from either bulk specimens

or wrought specimens of the same geometry, due to the fact that melt pools and fea-

ture dimensions are comparable. This study examines this hypothesis by comparing the

macroscopic mechanical response of thin-walled “T”-shaped structures printed via direct

metal laser melting with finite element simulations. The numerical parameter study uti-

lizes a trilinear stress-strain curve with initial yield stress, hardening rate and plateau

stress as adjustable parameters. We demonstrate that material property combinations

that maximize agreement with measured response fall outside the range of previously
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published properties for bulk printed specimens. Motivated by near-surface printing pro-

tocols and subsequent differences in observed grain size, an additional study is presented

which embeds different material properties in a “skin” that outlines the specimen; the

results indicate that skin properties required to match macroscopic response fall even

further outside published ranges for printed mechanical properties. This indicates that

material property variations in thin-walled printed structures are either not confined to

near-surface regions, or alternatively, are dramatically different than bulk properties near

surfaces. A comparison of simulations and digital image correlation surface strains shows

broad overall agreement, with discrepancies in localized regions near the specimen surface

(but which do not extend along the entirety of the surface), strongly suggesting that local

strain concentrations arise from defects in surface geometry or localized responses that

span only a few grains. The implications of these findings for prediction of the response

of printed thin-walled structures is briefly discussed, along with possible microstructural

origins that should be the focus of future study.

4.1 Introduction

Many of the strongest benefits of metal three-dimensional printing are obtained from

thin-walled or strut-based geometries with millimeter-scale thickness, as smaller features

allow for increased topological complexity that enhances structural and thermal effi-

ciency for applications in energy and aerospace. Given that dimensions on the order of

millimeters approach the additive melt pool size, solidification pathway variations that

arise near build surfaces are likely to play a greater role in millimeter-scale components

as compared to bulk components, for which such differences are a comparatively small

fraction of load-bearing areas. These solidification pathway differences can give rise to

geometric microstructural variations, which in turn affect the mechanical performance
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achievable in millimeter-scale structural components and lead to non-uniform behavior

which is difficult to predict [25, 26, 36, 113].

The mechanical behavior of thin-walled additively manufactured (AM) structural

components cannot be predicted using traditional methods of the past. Conventionally

processed parts (i.e., cast or wrought) are characterized using material properties, (e.g.

Young’s modulus, yield stress, ultimate tensile stress, ductility, etc.) which are defined by

standard testing procedures [114] to characterize aspects of a material’s mechanical re-

sponse irrespective of part geometry and size. Material properties apply for all specimens

of the same elemental composition and processing history as specified in the property

datasheet, to a certain compositional error tolerance and dimensional lower limit. Below

this size limit, the material enters the size effect regime, where its mechanical properties

depend on its dimensions because of the statistics of internal defect content [115, 116].

Thin-walled AM specimens not only approach this size effect regime, but they also have

geometric and microstructural variations due to the geometry-constrained nature of the

additive scan strategy at this scale.

Further, the mechanical behavior of thin-walled AM specimens cannot be predicted

using proxy prints of simpler geometries with similar build parameters. This is due to

the unique, geometry-dictated thermal history of an AM part; in other words, the scan

strategy for a simple geometry cannot be the same as that for a complex geometry, leading

to process history differences between parts built of the same material, on the same

machine, with the same governing build parameters. Where bulk parts have room for scan

strategy (and hence solidification history) optimization and surface treatment to create

desired microstructures and finishes, millimeter-scale parts impose practical limitations

on process optimization and surface roughness mitigation. The result is geometry-defined

microstructural, surface, and mechanical performance variability in thin-walled AM parts

[5, 13, 17].
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The constraints of established property prediction methods in the context of millimeter-

scale AM parts have delayed wide commercial use of the technology. With the ultimate

goal of establishing consistent, design-safe material specifications, the research commu-

nity has sought other ways to understand the mechanical performance of thin-walled AM

components, such as considering the inverse problem. Investigators have printed thin

components in standard shapes11, as well as machined thin standard shapes out of bulk

prints [1, 20, 23, 24, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57, 65, 72, 74, 75], to measure mechanical proper-

ties. While this approach helps determine a preliminary set of bounds for the mechanical

properties of thin AM components, the relationship between the properties of standard

shaped prints and geometrically complex prints is not rigorously understood. To directly

assess the mechanical properties achieved in AM of thin specimens of complex geome-

try, this investigation solves the inverse problem using finite element analysis to infer

the properties of specimens in two geometries and two print orientations from tensile

load-displacement data; it is focused on IN625.

The printed thin-walled specimens shown schematically in Figure 4.1a were loaded

in tension as shown in Figure 4.1b to measure the macroscopic force-displacement re-

sponse (Figure 4.1c), with surface strain distribution obtained via DIC (Figure 4.1d),

and microstructure characterized via EBSD (see Figure 4.1e, with additional details in

Appendix A.3). The designations 1x1 and 3x3 refer to the specimen geometries, where

the 1x1 T-specimen has intersecting 1-mm ligaments, and the 3x3 T-specimen has in-

tersecting 3-mm ligaments; the labels 1x1p90 and 3x3p90 refer to 1x1 or 3x3 specimens,

respectively, printed with the loading direction at a 90°angle to the build direction as

shown in Figure 4.1a; and the label 1x1p40 refers to the 1x1 T-specimen printed such that

the loading direction is at 40°to the build direction. Finite element simulations were then

conducted to assess the impact of input yield stress, hardening rate and plateau stress

on mechanical response and infer the mechanical properties of the thin-walled material.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental details. a. Tensile pinhole loading schematic, where the
red box corresponds to the area of the EBSD scan in e. b. Geometric schematic
for T specimens with 1-mm vertical and horizontal ligaments (1x1), and those with
3-mm ligaments (3x3), where the coordinate system indicates the build direction z for
the 90°case, so named because the build direction z is 90°from the loading direction
y. In the 40°case, the build direction is rotated 50°about the x axis in the negative
sense using a right-handed coordinate system, such that the angle between the build
direction and the loading direction y becomes 40°. c. Experimental load-displacement
(P-d) curves for 1x1 40°, 1x1 90°, and 3x3 90°specimens in tension. d. Example DIC
Von Mises strain map taken during the tensile experiments in the 1x1 90°; image
perimeter also corresponds to bounding box of FE model (area inside the pins). e.
Example of EBSD patterns taken from 1x1 90°specimens prior to loading, showing a
bulk average grain size of 40 µm, as well as a 100 µm skin with an average grain size
of 17 µm.

Prior studies of printed bulk specimens (predominantly conventional dogbones loaded

in tension) provide context for the present study, as they define a reasonable estimate of

the likely range of properties in printed components. Figure 4.2a illustrates the range of

initial yield stress σy, ultimate tensile strength σUTS and an approximate linear hardening

rate R in these materials can be calculated from the difference between σUTS and σy, and

εu as

R =
(σUTS − σy)

εu
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where εu is the strain at ultimate strength (see Figure 4.2b) obtained from the literature

for comparable printed Inconel alloys [1, 20, 23, 24, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57, 65, 72, 74, 75]. The

approximate hardening rate R is used to define an idealized tri-linear stress-strain curve

for input to the simulations fit to the experimental load-displacement response (see Figure

4.2c for the P-d curves and Figure 4.2d for the effective stress strain curves). Naturally,

this implies an underlying hypothesis that the details of the shape of the hardening curve

between σy andσUTS are of secondary importance in this loading scenario.

Published stress-strain curves of AM IN625 show very high initial hardening rate

immediately following yield, on the order of 50 GPa for strains between 0.001 - 0.005.

This is followed by an abrupt hardening rate decrease to 1 GPa for strains between 0.005

and 0.15, beyond which point the hardening curve gradually flattens until σUTS is reached

at a strain of about 0.3 [24, 103]. In this study, authors demonstrate that this hardening

behavior can be reasonably simplified in FEA to a trilinear stress-strain curve with a

single, average hardening rate; this approach can accurately capture the macroscopic

response of the thin-walled T-shaped specimen up to an imposed displacement of 1 mm,

corresponding to an FEA-predicted maximum local strain of about 0.2.

Interestingly, the literature hardening trend is consistent across print orientations,

whereas yield stress and ultimate tensile stress are statistically different between horizon-

tally and vertically printed specimens (though it should be noted that a limited number

of studies of AM IN625 are available). Horizontally printed specimens have about 20%

higher yield stress and 10% higher ultimate tensile stress on average for as-built and

heat treated conditions [24, 47, 57, 99]. The microstructural origin of this mechanical

anisotropy is widely suspected to be the characteristic ⟨001⟩ oriented, columnar grain

structure of AM IN625. Horizontally printed specimens have column boundaries perpen-

dicular to the loading direction, which, relative to the vertically printed case, imposes

more boundaries to dislocation motion during longitudinal tensile loading, resulting in
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Figure 4.2: Reported property range for Inconel alloys. a. 3D property space re-
ported in the LPBF IN625 literature (gray box) with the literature average (black),
literature extreme (blue), 1x1p90 inferred (red), 1x1p40 inferred, and 3x3p90 inferred
property combinations plotted as points in 3D space. b. Box-and-whisker plot show-
ing the literature ranges of σy, σUTS , and εu for both IN625 and better-documented
IN718. c. Experimental load-displacement curves for 1x1p90, 1x1p40, and 3x3p90,
with FEA inferred curves (black dashed lines) coinciding. d. Effective stress-strain
curves corresponding to FE cases in a.

higher strength [57]. This orientation-dependent behavior observed in simple specimen

shapes has as yet unknown implications for more geometrically complex structures. In

end use parts with various geometries, AM material is subjected to complex stress states

which do not have a simple correspondence to tension in printed dogbones, as has been

the focus of many studies in the AM mechanical property space. For this reason, the

authors here address the inverse problem.

The central question of this work is whether input material parameters that accu-

rately predict the macroscopic mechanical response of the thin-walled T-structure, fall
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within the literature-reported range of properties shown in Figure 4.2ab, for two specimen

geometries and two print orientations. The inverse problem of inferring non-linear mate-

rial properties from macroscopic response is complex and prone to non-unique solutions

which can be sensitive to the error metrics that define success. To address this, as well

as elucidate the sensitivity of the predicted response to input parameters, we conduct a

parameter study that spans a broad range of properties and identifies combinations of

properties that produce comparable error estimates with respect to experimentally mea-

sured behavior. These error estimates correspond to the load defining the loss of linearity

in the macroscopic structural response (i.e., an initial yield load defined by an offset stiff-

ness) and the cumulative difference between predicted and measured load-displacement

response. From this parameter study, sensitivity contour maps are presented which relate

prediction errors to input parameters, providing a clear sense of combinations that ac-

curately capture macroscopic response for the two specimen geometries. Details of these

computations are given in the methods section that follows.

In light of the observation that printed specimen features are commonly different near

surfaces [27, 41, 64, 67, 69, 77, 110, 117–119], an additional parameter study was con-

ducted for the 1x1 specimen which included a thin “skin” of uniform thickness along all

surfaces with properties that differ from the bulk. Given that loading and deformation of

the T-geometry is dominated by bending, it is plausible that deviations from previously

published properties occurring only in the skin will have a significant impact observed

mechanical response. The results of this study, as well as a comparison of localized differ-

ences between predicted strains and strains obtained from DIC maps, provide important

insights regarding mechanisms that likely underlie the differences between printed and

conventionally manufactured specimens (e.g. wrought [120]).

The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 4.2, we pro-

vide a review of the experiments (described in more detail elsewhere [26]), a summary
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of the finite element analysis including a rationale for the values in the parameter study,

a description of the calculation of the error estimates used to characterize the accuracy

of the simulations, and an explanation of the computations used to compare measured

and predicted surface strains. In Section 4.5, we present the results of the parameter

study of macroscopic behavior and highlight similarities and differences between pre-

dicted and measured surface strain distributions for the 1x1 geometry in the uniform

and skin cases; we then present the parameter study and surface strain results for the

3x3 geometry (uniform properties); and lastly we discuss insights and limitations inher-

ent to the simulations. Key take-aways and concluding remarks are summarized in the

final section.

4.2 Review of Tensile Experiments

The thin-walled, T-shaped geometry of the IN625 specimens (fabricated via DMLM)

consists of 2 intersecting struts, 1 mm thick and 1 mm wide in the 1x1 case, and 3 mm

thick and 3 mm wide in the 3x3 case (See Figure 4.1a). Samples were printed on an

EOS M280 powder-bed machine using standard EOS process parameters for IN625 on a

carbon steel build plate pre-heated to 80°C. T-specimens designated 1x1p90 and 3x3p90

were built such that the loading direction (Y) was perpendicular to the build direction

(Z), and the build direction is out of plane with respect to Figure 4.1a, which shows the

XY plane of this configuration. Sampling a second print orientation, some 1x1 specimens

were printed such that the angle between the loading direction (Y) and the build direction

is 40°, with the horizontal direction (X) remaining unchanged; these cases are designated

1x1p40. Specimens underwent a standard stress-relief heat treatment [22, 121] and were

then sectioned by wire electrical discharge machine (EDM) from the build plate. Next,

1.2 mm thick samples were polished from the top and bottom XY planes, such that
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0.1 mm of EDM-affected material was removed from both XY faces and the resulting

Z-thickness was 1 mm in all cases. Specimen side walls, including the T strut edges in

the XZ and YZ planes, were not polished. Additional details can be found in Banerjee

et al. [26]. Wrought specimens of the same 1x1 and 3x3 T geometries were also created

by conventional, subtractive manufacturing methods for comparison.

T-specimens were subject to pinhole tensile testing with concurrent digital image

correlation (DIC) to measure surface strains in real time. A stroke-controlled milli-scale

tensile load frame with a linear stepper motor actuator and an in-line load cell with a

1200N capacity used in tensile testing. The milli-scale tests were conducted at a constant

stroke velocity of 0.011 mm/s to a maximum load of 350 N. The mechanical load frame

was coupled to a 9.2 megapixel camera and a 0.5x telecentric lens to image the T speci-

mens over a 25 mm × 20 mm field of view. Specimen surfaces were speckle patterned with

a suspension of fused silica powders (Aremco CeramacastTM 645 N) and acetone, with

an average speckle size of 10 µm. Planar images of the specimen surface were captured

at 2 images/s throughout the experiment and digitally correlated using the commercial

software VIC-2DTM . Raw pixel displacements obtained through DIC were scaled by the

resolution of the images to find in-plane vertical displacements. This DIC setup provided

a spatial displacement resolution of approximately 700 nm. Microstructural information

was obtained by EBSD with a 2 µm step size in the undeformed state.

A schematic of the T geometry and tensile pinhole loading schematic is shown in

Figure 4.1b; see Appendix A.3 for detailed drawings of each specimen geometry. Load-

displacement data obtained from the pinhole tests (of which multiple trials were exe-

cuted to establish consistent specimen performance) is the basis for comparison for the

macroscopic mechanical response of DMLM thin-walled T intersections and is included

in Figure 4.1c. DIC data from these tests provides the point of comparison for local

strain response (see Figure 4.1d).
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4.3 FE Simulation Approach

This section outlines the methods used to create FE models of the T-specimen used in

the parameter study to determine meaningful effective properties from the experimental

P-d curve. The analysis encompassed two material descriptions: (i) uniform material

properties throughout the specimen for 1x1 and 3x3 geometries, and (ii) the inclusion of

a hard, 100-µm skin surrounding the surface of the 1x1 specimen with the interior material

defined as having the nominal properties of wrought IN625 T-specimens (inferred from

experiments conducted by Banerjee [26]; E = 150 GPa, σy = 480 MPa, R = 3000 MPa,

σUTS = 1040 MPa). Though not shown, the depth of the skin effect has relatively little

impact on inferred property values obtained via comparable error metrics. The finite

element model of the T-specimens imposed uniform displacements at the top edge of the

geometries shown in Figure 4.1a; a comparison with additional simulations with different

boundary conditions (i.e., imposing the vertical displacement on the top or bottom edge

of the specimen, and invoking a pin constraining horizontal motion at a single corner of

the model) exhibit negligible differences (see Appendix A.3), confirming that details of

the pin contacts have no influence on the macroscopic load-displacement curve or strain

contours in the struts of the specimen.

The majority of results presented here are from two-dimensional, plane stress simula-

tions: with respect to the load-displacement response, extensive comparisons with fully

three-dimensional simulations show negligible differences between 2D plane stress and 3D

simulations. Using 2D simulations typically reduces the computation time by a factor

of 40. A smaller set of full 3D simulations are used to compare measure and predict

surface strains, as through-thickness effects can impact surface strains. Multiple distinct

meshes with differing average element size were used to verify that reported mechanical

responses are convergent (i.e. independent of specific mesh details). A numerical study of
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structures with different fillet radii at the strut intersection illustrated that fillet size does

not have a significant influence on the macroscopic structural response of the specimen,

regardless of input properties. For the results presented here, fillet radii of 75 µm were

used, as this was the length scale of the DMLM powder and thus the smallest variable

structural length scale in a thin-walled DMLM specimen.

4.4 FE σy vs. R Parameter Study: Inputs and Post-

processing Techniques

To explore the sensitivity of the solution to the inverse problem for macroscopic

response to a particular inferred combination of σy, σUTS, and R, a parameter study was

performed for both the 1x1 and 3x3 geometries. It should be noted that the effective

properties for the 1x1p90 and the 1x1p40 cases are found to be nearly identical (see Figure

4.2d), and for this reason, the remainder of the investigation will focus on the difference

between the 1x1 and 3x3 geometries. The authors do not assert that print orientation is

unimportant, rather that it has limited impact in the present configuration. In the 1x1

instance, the parameter study is performed for both spatially uniform properties and for

the case of a 100-µm surface skin with higher hardening than the bulk of the specimen.

The elastic stiffness E of the T-specimen was determined by comparison of experimental

and FE load-displacement curves to be 150 GPa for the 1x1 case and 200 GPa for the

3x3 case and is not a primary focus of this investigation. The bounds of the parameters

correspond to the bounds for IN625 shown in Figure 4.2a and are:

• σy = 410-820 MPa, defined from the reported literature range [23, 24, 47, 57]

• σUTS = 875, 1100, and 1350 MPa, where the lowest value corresponds to the liter-

ature range for IN625 [57], the high from empirical FE fit of the uniform case, and
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the middle value is the approximate average of these

• R = 600-40000 MPa, with the lower bound obtained from observations in the AM

literature [65] and the upper bound defined by an empirical FE fit of the 100-µm

hard skin case.

This 3D property space is represented in Figure 4.2a, with the reported literature

range [23, 24, 47, 57, 65] for σy, σ−UTS, and R (average ± 1 standard deviation) shown

in the grey box, with the literature extreme point in blue. The red, brown, and gray

points correspond to the outcome for FE-inferred properties for the 1x1p90, 1x140, and

3x3p90 cases, respectively. These are discussed in detail in Section 4.5. At a given σUTS,

the two-dimensional σy vs. R space was covered using a 10 x 10 grid of yield stress

and hardening values – i.e.,σy = 410, 451, 492, . . . , 820 MPa and R = 600, 4540, 8480,

. . . , 40000 MPa. The FE outputs used for comparison with the experiments were the

P-d curves and the local strain contour maps. Examples of simulated P-d outputs for

literature extreme, literature average, and 1x1p90 inferred property combinations are

shown in Figure 4.3a together with the 1x1p90 experimental curve, and an example of

a Von Mises strain contour map corresponding to FE-inferred print properties for the

1x1p90 case is given in Figure 4.3b. Similar curves and strain maps were generated for

the 3x3p90 case.

Load-displacement Behavior Simulated load-displacement curves were compared with

the experimental P-d curve in terms of the yield load (Py) and an integrated error metric

characterizing load-displacement curves up to an applied displacement of 1 mm. The

yield load Py is defined analogously to the 0.2% offset strain, i.e. the load at which a

line with the same slope as the linear portion of the P-d curve and with an intercept

at 0.2% of the length of the vertical T-ligament (.01 mm, because the vertical ligament

is 5 mm tall), intersects the P-d curve. This criterion represents the onset of structural
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and FE-inferred 1x1p90 cases (black, dark blue, and dark red, respectively). b. Von
Mises strain contour map showing local strains for the same properties as in a (all
labeled values in MPa, uniform property case). c. Schematic of the defined “yield”
point for the structure and the associated error, given by ∆Py = |Pyprint − PyFEA|.
d. Schematic of the integral error metric ∆I = |Iprint − IFEA|, which corresponds to
the difference in area under the load-displacement response curves.

non-linearity (see Figure 4.3c) and has direct relevance to elasticity-based designs (e.g.

it corresponds to the load above which one can expect low cycle fatigue failures). The Py

error for a given case was defined as the difference between the predicted yield load and

the measured yield load, normalized by the measured value: Py error = ∆Py/Pyprint. The

integral error metric corresponds to the integral of the absolute value of the difference

between predicted and measured loads up to 1 mm displacement, divided by the area

under the measured load-displacement curve: integral error = ∆I/Iprint (see Figure 4.3d

for a graphical representation). This metric aims to characterize the broader agreement
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of the predictions and experiments, which spans the transition from elastic behavior to

widespread plasticity; naturally, this is strongly impacted by corresponding transition in

the material stress-strain curve, i.e. the hardening rate. Because macroscopic behavior

was found to be more sensitive to changes in σy and R than to changes in σUTS, and

trends are consistent across the three aforementioned values of σUTS, the discussion in

this investigation focuses on the σy vs. R space for a fixed ultimate strength of σUTS =

1350 MPa. See Appendix A.3 for additional details that support this focus.

Surface Strain Behavior To gain insight into the mechanisms underlying differences

between wrought specimens and printed specimens, FE strain contour maps were com-

pared with DIC strain maps from the tensile tests on the T-specimens in the two ge-

ometries. To maximize agreement between measured and predicted surface strains, full

3D FE simulations with out-of-plane thickness of 1 mm were performed using prop-

erty combinations which exhibited the best agreement to experiment from the 2D plane

stress parameter studies. Quantitative comparisons were drawn by pointwise registra-

tion of DIC with FE strain contour maps at equivalent imposed displacements of 1 mm.

Discrepancies exposed by this comparison were likely attributable to small geometric

imperfections between the experiment and the model (e.g. imperfect printed dimen-

sions or surface roughness, asperities, or inclusions), local property variations derived

from thermal history (e.g. local residual stresses, grain misorientations, or dislocation

substructures), or some combination thereof.

Although conceptually trivial, the exercise of registering and comparing FE strain

contours with DIC strain contours involves significant data management. Because the

(x,y) positions with recorded data are different in the simulations and DIC, two different

interpolation meshes were created such that one can query equivalent positions from

both interpolations and compare co-located strains. The two meshes were registered to

be physically coincident by placing their origins at the center of the strut intersection;
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as discussed in detail in Section 3, the registration procedure introduces computational

errors that are far smaller than the those that arise due to larger scale differences. The

specific workflow for comparing simulated and measured strain contours is described in

Appendix A.3.

This treatment of the datasets allowed for arbitrary strain value sampling across the

specimen surface in both the FE and the DIC case. For this quantitative comparison

to be meaningful, a noise floor must be established. For DIC, a displacement resolution

of 0.1 px is typical, and in the present case, 1 px = 7.39 µm, such that the imposed

displacement of 1 mm dwarfs the DIC displacement measurement noise floor of 0.739

µm. In DIC strain measurements, a conservative noise floor is the displacement noise

floor (0.739 µm) divided by the subset height (30 µm), which gives a highly conservative

estimate for DIC strain error of 0.02. Comparing DIC strains with FE strains at small

displacements in the elastic regime gave a small average strain discrepancy on the order

of 0.001, which can be treated as the noise floor. To highlight regions of discrepancy

between the DIC measurements and finite element predictions, we present contour maps

of the difference divided by a strain scaling factor of 0.01. This value is more than

likely well above the noise floor of the DIC, such that scaled differences of order unity

are meaningful and large in comparison to initial yield strains or the yield strain at the

ultimate stress. Broader comparisons of predicted and measured strains over the entire

specimen are made by taking the square root of the error squared, integrated over the

whole region, as in

∆ε =

√∫
(εDIC − εFE)2dA

This gives quantitative measure of the broader conformity of the FE simulation to strains

measured over the whole specimen.
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4.5 Results and Discussion

Overview of FE-inferred properties

The solutions to the inverse problem for macroscopic load-displacement behavior are

similar for 1x1p90 and 1x1p40: both have lower moduli, similar yield stress, and high

hardening rate compared with wrought 1x1 T-specimens. With respect to the highest

literature-reported hardening rate for IN625 (4000 MPa [47]), the FE-inferred values for

the 1x1 geometries are significantly higher at 6600 MPa for 1x1p90 and 7300 MPa for

1x1p40. One reason the print orientation may have limited influence on the mechanical

properties of the 1x1p40 specimen when compared with the 1x1p90 case, is that in this

bend-dominated deformation case, the mechanical behavior in the horizontal T ligament

governs the macroscopic behavior, and for both print orientations, the horizontal direction

is the same with respect to the build plate. For the 3x3p90 case, inverse solutions have

higher yield stress and hardening rate than for a 3x3 wrought T-specimen, but all values

are reasonable given the range of literature-reported, AM IN625 properties [23, 24, 47,

57]. Property combinations giving the least error when compared with experiment are

reported in Table 4.1, where FE-inferred properties of wrought T-specimens (1x1w and

3x3w) are also listed for comparison.

Table 4.1: Solutions to the inverse problem: FE-inferred effective mechanical proper-
ties for two geometries and print orientations of the T-specimen, as compared with
the wrought case for each geometry.

3x3w 3x3p 1x1w 1x1p90° 1x1p40°
E [GPa] 200 200 176 150 130
σy [MPa] 530 675 480 504 485

σUTS [MPa] 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350
R [MPa] 3400 4500 2960 6000 7200
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Parameter study and surface strains in the 1x1 uniform property case

Figure 4.4a indicates that the input yield stress is the dominant parameter impacting

the initial yield load Py; the inferred yield stress is only moderately impacted by harden-

ing rate, with decreases in the inferred yield stress associated with increases in hardening

rate. The most accurate (with respect to experiment) initial yield load Py corresponds

to yield stresses within the lower range of the literature values shown in Figure 4.2a: for

under 10% error in Py, input yield stress can be between 410-575 MPa. For low hardening

rates, inferred yield stresses are in the range of 465-575 MPa, while high hardening rates

load to lower inferred yield stress in the range of 410-500 MPa.

Figure 4.4b illustrates the property combinations that provide the best estimates

for the integral error metric ∆I, i.e. the accuracy of the prediction over displacement

ranges that span the transition to widespread plasticity. Accurate predictions (less than

10% error) involve yield stresses that are comparable to the literature range (410-700

MPa), but span a wide range of hardening rate (600-22000 MPa). That is, one can

obtain relatively accurate load-displacement predictions for a broad range of imposed

displacements, with a wide range of hardening parameters provided the initial yield

stress is adjusted accordingly. As one would expect, combinations with lower yield stress

and high hardening rate can lead to significant differences in the behavior near the onset

of yield, even though the error over a broader range of displacements as captured by the

∆I metric remains small.

To illustrate property combinations that accurately predict both onset of plasticity

(the initial yield load) and the transition to widespread plasticity (behavior at large

displacements), a linear sum of the error metrics (Py error + I error) is shown in Figure

4.4c. Property combinations that minimize this sum correspond to accurate predictions

over a broad range of behaviors and arguably represent the best solutions to the inverse
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Figure 4.4: 1x1 uniform σy vs. R parameter study and surface strain error contours.
a. Yield load error ∆Py normalized by Pyprint. b. P-d curve integral error ∆I/Iprint
compared and normalized to experimental P-d curve to d = 1 mm. c. Combined error
∆Py/Pyprint + ∆I/Iprint. d. Strain error as εDIC−εFE

.01 for uniform properties, where
∆ε refers to the total normalized strain error over the whole surface.

problem. The contour of less than 10% combined error (Py + Int error) is a diagonal

swath covering a reasonable range for yield stress (σy = 480-560 MPa), but intersecting

and exceeding the literature observed range for hardening rate (R = 2000-14000 MPa).

To achieve better than 10% macroscopic response error, hardening rates still depart

definitively from the literature range. In the < 4% macroscopic error range in Figure

4.4c, the property space is confined to σy = 490-505 MPa and R = 7000-11000 MPa.

To provide some context for the present results, it is helpful to compare them with

the error metrics obtained with wrought properties, as well as with literature average

properties (presented in Table 4.2). Wrought properties inferred from studies conducted

by Banerjee et al. [26] predict macroscopic response correspond to about 21% combined

P-d curve error in the uniform property case. This quantity for literature average prop-

erties is 15%. Clearly, one can obtain better agreement by choosing properties that fall

well outside these estimates. Iterating 2D FE simulations in the property space near the

< 4% error solution in Figure 4.4c gives a combination with virtually 0% error: σy = 504

MPa, R = 6600 MPa. These are the FE-inferred print properties reported in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.4d quantifies the discrepancies in the surface strain contours, by plotting the
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Table 4.2: Macroscopically inferred properties in 1x1 uniform and skin cases.
Case E [GPa] σy [MPa] R [MPa] σUTS [MPa]

Wrought (inferred) 200 480 3000 1100
Literature avg - 573 2000 990
Uniform 2D FE 150 504 6600 1350
100 µm hard Skin 150 533 28180 1350

skin FE Bulk (wrought-like) 150 480 3000 1040
100 µm soft Skin 150 504 4540 1350
skin FE Bulk (print-like) 150 504 8460 1350

pointwise normalized strain error, εDIC−εFE

.01
; blue regions represent areas where the FE

shows higher strain than does the DIC, and red areas show the opposite. It indicates

broad agreement, with notable differences in highly strained regions, in which FE predicts

less local hardening than is measured in DIC. Large discrepancies ∆ε > 1 and ∆ε < −1

span a noticeable fraction of the strut cross-sections, and the error is well above that

introduced by noise and the initial yield strain, meaning that large discrepancies occur

in regions that are subject to strains falling in the hardening portion of the stress strain

curve. For example, compare the size of the plastic zones flanking the center node

and at the outer upper edges of the horizontal ligament, where experimental strains are

significantly higher than predictions. Compared with the uniform 3D FE, the plastic

zones also appear smaller in the DIC data. This suggests that local hardening is more

pronounced than the average value needed to capture macroscopic response.

Noting that the response of present geometry is dominated by bending and therefore

by deformation near surfaces, the question naturally arises as to whether not anomalously

high hardening behaviors occur only at those locations. For this reason, a second param-

eter study is performed for the case of anomalous properties confined to a 100-µm print

skin around all specimen surfaces, a phenomenon observed in the LBPF nickel superalloy

literature [27, 41, 64, 67, 69, 77, 110, 117–119].
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Parameter study and surface strains in the 1x1 skin case

Given the surface strain disagreement on the edges of the 1x1 specimen in the uniform

property case, it is possible that a near-surface print skin exists which either:

a. contains small grains as observed in the EBSD in Figure 4.1e, which may contain

internal dislocation substructures, and hardens more quickly than the bulk of the

specimen, or

b. hardens more slowly than the bulk of the specimen, producing the higher strains

observed in DIC than in uniform FEA.

To investigate this hypothesis, a parameter study was performed to find the effective

properties of a 100-micron print skin which has either higher or lower hardening than the

bulk of the specimen. In maps analogous to those presented in Figure 4.4 for cases with

spatially uniform properties, Figure 4.5 parts a-c show the initial yield load, integral error,

and combined macroscopic error metric as a function of input yield stress and hardening

rate for the case a of hard, 100-µm skin (schematically illustrated in Figure 4.5d). The

effective stress-strain curves in Figure 4.5e depict the determined properties for a hard

skin as well as a soft skin, with interior “bulk” properties are fixed to wrought-like values

(see Table 4.2 for a property list).

As with the results assuming uniform properties, the initial yield load error in Figure

4.5a is less than 2% for initial yield stress values between 490-640 MPa, which are well

within the literature range. As with the uniform property cases, increasing the hardening

rate moderately decreases the best fit yield stress. Once again, the lowest-error property

combinations exhibit a tradeoff of high yield stress – low hardening rate and vice-versa.

This is expected as the effect of changing yield stress is to raise and lower the knee of the

P-d curve (see Figure 4.2c), and the subsequent hardening response must compensate
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Figure 4.5: 1x1 skin parameter study and surface strain error contours. a. Yield load
error ∆Py/Pyprint. b. P-d curve integral error ∆I/Iprint for d = 1 mm. c. Combined
error ∆Py/Pyprint+∆I/Iprint. d. Schematic illustration of how skin was idealized over
outer 100 microns of the specimen. e. FEA input stress-strain curves for hard outer
skin (red), soft outer skin (blue), and wrought-like bulk (grey) properties. f. Strain
error as εDIC−εFE

.01 for hard skin properties (top) and soft skin properties (bottom),
where ∆ε refers to the total normalized strain error over the whole surface.

accordingly in order to approach the macroscopic response curve. Importantly, since

integral error (Figure 4.5b) accounts for the whole area under the curve, it is possible

that these high yield stress – low hardening rate and low yield stress – high hardening

rate solutions under-estimate some portions of the P-d curve and over-estimate other

portions, such that their Riemann sums resemble the experimental sum, even when the

shape of the curve does not.

Figure 4.5c illustrates the accuracy of the simulations as dictated by the combined

error metric (i.e., the sum of the yield load and integral error) for the simulations with

hard exterior skins and wrought bulk properties. The results indicate that confining

the regions with high hardening to the near surface implies that even higher hardening

rates are needed to obtain errors comparable to the uniform property cases. Property

combinations for which the combined error is < 2% cover a yield stress range of 520-580

MPa and a hardening range of 12000-30000 MPa, and accurate macroscopic predictions
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are about 300 times more sensitive to yield stress than to hardening rate. See Figure

4.5e for effective stress-strain curves for both a hard and a soft print skin and Table 4.2

for a summary of best-matched macroscopic properties in both skin cases.

In the hard skin case, on the one hand, the increase in required hardening rate

is unsurprising since the bulk of the material is softer: the skin must be harder to

compensate. On the other hand, it is somewhat surprising that such large values are

needed, since properties near the surface have a disproportionate effect on the bending

rigidity of the structure. In Figure 4.5f, enhanced local hardening in the skin case does

not appear to improve the accuracy of the plastic zone shape; rather, it intensifies strain

error in the center node corners, and it does not meet the DIC peak strains.

Figure 4.5f illustrates that the FE predictions and DIC strain measurements agree

over a broad area of the specimen, but localized areas of error point towards behaviors

not captured in the FE model. First, while the strains in the corners of the center

node appear to have low error, there is substantial error in the upper outer edges of

the horizontal ligament. Plastic zone centers do not appear to coincide between FE and

DIC in these areas because FE has both underestimated and overestimated the strain

(red and blue areas, respectively). It should be noted that the plastic zone centers may

be misaligned due to small geometric variations in the printed specimen that were not

precisely captured in the FE model.

It is striking that the areas of significant discrepancy occur along the outer surfaces

of the of the horizontal ligament, whose bending response dominates the macroscopic

response of the specimen. (These regions persist to the depths that are much larger than

edge noise in the DIC.) The results in Figures 4.4d and 4.5f correspond to cases where

the input properties yield accurate load-displacement behaviors for the 1x1 T-specimen;

under this constraint, including a skin region does not significant impact the accuracy of

the predictions near the outer surfaces, regardless of input properties. Put another way,
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while the discrepancy at specific locations can be reduced by suitable property changes,

the changes lead to greater discrepancies in the macroscopic load-displacement response.

Furthermore, the integral error of strains is slightly better for the case with uniform

properties.

FE analysis consistently underestimates plastic strains near the strain surfaces. This

is true even if the skin is assigned softer properties (lower yield stress and/or lower hard-

ening rates as listed in Table 4.2) as shown in the surface strain error map in Figure 4.5f.

This strongly suggests that local strain elevations may arise from near-surface defects

that promote strain localization. One possibility is that such local strain concentrations

can locally elevate observed strain as well as the flow stress of the near-skin regions, which

would ultimately manifest as a higher inferred hardening rate. Since the skin simulations

with elevated hardening achieve higher strengths at lower strains, they are not capable of

improving strain estimates near the surface. Future work is needed to determine whether

preferential yielding near surface defects can interact with more modest hardening rates

to predict harder response at smaller levels of macroscopic strain.

Parameter study and surface strains in the 3x3 case

In the most accurate inverse problem solution for the 3x3 geometry, modulus and

yield stress are higher, while hardening rate is much lower than the solution to the 1x1

geometry (see Table 4.1). Figure 4.6ab indicate a similar relationship between yield stress

and hardening rate as was found for the 1x1 geometry in Figure 4.4ab. Combined error

as shown in Figure 4.6c indicates that the most accurate solutions for the 3x3 geometry

(< 10% combined error) occur for yield stresses near 675-740 MPa and hardening rates

of about 600-3000 MPa, a much smaller range than for the 1x1 geometry, and completely

within the literature-reported AM IN625 property range. However, as with the 1x1

geometry, more than one combination of yield stress and hardening rate can produce a
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Figure 4.6: 3x3 uniform parameter study P-d curve error contours in σy vs. R space.
a. Yield load error ∆Py/Pyprint. b. P-d curve integral error ∆I/Iprint for d = 1 mm.
c. Combined error ∆Py/Pyprint +∆I/Iprint. d. Strain error as εDIC−εFE

.01 for uniform
properties, where ∆ε refers to the total normalized strain error over the whole surface.

very accurate solution to the inverse problem, which is perhaps why the best-matched

properties for the 3x3 P-d curve reported in Table 1 show a higher hardening rate than

does the error contour map in Figure 4.6c.

Broad surface strain agreement in Figure 4.6d attests that near-edge effects are negli-

gible in this case. Areas with the most strain discrepancy largely arise near corners in the

geometry, and exhibit inflection from red (FE overestimates strain) to blue (FE under-

estimates strain), implying that small geometric inaccuracies in the print specimen may

result in shifted plastic zone centers with respect to the design dimensions used in FE

simulations. Overall, the behavior of the 3x3 T-specimen conforms with expected com-

binations of σy, σUTS, and R, based upon wrought specimen behavior and the AM IN625

literature discussed herein [23, 24, 47, 57]. This can be attributed to its larger size which

enables more volumetric effects to govern the deformation behavior and incorporate the

influence of shear as well as bending stresses. Put another way, deformation of the 3x3

specimen samples a larger amount of material than is present in the 1x1 T-specimen,

which makes the former more likely to exhibit mechanical properties close to average.

Finally, it should be noted that the current simulations did not involve grain size,
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crystallographic texture, or plastic anisotropy considerations; however, additional stud-

ies reveal these effects to be minor. Hall-Petch calculations for a bulk of 40-µm grains

and a skin of 17-µm grains reveal a total grain boundary strengthening effect of only

6% and may be an overly simplistic measure considering the complicated grain topol-

ogy in additively manufactured materials [109]. Though many studies show that the

microstructure of AM IN625 is characterized by columnar grains with a strong ⟨001⟩

orientation parallel to the build direction [22, 24, 56, 57], here EBSD-measured textures

were found to be weakly ⟨001⟩ in-plane for the bulk and randomly oriented in the 100-

µm skin [26]; the mechanical response of this microstructure was found to be largely

isotropic with respect to in-plane when loading modeled via texture-based instantiation

of the viscoplastic self-consistent model [122]. Therefore, the authors suspect the most

influential microstructural feature at hand is the dislocation substructure observed in the

laser printed IN625 as a result of high process cooling rates. This has been shown to

contribute to flow stress in additively manufactured FCC alloys such as steels and Inconel

alloys [55, 64, 67, 69, 70, 77, 109–112], and was recently observed in L-PBF IN625 thin

walls [25]. Dislocation substructures could add to the material hardening rate and as

such may underpin the high hardening rates deduced in this study.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

While there are indeed multiple property combinations with the same level of macro-

scopic accuracy, virtually all the combinations that solve the inverse problem for the 1x1

geometry fall well outside the range indicated by previous studies on bulk specimens,

whereas the property combinations solving the inverse problem for the 3x3 geometry fall

within or directly adjacent to the range of literature-reported properties. It is worth

emphasizing that while irregular properties for millimeter-scale specimens have been fre-
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quently suggested, direct quantitative assessments of those differences are few and far

between; hence, we believe the present study provides important insights as to how dif-

ferently thin-walled specimens can behave from their bulk counterparts and provides a

foundation for future studies of the microstructural origins of those differences. Key

conclusions from the work include:

Macroscopic load-displacement behavior

• The best overall inverse solution for the macroscopic response of a thin-walled

IN625 T-specimen (1x1) is achieved with a uniform yield stress of 504 MPa and a

hardening rate of 6.6 GPa. While the yield stress is within the range of reported

values for bulk additive manufacturing of IN625, the hardening rate significantly

exceeds that reported in the literature. While there are multiple property combi-

nations that lead to comparable accuracy in predictions of macroscopic behavior,

all involve unexpectedly high hardening rates. This is the case for both the 90° and

the 40° print orientations in the present study.

• In a thicker T-specimen (3x3), inferred properties are a yield stress of 675 MPa

and a hardening rate of 4.5 GPa, both of which are comparable with the literature-

reported property range for AM IN625.

• Geometry therefore has a larger influence on mechanical response than does print

orientation in the present geometry. This is because when the deformation is bend-

dominated as in the 1x1 case, the axial stress in the horizontal ligament governs

deformation and the material hardens effectively in a single direction. However,

when the stress state is characterized by mixed shear and bend as in the 3x3 case,

triaxial stresses govern the behavior and the material hardens in multiple directions.

Future work may assess the effect of print orientation in this geometry, to find it is
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larger than in the 1x1 case due to the stress triaxiality.

Local and surface strains

• While predicted surface strains are in broad agreement with DIC measurements,

significant discrepancies exist in localized regions near surfaces; measured strains

are consistently much larger than predicted along surfaces subjected to bending.

These discrepancies cannot be reduced by adjusting skin properties in a manner

consistent with accurate load-displacement predictions. Future work should focus

on near surface defects (either geometry or local microstructures) that act as strain

concentrators, as these are significant fractions of the ligament area in the 1x1

geometry and seem to affect the strain distribution (but not structural response)

more than does print orientation.

• In the 3x3 geometry, there is broad surface strain agreement including fewer edge

effects, ostensibly because (a) surface defects have a smaller relative size to the

ligament in this geometry, and (b) this is a different stress state in which surface-

dominated bending behavior plays a smaller role than in the 1x1 case.

• Plastic zone centers in the 3x3 geometry do show strain amplitude discrepancies,

indicating higher local hardening in experimental plastic zones than is predicted

by FE analysis, and perhaps a slight plastic zone center location mismatch due to

geometric imprecision in the print.

• Further, this is evidence that non-uniform properties, if present, are not of signifi-

cant consequence at specimen edges or in the node for the 3x3 case. Because of the

nodal intersection geometry, our intuition is that AM would impose locally longer

aging times which traditionally lower material hardening, but here we show higher

hardening than expected.
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The inverse problem property solutions remain useful because the predicted strain

range appears largely accurate, and where they err, they tend to overestimate strain,

which facilitates a conservative design approach. Geometry seems to have the most im-

portant influence on the effective mechanical properties of thin-walled AM IN625 inter-

sections. Future work should confirm beam aspect ratios where (a) shear stress becomes

important compared to bending stress and (b) where surface defects become unimpor-

tant.
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Chapter 5

Implications of mechanical property

variation for bend-dominated

additively manufactured Inconel

thin walls

Chapter 4 used finite element methods to solve the inverse problem and find effective

properties for a millimeter-scale additively manufactured IN625 strut intersection. Be-

cause the inverse solution is not general, this chapter takes a different approach to under-

standing the processing-structure-property relationship for thin-walled additively manu-

factured components.

The Inconel 625 additive manufacturing (AM) literature shows that while baseline

(i.e. cast or wrought) properties can be achieved in AM components, a range of print

orientation-dependent properties can emerge in AM Inconel alloys (see Figure 5.1), and

this range may exceed property tolerances in component design [23, 24, 47, 57, 65, 99].

While progress in process optimization, heat treatment, and surface refinement proce-
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Figure 5.1: Property range for AM IN625 based on literature [23, 24, 47, 57, 65, 99],
whereσy is yield stress, σUTS is ultimate tensile stress, and ϵu is the strain when
ultimate tensile stress is reached.

dures has demonstrated the ability to control global properties as well as local microstruc-

tures in larger additively manufactured Inconel parts [45, 123], few studies have shown

demonstrated baseline properties in parts with mm-scale walls. This is because for such

parts, the critical dimension approaches the additive melt pool size, leaving little room

for process optimization.

Assuming that property optimization is impractical, the objective of this research is

to bound the effect of the AM process on the mechanical properties of thin-walled inter-

sections in IN625. This work produces (a) guidance for contexts in which the as-printed

or simply heat treated properties of thin-walled AM components are acceptable for end

use, and (b) a general framework for the analysis of structure-property-performance re-

lationships in such components which is agnostic to the print process and alloy system.

This chapter presents three finite element (FE) studies of the structure-property-

performance relationship in additively manufactured Inconel alloys. First, the value

of the proxy geometry method for predicting the mechanical performance of complex

additively manufactured geometries is examined by FE analysis in the context of a thin-
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walled L-PBF IN625 strut intersection. Second, finite element analysis is used to explore

the possibility that microstructural anisotropy underlies the print orientation-dependent

yield strength observed in the Inconel literature. Last, assuming no further property

optimization is realized, FE modeling is used to investigate the consequence of the full

range of reported mechanical properties for L-PBF IN718 [1, 48, 54, 55, 72, 74, 75] for

the resultant range of design-relevant mechanical response parameters (e.g., yield load,

plastic hinge load, and load at a critical strain value). The aim is to determine whether

the known variability in mechanical properties from the additive manufacturing literature

[1, 23, 24, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57, 72, 74, 75] implies significant challenges to delivering high-

performance AM IN718 parts at the millimeter scale.

Three Structure-Property-Performance Studies: Overview

Local microstructure variations undoubtedly exist in millimeter-scale AM compo-

nents. They arise due to variations in the thermal history of the part, which in a thin-

walled part, are especially sensitive to part geometry. A crucial question is to what

extent, if any, do microstructural variations in an FCC material such as an Inconel affect

the macroscopic structural response of the part?

Study 1. If the local microstructures have no effect on the macroscopic properties

of the part, the proxy geometry method should produce reasonably accurate property

predictions. In other words, printing a simple, proxy shape in the same machine and

from the same feedstock as the end-use part, and testing the proxy part, should produce

property estimates that apply to the end-use part, even though its shape will be more

complex. Here the proxy geometries are thin struts, and the objective is to compare their

mechanical properties with those of structures with strut intersections and determine the

possible role of spatially varying microstructure. In Section 5.1, a collaborative study

of wrought versus L-PBF IN625 with the AFRL and Johns Hopkins University (JHU)
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examines the bend-dominated deformation of T-shaped tensile specimens with 1.27-mm

ligaments using:

a. tensile data from proxy specimens in the form of millimeter-scale tensile bars printed

in the same batch as the T intersections

b. EBSD texture data for an area about 1 mm2 and the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approxima-

tion for Young’s modulus

c. finite element modeling of the author using the Reuss-Voigt-Hill average Young’s

modulus and experimentally measured hardening curve values to produce effective

specimen properties to compare with those measured from proxy geometry.

The proxy geometry method is found to apply better for wrought specimens than for

printed specimens, meaning that the stress state difference between the tensile bars and

T intersections is only partially responsible for the different effective mechanical proper-

ties observed for printed tensile bars versus printed T intersections. Material microstruc-

ture presumably underlies the difference in properties between proxy and T intersection

specimens.

Study 2. As such, a second finite element (FE) modeling study in Section 5.2 assumes

that microstructural differences beget the often-observed print orientation-dependent

yield strength of L-PBF IN625. The study explores the effect of yield stress anisotropy

on the structural load-displacement response of the T intersection and uses the experi-

mental load-displacement response as well as DIC strain maps to establish a preliminary

estimate for the degree of yield strength anisotropy present in the printed IN625 T spec-

imen. Such anisotropy is determined to be a plausible, if only just measurable, impact

on the structural response of the printed T intersection.

Study 3. A third finite element parameter study in Section 5.3 examines the con-

sequence of accepting thin-walled AM components in their as-printed or simply heat
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treated state (i.e., making no attempt to optimize the material properties), on the range

of mechanical responses in a structural component involving intersecting millimeter-scale

struts. This FE parameter study probes the full range of mechanical properties reported

for the well-documented L-PBF nickel-based superalloy IN718 as they affect the load-

displacement response of the millimeter-scale T intersection geometry examined in the

previous sections. Trilinear stress-strain curves are used to obtain 0th order estimates

of the influence of changing material properties across a wide parameter space. Both

isotropic and anisotropic properties are considered in a data-driven estimate of the im-

pact to design-relevant parameters yield load, plastic collapse load, and load to a critical

strain value (% shape change). The yield load is primarily sensitive to yield anistropy

only, whereas the plastic collapse and critical strain loads are sensitive to both anisotropy

and the details of early hardening in the nickel-based superalloy.

Conclusions and recommendations for future work are summarized for each of the

three above studies in Section 5.4

5.1 Proxy geometry method for anticipating the prop-

erties of thin-walled additively manufactured IN625

Tensile specimens and testing methods

The proxy specimen was a simple tensile bar of thickness 1 mm with two gage widths

(3 mm ad 5 mm), while the intersection specimens were T-shaped intersections of struts

1 mm thick and either 1 mm or 3 mm wide. They were referred to as 1x1 Ts and 3x3

Ts, respectively. Proxy specimens were printed such that there were two possible angles

between the build direction and load direction, 0° and 40°. 1x1 T specimens were printed

such that the angle between the build direction and the loading direction is either 90° or
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40°, whereas 3x3 T specimens were printed in one orientation, where the build direction

was 90° to the loading direction. Proxy specimens were tested in the stress-relieved (SR)

state as well as the SR + HIP’d + heat treated (HH) state; T specimens were tested in the

stress-relieved state only. Surface grinding was applied to a subset of proxy specimens,

and T specimens were surface prepared only on the large front and back surfaces (not the

1 mm and 3 mm deep faces of the T ligaments, for example). A schematic of the proxy

(strut) and intersection (T) geometries and build orientations is shown in Figure 5.2. See

Appendix A.3 for detailed drawings of each specimen geometry. Wrought T-intersections

were also tested to help separate the effect of printing-induced local microstructures from

complex stress states arising from geometry alone.

Figure 5.2: (top) Proxy tensile bar geometry and build orientations. (bottom)
T-shaped intersection geometry and build orientations. Here the 1x1 specimen is
shown.

The workflow overview for the proxy geometry study is outlined in Figure 5.3. Tensile

specimen test data generates stress-strain curves, from which Young’s modulus, 0.2%

yield stress, and 6 plastic regime stress-strain points are taken as FEA input properties

for the T-shaped specimen model. The FEA then predicts load-displacement curves

based on the proxy input properties. These are qualitatively compared with experimental
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load-displacement curves from tensile testing of T-shaped IN625 elements. To obtain a

quantitative comparison, FEA input properties are then varied until the computed T-

specimen macroscopic load-displacement curves match those measured in experiment.

A set of effective properties (Young’s modulus, yield stress, and plastic hardening rate)

emerge for each print condition.

Figure 5.3: Proxy geometry workflow: (from top left) Tensile testing of the proxy
geometries gives stress-strain data, that serves as input for the FEA of T-shaped in-
tersection geometries. The FEA then produces proxy-based, predicted load-displace-
ment (P-d) curves. Meanwhile (bottom left) T-intersection tensile testing produces
experimental P-d curves, which are compared to the FEA predictions (center), and
the FEA is iterated with different input properties until its output P-d curves match
the experimental P-d curves. The final inputs represent the effective properties of the
printed T intersections (right).

Proxy specimen outcomes

In the proxy specimen dataset, the tensile specimens were tested in:

1. two different geometries (3 mm wide and either 1 or 5 mm thick),

2. two different heat treatment conditions (SR only or SR + HH),

3. two different print orientations (0° and 40° – see Figure 5.2),
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4. and two different surface conditions (ground (s) or not).

Specimens in the thicker geometry tended to have slightly higher Young’s modulus, yield

stress, ultimate tensile stress, and elongation at failure, though the effect is small. The

effect of heat treating the specimens (HH) with respect to the SR condition is the same

for either geometry: the yield stress, ultimate tensile stress, and hardening rate decrease,

while elongation at failure increases. Heat treatment also appears to remove some orien-

tation sensitivity of the properties. The print orientation effect is not consistent in any

manner except that 0° specimens appear to have lower hardening (as higher elongation

at failure) than do 40° specimens. Surface ground specimens tend to have marginally

higher yield stress, ultimate tensile stress, and failure elongation than as-cut specimens.

Specific data results, figures, and charts for this study have not been released for public

access at the time of this writing, but they will be discussed at length in publications to

follow.

Modeling considerations

This section discusses the methods used to create rigorous FEA models of the T-

specimens, which were used to determine meaningful effective properties from the exper-

imental load-displacement curves. It describes a mesh sensitivity and boundary condition

study, and a fillet radius and stress state study, the results from all of which underpin

the viability of the plastic anisotropy study and the proxy geometry study. Methods

for the plastic anisotropy study and proxy geometry study are described, and results for

these studies are described in Sections 5.1. The effective properties of the T-specimens

were determined via correlating measurements and FEA simulations for the following

conditions: 1x1 wrought T (1x1w), 3x3 wrought T (3x3w), 1x1 printed T where the

build direction and loading direction are 90° apart (1x1p 90°), 1x1 printed T where the
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Figure 5.4: Mesh convergence study for the 1x1 model. (a) Defining the critical
dimension in the model geometry, (b) P-d curves for different finite element mesh
resolutions across w, and (c) convergence of critical quantities yield load and stiffness
as mesh size decreases.

build direction and loading direction are 40° apart (1x1p 40°), and 3x3 T printed where

the build direction and the loading direction are 90°apart (3x3p). Effective properties

of printed conditions were compared with both the printed proxy properties and the

effective wrought properties in terms of Young’s modulus, yield stress, and hardening

rate.

Mesh size and boundary condition sensitivity study The finite element model

of the T-specimens imposed loading conditions analogous to a standard tensile test [114],

with some special considerations made to represent the experimental pinhole loading

[26] at minimal computational expense. Because of the contact conditions needed for

the pins, explicitly modeling the pinholes would introduce simulation complexity that

does not influence the T-shaped area of interest. Therefore, the model included only the

specimen area between the pinholes (see Appendix A.3 for explicit representation). To

establish the convergence of the FE simulations, multiple distinct meshes were used to

verify response is independent of specific meshing.

A study of the effect of boundary conditions on the response of the T-specimen model

indicated that the structural response as characterized by the location of first yield can

be influenced by over-constraining the model (e.g. by imposing no horizontal slip across
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Figure 5.5: Boundary condition sensitivity of 1x1 case. Left: schematic depiction
of the different boundary conditions, namely top displacement with (top + c) and
without (top) corner constraint, and bottom displacement with (bottom + c) and
without (bottom) corner constraint. In the case of the corner, the constraint is dx
= 0 mm (no horizontal movement), and in the case of the top and bottom surfaces,
the constraint is dy = ±1 mm (the vertical displacement imposed in tensile testing).
Right: load-displacement curves corresponding to each boundary condition case, with
no visible differences.

an entire edge) but was not affected by the surface on which vertical displacement dy

= ±1 mm is imposed (top or bottom), nor by whether a top corner node carries the

horizontal dx = 0 mm constraint. To impose no horizontal boundary conditions at all

was not ideal because the pinhole tensile test was not horizontally unconstrained and to

obtain the most meaningful insights from the model, it must be analogously constrained.

Fillet radius and stress state sensitivity study: plane stress vs. plane strain

vs. full 3D A study of the effect of fillet radius on the load-displacement behavior

of the model revealed that the fillet size is not an important influence on the structural

response (see Figure 5.6). Ultimately fillet radii of 75 um were used, as this was the

length scale of the SLM powder and thus the smallest mutable structural length scale in

a thin-walled SLM’d specimen.
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Figure 5.6: Fillet radius sensitivity for 1x1 model. Left: 1x1 T geometry with fillet
radius r highlighted in red. Right: load-displacement curves with r = 200, 150, 100,
and 50 µm showing negligible change to the macroscopic behavior. Note that ulti-
mately r = 75 µm is used, and that the input material properties were preliminary
at this stage of the study (i.e. not optimized so that the load-displacement behavior
coincides with experimental data).

To verify that the experimental specimens were in plane stress, a stress state study

was performed, comparing experimental results with the plane strain and the 3D FEA

case. The latter case was computationally expensive and about 16x slower, so it was

crucial to determine that the full 3D simulations were not necessary, by demonstrating

that 2D simulations produced the same macroscopic response (see Figure 5.7).

Incorporating the proxy properties The stress state was examined using 2D plane

stress conditions with displacement control. Displacement boundary conditions were im-

posed on the upper and lower edges of the T-specimen. The bottom edge was prescribed

a vertical displacement of dy = 0 mm with no other constraint, while the top edge was

prescribed dy = 3 mm with no horizontal constraint except at one corner node, where the

prescribed horizontal displacement dx = 0 mm. These boundary conditions efficiently

imposed the reality of the pinhole tensile test with no surface tractions. Proxy speci-

mens from the AFRL MIDAS Challenge milli-tensile bar dataset [124, 125] were chosen

based on their comparability to the geometry, heat treatment and surface condition, and

build orientation of the T intersections. As such, the data for 1 mm-thick, 3 mm gage
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Figure 5.7: 2D FEA in plane stress (ps) and plane strain (pe) versus 3D FEA (3D)
demonstrating that 2D plane stress is an adequate simulation approach in both the
(a) 1x1 and (b) 3x3 geometry.

section, stress-relieved (SR) milli-tensile bars were used for build orientations 0° and 40°

(see Figure 5.2 in Section 5.1). Because the T-intersection specimens were tested in a

surface polished condition, the surface ground proxy data was used for comparison, as

opposed to the as-printed surface condition. Table 5.1 lists the stress-strain data used in

the proxy property-instantiated simulation of the T-intersection.

Table 5.1: Proxy specimen stress-strain properties used as FEA input for T-specimens
Condition SR surface ground, 0° SR surface ground, 40°
Young’s Modulus [GPa] 176 200

Stress-strain points εpl σ [MPa] εpl σ [MPa]
0.0 650.5 0.0 710.5
0.01 681.5 0.01 731.8
0.02 714.8 0.02 764.5
0.04 773.3 0.04 829.4
0.08 867.4 0.08 931.5
0.16 967.3 0.16 1043.4
0.297 1022.2 0.259 1099.1
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Results and Discussion

The comparison between the properties of proxy tensile bar specimens and printed

T-intersection specimens is overall in varying agreement and reveals that intersection

properties depend highly on geometry. Figure 5.8 shows the load-displacement (P-d)

curves for the proxy specimens in the surface ground, SR only, 1x3 mm geometry, com-

pared with those from the tensile testing of wrought versus printed T-specimens for

the 1x1 and 3x3 geometries (a., top and bottom, respectively), with the proxy curves

(black) being generated by FEA instantiated with the properties measured in the tensile

bar tests, the wrought experimental curves in grey, and the printed experimental curves

in red. Experimental P-d curves are matched by adjustment to FEA input properties

for each geometry in Figure 5.8.b. The average hardening rate Rav is noted, and for

the wrought case across geometries, in reasonable agreement with that measured in the

proxy tests (see Table 5.2 for measured proxy property values and inferred T-intersection

property values). However, in the case of printed T-specimens, only the 3x3 printed

specimen has an average hardening rate close to that of the proxy specimens. In the 1x1

printed specimens at 90° and 40°, hardening rates increase almost fourfold in order to

produce to experimental load-displacement curves.

Table 5.2: Measured properties from proxy specimens, and FEA-determined effective
properties from 3x3w, 3x3p 90°, 1x1w, 1x1p 90°, and 1x1p 40°, where hardening rate
R is in units of stress per strain, or MPa. * σUTS set but not reached in FEA with 1
mm displacement imposed; † more than 2 R values; see Supplementary material for
full stress-strain properties.

Proxy 0° Proxy 40° 3x3w 3x3p 1x1w 1x1p 90° 1x1p 40°
E [GPa] 176 204 200 200 176 150 130
σy [MPa] 650 711 530 675 480 504 504

σUTS [MPa] 1022 1099 1350* 1350 1350* 1350 1350
R1 [MPa] 7906 6050 4561 5042 3776 6329 6920
R2 [MPa] 3335 3266 2353 3400 2139 21200 50000
Rav [MPa] 3006† 3062† 3403 3468† 2960 11280 14100
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Figure 5.8: (a) Comparison of proxy P-d curves with wrought and printed experi-
mental P-d curves for the 1x1 and 3x3 geometries. (b) FEA calibrated curves with
the wrought and printed cases for each geometry, with reasonable Rs (3500) and Rs
(>5000) shown where they were required to match the experimental results. All prop-
erties are global. (c) Stress-strain input curves corresponding to the cases shown in
(a) and (b), where proxy properties are established from tensile bar tests, and effective
properties from the 1x1 and 3x3 T geometries are inferred from FEA matching.

In Figure 5.8.c. are stress-strain curves for the measured proxy properties (black),

versus the FEA-deduced stress-strain curves for wrought (grey) and printed (red) T-

specimens. To the left are all curves, at the middle are effective stress-strain curves

for wrought (grey) versus printed (red) 1x1 T-specimens, and at the right are effective

stress-strain curves for the wrought (grey) versus printed (red) 3x3 T-specimens. Average

hardening rates are noted and plotted at the middle and right (black), for comparison

with deduced hardening rates R1 and R2 for printed specimens, where

Ri =
σi − σi−1

ϵi − ϵi−1

for any two sequential, post-yield stress-strain datapoints, i.e. the yield point is (ϵ1, σ1).

In comparison with 0° proxy specimens, the wrought T-specimens in the 3x3 geometry

have higher Young’s modulus, lower yield stress, and a higher but reasonable average
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hardening rate (errors of 14%, -18%, and 13%, respectively). The printed 3x3 specimens

have high Young’s modulus, comparable yield stress, and reasonable average hardening

(errors of 14%, 4%, and 15%, respectively). From the shape of the stress-strain curves in

Figure 5.8c. (right), a single, linear hardening rate misses some important aspects of the

stress-strain behavior but is a fair 0th order approximation for hardening behavior. Note

that the proxy properties, though the specimen is printed, are in reasonable agreement

with those of both the wrought and the printed T-specimen.

The overall reasonable correspondence of proxy properties with experimental values

does not hold in the case of the 1x1 geometry. Although for the 1x1 wrought T-specimen,

Young’s modulus, yield stress, and average hardening rate match the 0° proxy geometry to

within 0%, 3%, and 5%, respectively, in the printed 1x1 90° T-specimen, these errors are -

15%, -22%, and 270%. For the 1x1 printed 40° specimen, compared with the properties of

the 40° oriented proxy tensile bar, the Young’s modulus is lower, yield stress is lower, and

the average hardening rate is much higher (errors -36%, -29%, and 360%, respectively).

Error percentages are calculated relative to the proxy case from the data in Table 5.2.

Interestingly, though the loading direction and the build direction have the same angular

relationship (40°) in the inclined specimens—the loading direction is parallel to the build

direction in the 0° proxies and perpendicular to the build direction in the 90° prints as

compared—the inclined specimens show poorer agreement with proxy specimens than do

the orthogonal printed specimens.

Although a single average hardening rate is a fair approximation for the post-yield

behavior in the 3x3 T specimens and the wrought 1x1 T-specimens, it is a poor fit for

the behavior of all orientations of 1x1 printed specimens. In printed T-specimens of all

geometries, the proxy properties underpredict hardening, but the error is modest for 3x3

specimens and nearly fourfold for 1x1 specimens. Because these hardening rates far ex-

ceed documented values, it is most likely that the whole 1x1 T-specimen is not hardening
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uniformly, but experiences either (a) very high local hardening near the surfaces, or (b)

print-induced anisotropic hardening.

The surface hypothesis (a) is related to the bend-dominated stress state in the 1x1

specimens, in which the deformation is governed by surface condition; any print roughness

left on the edges of the specimen (only the front and back were surface treated) could

contribute to local strain concentration and enhanced hardening. This effect would not

be discernible in the testing of the proxy geometries both because tensile deformation

is governed by cross-sectional area more than by surface condition and because none of

the proxy specimens (1 x 3 mm at the smallest) were as small as the 1x1 T specimen, in

which printing-induced surface roughness would comprise a larger fraction of the ligament

dimension. To test for the influence of printing-induced surface roughness, the author

suggests using L-PBF to create a beam of 1 mm square cross section and length 20 mm,

wherein the angle of the upper and lower surfaces is the same as those of the printed

T (i.e. in the XZ plane), and performing four point bending tests thereupon. This

set of circumstances is designed to ensure that the aspect ratio and surface condition

of the proxy beam reflects that of the horizontal ligament which bends on loading of

the 1x1 T intersection. Varying the aspect ratio of the proxy beam in the four point

bending tests, while leaving as-printed surface roughness, will give an idea at what strut

aspect ratio the surface condition is no long influential in the deformation process. It will

signal the transition from bend-dominated deformation to volumetric shear. Additionally,

direct comparison of the 1 x 20 mm beam to the 1x1 T will isolate the influence on the

microstructure and properties (if any) of the thermal history in the nodal intersection.

Hypothesis (b) about anisotropic hardening can be queried by quantitative compar-

ison of the DIC strain maps from the T-specimen tensile experiments, with FEA strain

maps from the property-matched T models (see Section 5.2). Areas of large discrepancy

can be the first areas to take on high local hardening in future FEA.
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5.2 Qualification of the anisotropic yield strength

hypothesis in additively manufactured IN625 by

FEA

Methods

This plastic anisotropy study sought to understand the potential magnitude of mi-

crostructural differences imposed by additive manufacturing as compared with traditional

manufacturing methods, which may manifest themselves as directionally-dependent ma-

terial properties. One material property with a large impact on mechanical performance

is yield stress, which due to heat flow during printing is plausibly anisotropic, affect-

ing the character of plastic deformation. Using a finite element model implementation

of Hill-type anisotropic yield stress [126], the effect of increasing plastic anisotropy on

the global deformation behavior of T-specimens was queried. The FEA strain contours

were qualitatively compared with DIC strain maps in two specimen geometries, to un-

derstand whether plastic anisotropy was a plausible cause for observed differences in the

load-displacement behavior of wrought vs. AM’d specimens, as well as between AM’d

specimens of different build orientations. To this end, five Hill anisotropy ratios in four

material orientations (see Figure 5.9) were modeled under tensile loading as previously

defined and compared with experimental strain contour maps. For the plane stress condi-

tion, anisotropy was introduced by varying the yield stress ratio, R11, which was defined

as the ratio of yield stress developed in direction 1 to the applied yield stress in direction

2, (R11 = σ1/ σ2) based on the coordinate system shown in Figure 5.9. The isotropic

case, where R11 = 1, was investigated as a baseline. The simulations used the mechani-

cal properties of commercially available, conventionally manufactured, cast IN625, where

elastic modulus E = 207.5 GPa, yield strength σy = 526 MPa = σ2, and ultimate ten-
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Figure 5.9: Hill anisotropy ratios and material orientations in the plastic anisotropy
study. On the material axes, “1” is the stronger direction and “2” is the standard
yield stress direction.

sile strength σUTS = 960 MPa. The range of plastic anisotropies investigated is large,

with R11 ranging from 1 to 10. This last value is not chosen to realistically compare

with experimental outcomes, but rather to give a qualitative idea how large anisotropy

ratios affect strain development in this geometry. In other words, how large does the

plastic anisotropy need to be in order to see the kind of behavior observed in additively

manufactured parts?

Results and Discussion

The anisotropic Von Mises strain contour maps in the θ = 0° case are most dramat-

ically affected by varying the values of R11 from 1.5 to 10. Figure 5.10 shows the full

range of outcomes of the anisotropy study, with all R11s and all material orientations

tabulated, and contours scaled to match those of the DIC strain map. As the figure is

for qualitative comparison, the strain contour scale bar is omitted, but this figure has

the same Von Mises strain scaling as in 5.11.

The strain localizations around the node resulting from R11 values of 1.5 and 2 are the

closest match to experimental observations. The strain contour maps for DIC and FEA

with θ = 0° and R11 = 1, 1.5, and 2 are shown in Figure 5.11 for an imposed displacement
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Figure 5.10: Von Mises strain map outcomes of the anisotropy study. It should be
noted that the material properties used in the FEA are nominal (McMaster Carr).

of 1 mm. Apart from the good agreement in the location and general shape of plastic

zones, the experimentally-observed bridge between the upper and lower plastic zones in

the horizontal ligament near the node is better predicted by the anisotropic model with

R11 values of 1.5 and 2. In addition, the regions around the node with maximum strain

(shown in red) are much smaller in the isotropic FEA strain map than in the experiments.

Comparing with Figure 5.12, which shows the load displacement curves corresponding

to the θ = 0°, R11 = 1, 1.5, and 2 cases, the macroscopic load-displacement behavior of the

anisotropic cases whose strain contours qualitatively resemble experimental data, tell a

different story. With preliminary values for Young’s modulus, yield stress, and hardening

from commercially available specimens, the FEA overpredicts the Young’s modulus and

yield stress of both the printed and wrought specimens, but agrees reasonably with the

hardening of the wrought specimen. From Figure 5.12, two things are clear. First,

horizontal yield stress anisotropy can markedly affect the macroscopic behavior of the

T-specimen. Second, while the yield stress anisotropy ratios from this modeling trial are

generally too high to resemble experimental load-displacement curves, the shape of the

θ = 0°, R11 = 1.5 load-displacement curve is similar to the printed T-specimen curve in
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Figure 5.11: Von Mises strain contour maps for (top left) DIC as-printed, (top right)
FEA R11 = 1, (bottom left) R11 = 1.5, and (bottom right), R11 = 2.0. Strain scale
bar to the right.

the hardening regime, despite being vertically offset from one another. This implies that

some degree of enhanced yield strength or early hardening behavior may be occurring in

the experimental specimen.

The insights from the anisotropic model suggest that it is imperative to use an ex-

perimental data-driven approach to enhance our predictive capabilities and that a simple

model guided by experiments could create a pathway for the employment of topology

optimization that systematically explores the wide design space offered by AM by em-

bedding physics-based models in the design optimization framework [127].

5.3 Critical loads for the thin-walled T intersection

component obtained from the full literature prop-

erty range

Plastic strain evolution in thin-walled IN718 specimens under tensile loading condi-

tions is analyzed via 2D plane strain finite element modeling in Abaqus under isotropic
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Figure 5.12: FEA load-displacement curves for horizontal (θ = 0°) yield anisotropy
ratios R11 = 1, 1.5, and 2, compared with experimental load displacement curves for
the printed and wrought 1x1 T-specimens.

and Hill-type anisotropic yield conditions. Tensile failure elongations are imposed by

controlled displacement of thin-walled specimen geometries. Numerical results obtained

from finite element computations are presented for the critical loads corresponding to

the global 0.2% offset yield, horizontal net section yield, and plastic strain thresholds of

1%, 5%, 10%, and 15% as a function of reference yield stress, hardening rate, and ma-

terial orientation. Yield stresses and hardening rates are derived from the selective laser

melting (SLM) literature [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75]. Broadly, the data indicates that

(1) 0.2% yield load scales linearly with reference yield stress and is minimally influenced

by hardening rate, (2) horizontal net section yield load is influenced both reference yield

stress by hardening rate, and (3) the highest anisotropic yield stress ratios reported in

literature, implemented over a range of material orientations, can affect the horizontal

net section yield load by at most 80%. Trends in anisotropic failure loads appear to be

a consequence of geometry. The results presented here attempt to bound possible fail-

ure loads for thin-walled IN718 parts produced by SLM or conventional processes. This

study also provides insight about the sensitivity of failure loads to hardening rate and
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mechanical anisotropy. It is intended to guide further investigations and help develop

safe designs for additively manufactured components in aerospace applications.

Motivation and Rationale

Metal additive manufacturing is attractive for creating complex geometries with thin-

walled features, which are advantageous for heat transfer, light-weighting, energy ab-

sorption and biomedical applications [13, 74]. However, additive manufacturing (AM)

produces thin walls with significant microstructure and property variations due to cou-

pling between local geometry and solidification behaviors [13]. Although AM processing-

structure-property relationships are an intense area of current research, there is a critical

gap in the understanding of the impact of variations in properties such as yield stress σ0,

ultimate tensile stress σUTS, and elongation at failure εu on a component’s macroscopic

performance.

This gap represents a significant obstacle in the development of “design for additive

manufacturing” paradigms, because on the one hand, allowing for process-defined vari-

ations in microstructure (and hence σ0, σUTS, and εu) that do not impact macroscopic

performance will expand the design space by avoiding the enforcement of unnecessary

constraints. On the other hand, process-defined variations that do impact performance

must be considered; this may be achieved by altering the geometry, tailoring process-

ing conditions to control property variations, or adjusting the operational envelope for

the component. Essentially, to effectively integrate emerging insights regarding process-

defined variations in microstructure and mechanical response into design and production,

this knowledge must be coupled with an understanding of their potential macroscopic

impact.

Toward addressing this challenge, this paper uses finite element simulations to iden-

tify the impact of previously reported AM properties ( σ0, σUTS, and εu [1, 20, 40, 48,
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Figure 5.13: Summary of literature reported values for yield stress σy (black), ultimate
tensile stress σUTS (grey), and ductility limit ϵu (red, right axis) in SLM’d IN718.
Properties of conventionally processed IN718 used as reference in [1, 20, 40, 48, 54,
55, 72–75] fall within these bounds, except the 1% ductility limit, which is an order of
magnitude figure and corresponds to the worst case (5%) for a cast specimen in [40]
including estimated measurement error (± 3% strain) using cast elongation data in
[120]. Its inclusion represents a conservative estimate of elongation bounds. Boxes are
bounded by absolute minimum and absolute maximum. The mean value is marked by
the horizontal bar in the crosses, the vertical bar of which spans -1 standard deviation
to +1 standard deviation.

54, 55, 72–75]) on the response of an idealized thin-walled geometry. The range of these

properties is σ0 = 490-1340 MPa, σUTS = 850-1450 MPa, and εu = 5-28%, detailed

in Figure 5.13. The principal goals of the present study are to (i) quantify bounds on

component performance that result from the range of properties arising from additive

processes, and (ii) identify those aspects of macroscopic response that are most sensi-

tive to material inputs, in order to recognize strong couplings that should guide future

processing-performance research. In particular, the authors focus on the role of σ0, σUTS,

and εu because these exhibit significant variations in printed structures.

To identify parameter spaces where processing and performance are strongly coupled,

the study utilizes three metrics of macroscopic response relevant to both experimental

characterization and design practice:

• Py: the applied load that defines the onset of structural nonlinearity, which provides

a clear upper limit for loads where fatigue can be avoided. Here, the 0.2% stiffness
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offset is chosen to define Py.

• Pn: the applied load that defines the formation of a plastic hinge (a plastic zone

that completely traverses any of the thin walls), which typically produces significant

structural distortion that may degrade performance (e.g. flow in internal channels).

Here, Pn is defined as the macroscopic load that produces net section yielding

anywhere in the thin-walled geometry.

• Pϵ: the applied load that leads to material rupture, as defined by a critical strain

value associated with a process-defined ductility limit. Here, Pϵ is defined is the

load at which the maximum effective plastic strain in the model reaches a specified

ductility limit.

Input properties are treated as independent for the majority of the study. However,

to put the results in context, a follow-up batch of simulations is run with data-driven

combinations of σ0 and σUTS [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75] for IN718 as well as IN625 [23,

24, 57], another printable alloy of interest for high-temperature structural applications.

Property variations are ubiquitous across AM techniques and alloys [13], but arguably

the most documented are nickel-based superalloys, which enable novel approaches to heat

transfer in high-temperature applications. Across the literature are reported substantial

variations in yield stress, ultimate tensile stress, and ductility [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–

75]. These are summarized for selective laser melted (SLM’d) IN718 in Figure 5.13. The

central question is whether these property variations—and the microstructural variations

underlying them—critically impact performance in thin-walled structures. To answer

this, this study uses a literature survey [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75] to bound the range

of properties arising from the AM process, in particular for SLM of IN718. The broad

bounds for yield stress are 500-1300 MPa, for ultimate tensile stress 800-1400 MPa, and

for ductility limit 1 - 25%. Table 5.3 details the specific cases the span this parameter
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space.

Because this investigation seeks to quantify the impact of global properties, and be-

cause complete stress-strain curves are not frequently available, the response is simplified

using the variables above. The tri-linear stress-strain curve is a reasonable approximation

to the limited number of full results available in the literature. While the effect of these

variable properties may differ across geometries, to gain insight into their relative impact,

a geometry is chosen that includes key features of the components to be produced using

AM, particularly two intersecting thin walls. This geometry is a prudent choice because

the walls perforce have different orientations relative to the print direction, and solidifi-

cation pathways are likely to vary at their intersection. It is also the geometry used in

an ongoing study of SLM’d versus wrought thin-walled components in collaboration with

the Air Force Research Laboratory and Johns Hopkins University [104]. In the current

study, the property variations described above are combined with this geometry in order

to quantify their impact on the macroscopic mechanical performance.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. Section 5.3 begins with a

description of the geometry, loading, and boundary conditions used in the FE simulations.

The material definition and specific input cases are then discussed, with input properties

specified in Table 5.3. Algorithms for the extraction of the three macroscopic load metrics

defined above are described. The impact of the material property parameters from Table

5.3 in the case isotropic plasticity (Py, Pn, Pε) is presented in section 5.3. Anisotropic

quantities are represented with a superscript θ, and results for anisotropic plasticity (Pθ
y,

Pθ
n) are also presented. The next subsection shows the outcome of the contextualization

work where instead of being independent, σ0 and σUTS are paired based on documented

properties of IN718 and IN625 [1, 20, 23, 24, 40, 48, 54, 55, 57, 72–75]. A discussion of

trends and implications follows, and main conclusions are listed in section 5.4.
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Simulation Approach

Geometry and Loading The loading scenario in this modeling study is analogous to

a standard tensile test [114], with special considerations made to accommodate specimen

geometry. Figure 5.14a schematically depicts the experimental setup to which the model

most closely corresponds [104], while Figure 5.14b illustrates the model geometry. Be-

cause of the small horizontal slip freedoms of the pins in Figure 5.14a, to use this exact

geometry in the finite element analysis would generate numerical inaccuracies outside

the area of interest. Therefore, the model includes only the area within the red box in

Figure 5.14a. Fillet radii of 75 µm are used, as this is the length scale of an SLM powder

and thus the smallest mutable structural scale in a thin-walled SLM’d specimen. The

stress state is examined using a two-dimensional finite element model in plane strain with

displacement control.

For displacement boundary conditions, the bottom edge is prescribed a vertical dis-

placement dy = 0 mm with no other constraint. The top edge is prescribed a vertical

displacement of 1 mm with no horizontal constraint except at one corner node, whose

horizontal displacement, dx, is prescribed to be zero (see Figure 5.14c). This represents

the most efficient way to impose the experimental reality of tensile loading using a pinhole

setup with no surface tractions. Calculations were performed with different boundary

conditions, such as by imposing no slip across the entire bottom edge, and these have no

impact on the load criteria listed in the introduction.

Material Description This investigation probes the mechanical property space using

a locus of values for yield stress σ0, ultimate tensile stress σUTS, and failure elongations

ϵu derived from a breadth of studies of SLM IN718 [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75, 120].

Property values of conventionally produced IN718 listed in the same studies are also

considered here. For the purpose of this study, σ0, σUTS, and ϵu are treated as varying
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Figure 5.14: (a) Schematic depicting corresponding pinhole tensile loading setup
in [13]. (b) Geometry for the finite element model. (c) Boundary conditions and
anisotropy implementation definition: dx is horizontal displacement at the top left
corner, dy is vertical displacement of the top or bottom surface, σ0 is the reference
yield stress, σ1 is yield stress in anisotropic direction, and θ defines material orienta-
tion. (d) Model input stress σ vs. plastic strain ϵp schematic defined by σ0, σUTS , and
ϵu, with resultant hardening rate R, including examples of input curves with various
σ0 and σUTS , for a fixed value of ϵu. (e) Schematic defining 0.2% offset load Py and
horizontal net section yield load Pn. Net section yield is defined as the load at which
the plastic zone (minimum ϵp = 0.1%) percolates through the horizonal ligament. (f)
Schematic illustration of the loads P1, P5, P10, and P15, which correspond to the
load at which the highest plastic strain in the model reaches 1%, 5%, 10%, and 15%,
respectively, excluding edge effects within 75 µm of the surface.

independently of one another. The hardening rate R is determined by the combination

of σ0, σUTS, and ϵu, though this last could also be determined by choosing to prescribe

R instead. Values for Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν are also derived from the

same studies [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75, 120] but not varied in this framework. Although

elastic anisotropy is observed in AM nickel-based superalloys and merits investigation, it

is not included here in order to control the scope of this study and preserve the clarity of

its insights. Input stress-strain curves are schematically illustrated in Figure 5.14d, with
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all property locus values listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Input material properties used in FEA, spanning the range reported in
literature [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 67, 72–75]

σUTS (MPa) σ0 = 500 MPa σ0 = 900 MPa σ0 = 1300 MPa
εu (%), R/E

800 1, 0.15 - -
1100 1, 0.30 1, 0.10 -
1400 1, 0.15 1, 0.25 1, 0.050
800 15, 0.010 - -
1100 15, 0.020 15, 0.0067 -
1400 15, 0.030 15, 0.017 15, 0.0033
800 25, 0.006 - -
1100 25, 0.012 25, 0.0040 -
1400 25, 0.018 25, 0.010 25, 0.0020

Material yield is predicted using Abaqus’ implementation of Hill’s potential function

for anisotropic plastic deformation [128] by defining a reference yield stress σ0 and yield

stress anisotropy coefficients Rij. Each Rij is a multiplier for σ0 to give the yield stress

in any cartesian direction σij. That is,

σij = Rijσ0

In isotropic cases, each Rij is equal to 1. For anisotropic cases, a Hill anisotropy

of 60% in a single cartesian direction is utilized, originating from maximum reported

difference between horizontal and vertical build yield stresses in the SLM literature for

IN718 [48, 54]. Horizontal builds are those for which the component loading direction

is in the XY plane of the build, and vertically built components are loaded in the Z

direction of the build. In both cases, the convention that Z is the build direction and X

and Y are orthogonal directions applies. The higher, anisotropic yield stress is given the
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shortened notation σ1 and is equal to R11σ0, where R11 = 1.6. That is,

σ1 = 1.6σ0

To explore the space of yield anisotropy in this part, 7 material orientations are pre-

scribed: θ = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°, where θ is the angle between the horizontal

and the anisotropic direction with yield stress σ1 (see Figure 5.14c).

Numerical Procedures and Post-processing Meshing of the finite elements begins

at 100-µm seeding and is refined to 2-µm seeding in areas where plastic strain gradients

are high. Displacement increments of 15 µm are used. Numerical outputs for nodal

displacements, nodal reaction forces, and local strains are produced in tensorial form,

and force-displacement curves are compiled. The following design criterion outputs are

extracted:

1. 0.2% yield load Py: Using the force-displacement curve, Py is calculated analogously

to the 0.2% offset yield stress. A line whose slope is equal to the initial stiffness

(in N/mm) and whose y-intercept is dy = 0.01 mm (this distance represents 0.2%

of the length vertical ligament, 5 mm) is drawn, and its intersection with the

load displacement curve gives Py (see Figure 5.14a, e). The 0.2% yield load is

an indication of when a specimen begins to experience plastic deformation, which

manifests as a loss of linearity in the load-displacement response. It is a widely

used design consideration and is especially important in fatigue loading.

2. Plastic collapse load Pn: Strain contour maps are used to determine the load at

which plastic equivalent (PEEQ) strain contours, with a minimum value of ϵp =

0.1%, create a plastic strain percolation path through the 1-mm horizontal ligament

(see Figure 5.14e); this percolation can also be called net section yield. To avoid
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stress singularities, local strains are considered at elements no closer than 75 µm

to the surface, corresponding to the powder scale in SLM’d parts. The net section

yield load/plastic collapse load indicates when large dimensional change occurs,

even if a specimen has not yet ruptured.

3. Load at a critical strain Pϵ: The loads at which any element >75 µm from the

surface reaches 1%, 5%, 10%, and 15% strain are defined as P1, P5, P10, and P15,

respectively (see Figure 5.14f). Anisotropic quantities are indicated with a super-

script θ, e.g. Py becomes Pθ
y, etc. These are determined using the displacement

history of the strain contour map: when the ϵ = 1%, 5%, 10%, or 15% contour

crosses any superimposed 75-µm edge boundary line, the displacement dϵ is noted

and corresponds to a point (dϵ, Pϵ) on the load-displacement curve. The strain

values are chosen because ϵ = 1% is the minimum uniform elongation from the

literature, at which the least ductile specimen could begin to rupture. ϵ = 15% is

the mean uniform elongation from the literature and specifies a reasonable estimate

of the rupture load for this geometry. ϵ = 5% and 10% establish a trajectory for

the Pϵ trends as plastic deformation proceeds and are within the reported range of

rupture strains. ϵ = 25% is not included because although it corresponds to the

highest uniform elongation considered, in many cases no element reaches this strain

value, but rather the deformation plateaus once σUTS is reached.

Follow-up Simulations and Contextualization In the previous exercises, the input

parameters σ0, σUTS, and ϵu are taken as independent. This results in a wide range of

hardening rates and outcomes for Py and Pn. To focus on the most likely combinations

of parameters, in follow-up simulations, the ratio of σUTS to σ0 is fixed according to

literature observations for nickel-based superalloys IN718 and IN625 [24, 67]. and ϵu

varied to impose the mean, minimum, and maximum observed hardening rates (according
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Figure 5.15: Trilinear stress-strain curves for an independent treatment of σ0, σUTS ,
and ϵu (top) versus trilinear stress-strain curves using specific combinations of σ0 and
σUTS (bottom), both laid over stress-strain curves from the nickel-based superalloy
literature for IN718 [67] and IN625 [24].

to the trilinear stress-strain curve simplification of literature data). Figure 5.15 compares

the trilinear stress-strain curves based on independent variation of input data (top), with

those where σUTS/σ0 is taken as fixed (bottom). In each case, the trilinear input curves

are overlaid with stress-strain data from the literature [24, 67].

Results and Discussion

Bounds of Isotropic Plasticity For isotropic properties, the ratio Py/σ0 ranges from

20-25%, and Pn/σ0 ranges from 27-74%. This includes numerical error derived by mesh

convergence (see Appendix A.4). Figure 5.16 shows isotropic results for (a) Py/σ0 and

(b) Pn/σ0 vs. R/E and excludes points whose properties lie outside the range in the

referenced AM literature and standard handbook [1, 13, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75]. Such

points are plotted (and marked) in Figure 5.17 to illustrate data trends.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Py/σ0 = 0.2% yield load (for 5 mm vertical ligament) normalized by
reference yield stress versus hardening rate normalized by Young’s modulus, R/E. (b)
Pn/σ0 = horizontal net section yield load normalized by reference yield stress versus
R/E.

The rupture loads P1, P5, P10, and P15 are a positive function of σUTS/σ0, with

overlapping ranges of 16-43%, 23-64%, 27-76%, and 29-87% for P1/σ0, P5/σ0, P10/σ0, and

P15/σ0, respectively, including numerical error. This constitutes critical load variations

of as much as 100% P1 and P5, 71% for P10, and 25% for P15 in this parameter space.

Figure 5.17a shows P1, P5, P10, and P15 normalized by σ0, with respect to the ratio

σUTS/σ0, and Figure 5.17b helps contextualize the results by depicting the elongation

at which various cases reach the saturation stress, σUTS. The load ranges are directly

compared in Figure 5.17c.

Bounds of Anisotropic Plasticity Like Py/σ0, P
θ
y/σ0 is a linear function of R/E;

the range of Pθ
y/σ0 is 20-38%. Relative to Py, the comparative values of anisotropic

Pθ
y/σ0 from largest to smallest correspond to θ = 0°, 15°, 90°, 75°, 30°, 60°, and 45° (see

Appendix A.4), with the greatest range occurring for a high hardening rate R/E = 0.45,

where P0
y/Py = 1.54 and P45

y /Py = 1.03. Figure 5.18 shows anisotropic yield Pθ
y/σ0 vs.

R/E for θ = 0°, 45°, and 90°, compared with the isotropic case Py (see Appendix A.4 for

plot with all anisotropy angles).
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Figure 5.17: (a) Load at a plastic strain value Pϵ, normalized by σ0 for ϵp = 1%,
5%, 10%, and 15%, versus the ratio σUTS/σ0. Property combinations outside the
literature range are included to illustrate data trends and indicated with an asterisk
(*). (b) Schematic illustrating a particular ratio σUTS/σ0 with different values for ϵu,
the strain at which σUTS is prescribed in the model input, showing the location of the
plastic hardening (positive slope) and plateau (flat) regimes in relation to the critical
strain points 1%, 5%, 10%, and 15%. (c) Comparison of the ranges of P1, P5, P10,
and P15 normalized by σ0 versus σUTS/σ0.

Unlike for Pθ
y/σ0, the θ = 90° case has the highest Pθ

n relative to Pn. In order of

decreasing Pθ
n, the cases are θ = 90°, 0°, 75°, 15°, 60°, 30°, 45° (see Appendix A.4), where

the largest range occurs for R/E = 0.05 with P90
n /Py = 1.80 and P45

n /Py = 1.00. P45
y /σ0

is not significantly different from Pn/σ0 for any R/E in this range. Figure 5.19 shows the

anisotropic net section yield Pθ
n/σ0 vs. R/E for the same values of θ as Figure 5, as well

as Pn/σ0 for the isotropic case.

Additionally, the structural response undergoes a transition around R/E = 0.03.
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Figure 5.18: Pθ
y/σ0 vs. R/E for anisotropic yield stress angles θ = 0°, 45°, and 90°,

where σ1 is the yield strength in the direction indicated by θ and is equal to 1.6σ0.
Colored circles distinguish anisotropic orientations as labeled, with black Xs being the
isotropic case. The red arrow highlights the R/E = 0.45 case, where the value of P0

y

is 54% higher than the isotropic value Py.

With hardening rates below this threshold, plastic collapse occurs at the periphery of the

horizontal beam in the T element. Higher hardening rates are associated with plastic

collapse at the center of the horizontal beam near the intersection with the vertical

ligament (see Appendix A.4).

Py, Pn, and Pϵ in Context For the most likely combinations of parameters derived

from the literature, Figure 5.15 shows that the trilinear stress-strain curves (bottom) and

the stress-strain curves from independently varying σ0, σUTS, and ϵu values (top) serve to

bracket the full literature stress-strain curves. The subset of hardening rates represented

in this follow-up simulation set ranges from R/E = 0.004 – 0.01, wherein Py and Pn

have under 0.6% and 6% variation, respectively (see Figure 5.20). Such variations do

not exceed the numerical error threshold and therefore within the scope of this study,
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Figure 5.19: Pθ
n/σ0 vs. R/E for anisotropic yield stress angles θ = 0°, 45°, and 90°.

The symbol σ1 and the plot markers have the same meanings as in Figure 5.18.

hardening rate has no discernable effect on yield load or plastic hinge load in thin-walled

AM Inconel alloys. Knowledge of nominal yield stress in this framework is sufficient to

predict design-relevant limit loads.

In a similar analysis for Pε, the normalized load ranges overlap only at higher strain

values, with P1 spanning 18-21%, P5 25-29%, P10 29-35%, and P15 31-42% for IN718.

In IN625, normalized load ranges do not overlap, and the corresponding ranges are P1:

21.5-22.2%, P5: 26.8-27.3%, P10: 30-32%, and P15: 36-41%. Comparing IN718 to IN625,

the spread of Pε is smaller in the latter because it has much higher failure elongations in

the literature [57, 67]. It is evident that the ratio of the strain value of concern to the

nominal failure elongation also affects the spread of Pε. As in the independent parameter

case (Figure 5.17a), for higher ratios σUTS/σ0, the εu has a greater effect on the load at

critical strain than for lower ratios σUTS/σ0, however the variation is much smaller in

the follow-up cases (see Figure 5.20b). Considering both Inconel alloys, P1 and P5 values

have at most 3.4% and 7% variation, respectively. The variation for P10 and P15 is 16.5%
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Figure 5.20: Normalized Py (top) and normalized Pn (bottom) for specific σUTS/σ0
ratio cases versus R/E, overlaid with the data from Figure 5.16

and 18%, respectively.

Discussion Treating σ0, σUTS, and εu as independent, the ratio of Py to σ0 is a positive

function of R/E (Figure 5.16a), with linear regressions having a slope on the order of 10−7

in all σ0 cases and y-intercepts differing by at most 3%, which is significant compared

with the numerical error range of 0 - 0.6% for Py derived from mesh convergence. This

means that σ0 does slightly affect the absolute placement of the line and the magnitude
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of the 0.2% yield load to be expected. Therefore, estimations of Py based on this data

should be assigned an error of at least 3% for σ0 and R/E within the plotted range.

The overall range of Py/σ0 is 20-25%, meaning that the 0.2% yield load is not very

sensitive to hardening. Inconsistencies in yield stress of printed parts may be due to

elastic anisotropy, which is beyond the scope of this study but will be addressed in future

work.

The linear increase of Pn/σ0 with respect to R/E (Figure 5.16b) is commensurate

with a linear hardening function, which drives stresses higher as displacement increases.

Hardening causes the plastic zone to grow horizontally, with wider plastic zones corre-

sponding to higher hardening rates. Thus as the hardening rate increases, so does the

overall load the specimen experiences before plastic zones grow vertically to the point

where they touch and percolate through the horizontal beam. The ratio Pn/σ0 vs. R/E

has a linear regression slope on the order of 10−6 in all σ0 cases, with y-intercepts differ-

ing by at most 6%, which exceeds the numerical error range of 0.004 - 3.4% for Pn. As

such, σ0 has a small but discernable effect on the placement of the line, and Pn estimates

within the σ0 and R/E range of this data have at least a 6% error margin. With a range

Pn/σ0 of 27-74%, the net section yield load is very sensitive to hardening rate, meaning

that consistent predictions of σUTS and ϵu are essential to safe design in high temperature

aerospace applications.

On closer examination of Figure 5.17a, bilinear behavior arises for all strain values

considered. The bi-linearity of Pϵ/σ0 versus σUTS/σ0 can be explained by consideration

of the input stress-strain curves (see schematic in Figure 5.17b). Whereas for P1 in cases

with ϵu = 1%, the σUTS is reached by those elements with a plastic equivalent strain

(PEEQ) of 1% and hardening is complete; for cases with higher failure elongations, a

maximum PEEQ of 1% means that every element is still hardening and σUTS has not

yet been reached. Thus for the same ratio σUTS/σ0, P1 for a case where ϵu = 15% should
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be lower than P1 where ϵu = 1% due to the difference in hardening progress up to 1%

plastic strain. For P15, cases with ϵu = 1% and 15% have reached σUTS and continue

loading along the plateau line in Figure 5.17b, leaving only the cases with ϵu = 25% still

hardening toward σUTS, shown in the lower (dashed) line on the bottom of Figure 5.17a.

Figure 5.17c compares the ranges of P1, P5, P10, and P15 to show that for a given ratio

σUTS/σ0, critical loads can be indistinguishable. For example, the P5 and P10 ranges

have substantial overlap at σUTS/σ0 = 2.8, which can be explained by similar logic to the

preceding discussion, where ϵu (and therefore R) determines at what strain the σUTS is

reached and significantly influences load at a critical strain point. This demonstrates that

for a given ultimate tensile stress, the uniform elongation ϵu (or equivalently, hardening

rate R) can significantly affect the load at a critical strain value, and once again, ϵu must

be estimated reliably to ensure safe design.

In Figure 5.18, the 0° anisotropic orientation appears to have the highest Pθ
y/σ0 in

every case examined, where it exceeds the isotropic Py/σ0 by 40-54%, including numerical

error, for cases within the literature-based property range [1, 13, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75].

The 45° anisotropic orientation P45
y /σ0 lies closest to the isotropic data Py/σ0, with the

greatest difference being 0.6%, exactly the numerical error threshold, despite having 60%

higher prescribed strength in the 45° orientation. Since the 45° orientation corresponds to

the shear plane at the T intersection, it is clear that hardening the material along these

planes is insufficient to slow the onset of yield. Therefore, the yielding of this geometry is

not greatly influenced by shear stresses at the intersection; this topology has a strongly

bend-dominated deformation mode.

When θ = 90°, the values for Pθ
y/σ0 are observed to be 4-6% higher than the isotropic

case. This is likely because as the relative displacement of the ends to the center of

the horizontal beam increases, vertical reaction forces develop in this beam and lead to

stiffening in the vertical direction. Though this drives yield loads higher, the 90° case does
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not meet the 0° case because the vertical reaction forces scale with the sine of the angle

imposed by the displacement differential in the horizontal beam (always a factor less

than one, so that the vertical stiffening never generates a load as high as the horizontal

stiffening). In the case of 0° anisotropy, Pθ
y/σ0 vs. R has a linear regression slope on

the order 10−6, an order of magnitude higher than the 45° and isotropic cases, indicating

that significant horizontal tension develops in the beam prior to global yield. Note that

only cases within the property range are plotted, though the stated trends with respect

to R/E have been confirmed using input properties outside the bounds of σ0 and σUTS

in the references [1, 13, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75]. See Appendix A.4 for plots showing

all cases evaluated.

For anisotropic net section yield, the greatest value of Pθ
n/σ0 occurs when θ = 90°,

as opposed to when θ = 0° for the corresponding difference in Pθ
y (see Figure 5.19).

This occurs because the horizontal tension saturates when σUTS is reached after Py, but

vertical reaction forces continue to develop with increasing relative displacement between

the ends and the center of the horizontal beam. The consequence is that enhanced vertical

stiffening when θ = 90° allows the specimen to carry more load than the θ = 0° case post

0.2%-yield, before net section yield occurs. The change in plastic collapse location as a

function of hardening rate indicates that structural response is affected not only by the

specific geometry, but also by the material properties. Whether the situation is similar

for other, non-bend-dominated geometries is a topic for future work.

In Figure 5.15, the case-specific σUTS/σ0 trilinear stress-strain curves do not ap-

proximate the literature stress-strain curves as well as the independently varied trilinear

stress-strain curves. There are two caveats: first, only a subset of the independently-

varied trilinear stress-strain curves are shown because not all such curves fall near the

literature stress-strain curves shown; which introduces the second caveat, that not all

literature studies provide stress-strain curves and those shown only represent a subset
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of published mechanical property data for SLM’d nickel-based superalloys. Because the

goal of this study is to bracket the possible behavior of these materials, the strict fidelity

of the trilinear stress-strain approximation is less critical than the result that for the

most realistic property combinations, knowledge of the nominal yield stress is sufficient

to predict yield load Py and net section yield load Pn in nickel-based superalloys this

thin-walled geometry, as evidenced by the small Py and Pn range in Figure 5.20a.

In quantifying a rupture load, or equivalently, a critical strain load Pε, for literature-

derived ratios σUTS/σ0, both IN718 and IN625 obey the trend established in the inde-

pendent parameter study exercise: no matter the critical strain value ε, the variability

in Pε increases as σUTS/σ0 increases. The lower variability in Pε values for IN625 stems

from the overall higher failure elongations observed in this alloy in references [24] and

[57]. This agrees with the previously discussed trend related to stress saturation: when a

specimen has not reached σUTS (at a prescribed εu), any Pε where ε ¡ εu lies on the lower

line in Figure 5.18a and vice-versa for the upper line. Overall, the reduced variability

of Pε in the follow-up simulations indicates that it is reasonable to assume a maximum

error of 3.4% in P1, 7% in P5, 16.5% in P10, and 18% in P15 for realistic σUTS/σ0 ra-

tios. Application of this knowledge indicates that process-induced variation in additively

manufactured Inconel alloys is perhaps acceptable in low-strain applications. But for ap-

plications subjecting components to higher plastic strains, successful implementation of

additively manufactured Inconel alloys may require adjustments to geometry, processing,

the operational envelope.

5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

Proxy geometry method Isotropic properties needed to capture the macroscopic

load-displacement curves of experimental specimens are not consistent with the properties
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of proxy specimens except for the case of the wrought 1x1 T-specimen, wherein the

discrepancies in Young’s modulus, yield stress, and hardening rate are at most 5%.

a. Modest discrepancies arise in the case of the wrought 3x3 T-specimen, with property

errors of 13-18%, and in the case of the printed 3x3 T-specimen, where although

the yield stress error is under 5%, Young’s modulus and hardening rate exceed the

proxy properties by 15%.

b. The largest discrepancies arise in the case of the printed 1x1 T-specimens in both

the 90° and 40° orientations, where Young’s modulus is 15-36% lower than the

proxy specimens, yield stress is 22-30% lower, and the hardening rate is 270-360%

higher.

Anisotropic yield hypothesis Yield stress anisotropy can significantly change the

macroscopic response of the T-specimens and may play a role in the deformation of the

printed 1x1 T-specimen, but further work is needed to show this conclusively.

AM IN718 literature property range critical load study

1. For isotropic properties, the ratio of 0.2% yield load to reference yield stress Py/σ0

has a range of 20-25% for this geometry and as such, yield loads are not sensitive

to hardening rate. The corresponding error margin is about 3%.

2. Anisotropic yield strength increases the range of Pθ
y/σ0 to 20-38% in the worst case.

For a given hardening rate, an anisotropic specimen’s yield load Pθ
y can exceed the

yield load of an isotropic specimen Py by up to 54%.

3. Yield load range appears to be a direct result of the stress state in the T-specimen

topology. The result underscores the importance of investigating mechanical anisotropy
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in millimeter-scale components, especially since the degree to which heat treatment

can mitigate this effect is alloy- and geometry-dependent [13]. It follows that the

use of proxy prints in various orientations may not be adequate to characterize

and anticipate the degree of mechanical anisotropy for a thin-walled specimen of

complex geometry.

4. In the case of net section yield, hardening rate can produce a Pn/σ0 range of 27-

74% in isotropic specimens. The error range in this instance is 6%. Restricting

the study to the most likely parameter combinations produces a Pn/σ0 range to

28-33% for IN718 and 27-29% for IN625, both smaller than the numerical error

value. Thus, hardening rate variation is more likely to be insignificant here.

5. Net section yield load in anisotropic specimens Pθ
n can differ from the isotropic

value Pn by as much as 80% for a given hardening rate, a direct consequence of

the progression of anisotropic hardening in the T geometry in particular. Thus,

net section yield load is likely hardening rate-, print orientation- and geometry-

dependent, a result which underscores the importance of suitable qualification tests.

6. For a given ultimate tensile stress, the load at a critical strain value is heavily in-

fluenced by uniform elongation strain ϵu (or equivalently hardening rate R), with

critical loads Pϵ varying by as much as 25% for ϵ = 15% in the independent pa-

rameter space and 18% for the same in the refined space. This is a function of the

ratio σUTS/σ0 as well as the relationship between ϵ and ϵu.

7. Hardening rate R is the principal influence on net section yield load, with structural

response changing and becoming even more sensitive to R around R/E = 0.03.

Material properties can change the macroscopic behavior of a specimen without a

change in the geometry.
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This is, to the authors’ knowledge, the first data-driven estimate of print-orientation-

induced property anisotropy in thin-walled components. However, while the trilinear

stress-strain curve is an adequate approximation for small imposed deformations, it is

an oversimplification of the behavior of Inconel alloys well past yield (Inconel alloys

commonly exhibit decreasing hardening rate in the post-yield, pre-ultimate tensile stress

regime). The observations that (a) net section yield/plastic collapse load in bend- and

stretch-dominated structures is more sensitive to hardening rate than is yield load, (b)

the load at a critical strain is highly sensitive to the input plateau strain as well as the

difference between yield stress and plateau stress, reflect the simplistic nature of the

trilinear stress-strain curve, not reality.

Future work is needed to investigate the possible influence of elastic anisotropy on

yield strength in AM components. Further investigations using higher-resolution tech-

niques to probe local microstructures in regions of printed specimens where plastic strain

hardening is shown here to be enhanced, may help to determine the strengthening mech-

anism underlying the mechanical behavior observed in AM IN625 thin walls. Modeling

local properties in high hardening regions in FEA can take two approaches: (a) enhance

isotropic hardening rate on the order of the Hall Petch grain size contribution, where

node grain size is measured by EBSD, or (b) strategically incorporate local yield stress

anisotropies where 1 < R11 < 1.5. The influence of Hall Petch hardening and yield stress

anisotropy can be observed alone and in concert, to discover whether these mechanisms

acting locally within an otherwise uniform material with baseline properties, produce

macroscopic behavior in line with what is observed.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Outlook

This dissertation has focused on the relationship between geometry, microstructure, and

mechanical properties in thin, additively manufactured components for structural appli-

cations. In Chapter 2, experimental and computational approaches were used to build

on the work of Dong et al. [84] to explore the implications of component geometry and

microstructure for mechanical performance in thin EBM Ti-6Al-4V struts; in Chapter 3,

computation with reference to experimental data from Dong et al. [84] and the EBM Ti-

64 literature [105] was used to quantify surface defect-driven property debits in thin strut

intersection (X) geometries. Chapter 4 focused on combining experimental and compu-

tational techniques to solve the inverse problem and determine the effective properties

of L-PBF IN625 thin strut (T) intersections. The possibility of local material properties

from printing-induced microstructure variation was examined by FEA in order to com-

pare with experimental load-displacement curves and DIC surface strain maps. Extensive

FE parameter studies and data management allowed for useful insights to be drawn from

limited experimental data.

Computational techniques were used in Chapter 5 to investigate the effective prop-

erties and resultant mechanical performance range of stress-relieved L-PBF IN625 thin
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wall intersections. Three studies examined:

a. the value of the proxy geometry method for predicting the mechanical performance

of complex additively manufactured geometries

b. the possibility of yield stress anisotropy in printed structures

c. the structural performance implications of printing process-induced variations in

material yield strength and hardening rate. In this case, literature reported proper-

ties in both the as-printed and heat treated conditions defined the range of process-

induced property variation for the widely-studied IN718.

In Section 6.1, a synthesis of the technical contributions in this thesis is presented, key

findings for the individual studies are summarized by chapter in Section 6.2, and future

directions are discussed in Section 6.3.

6.1 Synthesis of Contributions

Context and Objectives

Lightweight structural applications are an area of large technical payoff for additive

manufacturing techniques, because these applications often demand components con-

taining networks of intersecting struts (also called cellular architected materials) which

are impractical to produce by conventional manufacturing processes. Components in

lightweight structural applications must have high performance in terms of specific stiff-

ness and strength, and for mass saving benefits, their relative densities (the ratio of the

component density to the density of the base material) must be on the order of 10%.

Under this constraint, a simple scaling argument can be made that strut widths must

therefore approach the millimeter scale and below. The argument is as follows:
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Figure 6.1: Ti-6Al-4V biomedical bone implant, 4WEB Medical [4].

Consider a biomedical bone implant such as that pictured in Figure 6.1.

1. For mass savings and bone ingrowth, a relative density p̃ of 10% is targeted.

2. For structural scaffolding in an architected material, on the order of 10 repeat units

(N) are needed.

3. In a bone, the overall dimensions (L) are taken to be on the order of 50 mm.

4. The relative density p̃ is related to the strut aspect ratio h
ℓ
as: p̃ ∼ (h

ℓ
)2, where h

is the strut width and ℓ is the strut length [90].

5. If each repeat unit is the length of one strut, ℓ = L
N
, so that h ∼ L

N

√
p̃..

6. Substituting in the chosen parameters, h = 50mm
10

√
0.1 ≈ 1.6 mm.

Millimeter-scale components are necessary for weight savings and high performance

in lightweight structural applications, and further gains can be made as strut widths

decrease. Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies are required to achieve feature res-

olutions on the millimeter scale. However, at this scale, the additive melt pool approaches

the part dimension and implies geometric irregularities, surface defects, and microstruc-

tural heterogeneities that are irremovable. While researchers have applied traditional
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optimization paradigms to AM products at larger length scales [5, 12, 28, 78, 123], the

options for geometric and microstructural control at the millimeter scale are limited.

To achieve high specific stiffness and strength in smaller and smaller components, it is

important to understand the effective properties of the components that can be built.

Inevitable questions arise regarding the influence of geometric variations, surface rough-

ness, and microstructure variations on the mechanical performance of AM components:

How much do each of these aberration types affect component performance? Which dom-

inates the structural response? Does this depend on the context in terms of component

deformation mode, critical dimension, and/or base material? What quantification can

be made?

In this vein, this thesis has addressed three specific research objectives:

1. What is the impact of geometric and microstructure variations in millimeter-scale

components of EBM Ti-6Al-4V?

2. What is the impact of geometric defects in millimeter-scale multi-strut features

in stretch- versus bend-dominated deformation modes and hardening versus non-

hardening materials?

3. Do the measured properties of a simple proxy specimen printed in conjunction with

a more complex component correspond to the properties of the complex component

which can be derived by solving the inverse problem using mechanical test data?

The final body chapter of the thesis explores the implications of mechanical prop-

erty variation in millimeter-scale specimens for bend-dominated additively manufactured

Inconel 718 specifically.
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Objective 1: Mechanical properties of millimeter-scale EBM Ti-6Al-4V struts:

geometry- and microstructure-controlled aspects

This investigation finds that explicit microstructure-property connections in millimeter-

scale Ti-64 struts are unlikely to be achieved because material heterogeneity persists over

length scales that cannot be modeled effectively due to the lack of representative volume

element (RVE). Dong et al. [84] previously found that print-orientation-dependent peak

stress in EBM Ti-64 struts of diameter 1 mm and 1.25 mm was dramatic (40% variation)

when the stress was calculated using the nominal design area, but when the CT-measured

true cross-sectional area was used, the variation between print orientations reduced to

15%. Having accounted for geometric, ostensibly the remaining variation was attributable

to microstructural differences between struts printed at different orientations with respect

to the build plate (see Figure 2.1c). Additionally, statistically significant differences in

failure strain exist between specimen diameters (see Figure 2.1d).

Microstructural characterization by longitudinal EBSD (see Figure 2.4a) reveals mild

to moderate texture in all three print orientations, and using this information in a

texture-instantiated viscoplastic self consistent (VPSC) model, mechanical behavior was

predicted based on crystal orientations present. No difference was found between the

texture-based mechanical behavior predictions for the three print orientations. One rea-

son for this null result is that the VPSC model does not account for the spatial arrange-

ment of crystal orientations and therefore cannot include grain neighborhood effects.

Another possible reason the VPSC fails to predict the observed 15% difference in yield

strength between strut print orientations is that the EBSD did not sample the areas of the

specimens which control failure, which raises questions about the RVE (or representative

area element in the case of 2D EBSD). Cross-sectional EBSD reveals a regions extending

over 350 microns into the 1 mm diameter strut, which has a different subset of crystal
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orientations than the regions which surround them (see Figure 2.4b; this region is likely a

prior β region from Ti-64 solidification during the additive process. Further, this prior β

region can be correlated with the highest yield stress for single crystal α-Ti predicted by

single crystal VPSC (Figure 2.4b, bottom), and the surrounding material corresponds to

α-Ti orientations with much lower yield stress with respect to out of plane loading. This

is clear evidence of microstructural aberrations that have different mechanical behavior

from their environment.

Spatial hardness maps made by nanoindentation along the strut gage sections for

each print orientation confirm that such microstructural aberrations are ubiquitous and

that spatial variations in mechanical properties are likely to occur within all strut print

orientations, across their gage sections (see Figure 2.5). As such, variations in hardness

and yield strength could exist at the failure plane struts; evidence of varying fracture

toughness can be seen in the ductile dimpled failure surfaces of struts which failed at

both high and low imposed strains (see Figure 2.6). There is no consistent correlation

between macroscopic ductility and the prevalence of deep or shallow ductile dimples (i.e.

more and less ductile areas) on the failure surfaces; all specimens, regardless of failure

strain, show evidence of regions of low ductility (limited dimpling) and high ductility

(pronounced dimpling) on their fracture surfaces. The variation in failure strain between

specimens, combined with the variations fracture toughness within specimens, implies a

range of failure behaviors in this specimen set.

The influence of surface roughness can be shown to induce different failure criteria

at re-entrant, failure-initiating notches in the depth range observed by CT of this spec-

imen set. 2D axisymmetric finite element analysis of a homogeneous material with the

minimum and maximum measured notch depth reveals that shallower re-entrant notches

show a strain concentration effect and critical failure strain criterion, whereas deeper

notches have a larger damage accumulation zone and higher stress triaxiality, implying
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a mean strain failure criterion over a critical distance within the material. In the deep

notch case, higher hydrostatic stress suppress plastic relaxation, and larger damage zones

sample more of the material microstructure, such that decohesion at a hard microstruc-

tural region would be more likely and macroscopic failure strains would be lower. Given

the prevalence of prior β regions and surface roughness of various depths, it is probable

that the failure of millimeter-scale EBM Ti-64 specimens occurs by all of the criteria

mentioned, as well as combinations thereof. The observed failure strength and strain are

therefore likely governed by the statistical likelihood of encountering a microstructural

aberration at the same location as a failure-initiating surface defect.

Objective 2: Impact of surface defects on stretch- and bend-dominated millimeter-

scale lattice primitives

Since it is unlikely that both material heterogeneity and surface defects can be elim-

inated from millimeter-scale AM struts, there is a clear need to quantify the impact of

both phenomena on the mechanical performance of such components. In this second in-

vestigation, defect-driven property debits are quantified as a function of defect location,

defect density, defect depth, and material hardening for x-shaped millimeter-scale strut

intersection geometries which serve as “primitives” for a cellular architected lattice mate-

rial. Both stretch- and bend-dominated deformation modes are treated, and mechanical

performance is couched in terms of stiffness k, yield load Py, and peak load Ppk.

The largest surface defects in additive manufacturing arise in the EBM process. CT

of the millimeter-scale EBM Ti-64 struts from the previous study (see Figure 3.2) reveals

both re-entrant and protruding surface roughness on the order of 300 microns [84]; this is

consistent with the maximum defect depth that occurs with significant frequency in the

millimeter-scale EBM components investigated by Chan in 2015 [105]. This investigation

therefore idealized surface defects as re-entrant ellipses 300 microns deep with 100 micron
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opening distance (on the order of the 70 micron melt theme in [84]), occurring in 1 mm

struts treated in 2D plane stress FEA (see Figure 3.3).

With respect to defect location, downskin defects are more detrimental to performance

in the 60° x-intersection geometry. The most deleterious location for the stiffness, yield

load, and peak load in a stretch-dominated structure is a mid-strut defect (Figure 3.10a),

and the most deleterious location in the bend-dominated structure is a near node-defect

(Figure 3.10b). Defects were added to the structure as depicted in Figure 3.8 to find

that in both deformation modes, adding defects monotonically decreases stiffness, while

yield load and peak load debits saturate at higher defect densities per millimeter of edge

length (Figure 3.13). Similarly, deepening defects increases the property debit, though

it should be noted that the debits from adding and deepening defects are consistently

more dramatic for the bend-dominated deformation mode (Figures 3.11 and 3.12).

A high material hardening rate does not appear to affect the magnitude of a defect-

driven property debit with respect a defect-free structure of the same hardening rate, and

this is true almost regardless of defect location (Figure 3.14) and regardless of deformation

mode or defect density for a given defect depth (Figures 3.15b and 3.16b). In other words,

adding 26 defects to a bend-dominated structure made of Ti-64 (low hardening) results

in a 45% debit to the peak load with respect a defect-free Ti-64 structure, and similarly,

adding 26 defects to the same structure made of Inconel (high hardening) produces a

45% peak load debit with respect to the defect-free Inconel structure.

Having quantified the impact of defect-driven property debits, part qualification can

now take place using CT scan data. Quality engineers can know which defect locations,

depths, and densities are safe to leave on as-built surfaces to achieve design specifications,

without destructive testing to a batch of parts. This study is a first look and the methods

herein can aptly be tailored to suit additional topologies with different strut angles and

combined deformation modes, as well as adapted to a 3D FEA framework.
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Objective 3: Inferring effective properties in AM thin-walled structures via

the inverse problem

Taking another perspective on quality assurance, some researchers print a proxy ge-

ometry such as a simple tensile bar, next to a complex structure, test the proxy geometry,

and take its properties to represent those of the complex structure by virtue of being in

the same print process. This technique was not fruitful in the case of millimeter-scale

laser melted IN625 strut intersections, the effective properties of such structures were

determined by solving the inverse problem. Two millimeter-scale strut T-intersection

geometries were produced by laser melting: intersection 1 mm struts (1x1 Ts) and in-

tersecting 3 mm struts (3x3 Ts). These geometries as well as the pinhole tensile loading

setup used to determine their mechanical behavior are shown in Figure 4.1a and b. Resul-

tant load-displacement curves as well as a representative digital image correlation surface

strain map and an EBSD map from the 1x1T specimen are shown in Figure 4.1c, d, and

e.

Based on the load-displacement and surface strain behavior, the effective properties

for the 1x1T specimen fell outside the range of properties reported in the L-PBF literature

for IN625 [1, 20, 23, 24, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57, 65, 72, 74, 75]: the material hardening rate

in this investigation was much higher. However, the effective properties for the 3x3T

specimen fell closer to the literature range. Figure 4.2a depicts the literature range

as well as the inferred properties for each specimen geometry in the three-dimensional

property space of yield stress (σy), ultimate tensile stress (σUTS), and hardening rate

(R); effective stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 4.2d.

To rigorously develop the inferred properties, an extensive finite element parameter

study over the yield stress versus hardening rate space indicated by the literature ([1,

20, 23, 24, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57, 65, 72, 74, 75]) was performed. Property combinations over
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the space described in Section 4.4 were used as input properties to 2D plane stress finite

element (FE) calculations to predict the load-displacement response of each T intersection

geometry. The macroscopic (that is, structural response) error of any combination of FE

input properties was defined as a combination of the error in yield load (Py) and the

integral error (defined in Figure 4.3b and c, respectively), compared with the experimental

load-displacement curve. Surface strain error was also computed between the DIC strains

recorded in the experiment and the Von Mises strain maps generated in the 2D FE (one

such FE strain map is shown in Figure 4.3d); it is given in pointwise strain error maps

as well as in the figure of integral average strain error as defined in Section 4.4.

Property combinations which minimized macroscopic error for the 1x1T are shown in

Figure 4.4a-c and involved yield stresses on the order of 500 MPa (within the mentioned

literature range) and hardening rates near 10 GPa (far above the literature range). Sur-

face strain error is mostly small except for near-edge areas of the horizontal ligament,

where DIC strains are higher than FE strains by more than one error threshold (see Fig-

ure 4.4d). Additional parameter studies were performed involving a 100-micron “print

skin” around the edges of the specimen, with the bulk of the specimen treated as having

wrought-like properties (listed in Table 4.2). The properties for both a high- and low-

hardening skin were investigated, since the small surface grains in EBSD (Figure 4.1e)

would produce higher material hardening, but the higher near-surface DIC strains would

indicate lower material hardening. Solutions to the inverse problem are tabulated for all

cases in Table 4.2. Neither a hard print skin nor a soft print skin case produced surface

strain error maps which were more accurate near component edges than was the uniform

strain error map (compare the skin study strain error maps in Figure 4.5f to the uni-

form strain error map in Figure 4.4d). In fact the, the integral average strain error was

lowest in the uniform property case for the 1x1T. This indicates that surface strain dis-

crepancies are likely due either to local, high hardening dislocation substructures in the
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part edges, or to surface asperities creating local strain concentrations in the horizontal

stress-dominated bending deformation mode of the 1x1T.

In contrast, inferred property combinations which minimized macroscopic response

error for the 3x3T (see Figure 4.6c) were much closer to the literature range: 700 MPa

yield stress and up to 3 GPa of hardening. Surface strain integral average error was

lower than for any 1x1T case, and the strain discrepancies near component edges did

not appear (see Figure 4.6d). The stress state in the 3x3T specimen has a significant

volumetric shear component, and as such it is less sensitive to the surface condition than

the bend-dominated 1x1T specimen. As such, the effective properties for millimeter-scale

AM specimens are geometry-dependent, insofar as the geometry affects the stress state

in the component.

This investigation was a powerful illustration of the benefits and challenges associated

with solving the inverse problem using finite element analysis. A valid property range

was determined for two geometries of millimeter-scale strut intersections, and effective

properties were shown to be sensitive to geometry, stress state, and possibly surface

roughness (even though surface roughness is known to be small in L-PBF IN625 com-

ponents [36, 37]). The existence of surface defects which lead to locally elevated strains

and strain hardening must be verified in future work and will be investigated prior to

publication of this research.

Taking further microstructural and geometric optimization to be impractical, the fi-

nal three investigations (Chapter 5) explore the implications of the full observed material

property range for a millimeter-scale T intersection made from well-documented L-PBF

IN718 [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75]. The parameter study probes the sensitivity of design-

relevant properties such as yield load, plastic collapse load, and the load at critical strain

values to the input yield stress and hardening rate (over the range documented in the

literature cited above) in 2D finite element modeling. It also explores the potential role of
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yield stress anisotropy. Possible variation in the design-relevant response is documented

in Section 5.4, and ultimately, two important insights are gleaned. First, material prop-

erties are found to affect the structural response of the specimen without altering the

geometry: for very high hardening rates (which have been observed in AM Inconel alloys),

the structural location of plastic collapse changes from the periphery of the horizontal T

ligament, to the center. Second, the load at a critical strain value is highly sensitive to

the input parameter eu, strain at ultimate tensile stress; as such, the simplified, trilinear

stress-strain constitutive behavior used in this study is an oversimplification with respect

to early post-yield behavior in Inconel alloys. To design for a maximum shape change

(critical strain), the details of early hardening are imperative to understand.

Mechanical performance in millimeter-scale AM metal structures is heavily influenced

by the geometry and surface roughness achievable in L-PBF and EBM processes, as well

as by microstructural aberrations. This research showed that the statistical interplay

of surface roughness and microstructural aberrations governs the failure of EBM Ti-64

struts at the millimeter scale, directly quantified the role of surface defects in degrading

structural performance in strut intersection structures, and demonstrated the sensitivity

of L-PBF IN625 effective material properties to component geometry and stress state at

the millimeter length scale. The above studies demonstrate the power of well-designed

experiments, characterization, and finite element analysis studies for enhancing the un-

derstanding of the failure of additively manufactured components at the millimeter scale.
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6.2 Key Findings by Chapter

Mechanical Properties of mm-scale EBM Ti-6Al-4V struts: geometry- and

microstructure-controlled aspects

The influence of both specimen geometry and microstructure on mechanical perfor-

mance is investigated for millimeter-scale EBM Ti-64 cylindrical struts of two diameters

and three build orientations.

1. Specimens show statistically significant variation in peak stress and strain at fail-

ure across specimen sizes and orientations. Printed cross-sectional area variations

underlie much of (but not all of) the peak stress variation specimen orientations,

and strain concentration at surface defects cannot fully explain the failure strain

variation between specimen diameters.

2. There is clear evidence of strong material heterogeneity on length scales that signif-

icantly impact the mechanical performance of millimeter-scale struts. Both EBSD

and nanoindentation show microstructural domains of anomalous crystal orienta-

tion and hardness which can extend hundreds of microns in both the cross-sectional

and longitudinal strut directions. Fracture surfaces show significant variation in

fracture toughness where failure occurs.

3. Both strength and failure strain behaviors are likely controlled by the probability

of encountering a region containing both

a. an EBM surface defect that decreases the load-bearing area and initiates fail-

ure and

b. a hard or soft prior β domain which causes variations in tensile strength and

fracture toughness at the same location.
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Investigators believe this study underscores the importance of both geometry and mi-

crostructure in determining the mechanical performance of thin EBM Ti-64. To explicitly

connect the geometric and microstructural underpinnings to the range of mechanical re-

sponse observed in thin-walled EBM Ti-64 struts will require additional data, but this

is essential to inform statistical performance bounds and guide design of high specific

strength lattice structures for aerospace and medical applications.

The result that failure strength and strain is linked to the statistical likelihood of en-

countering a confluence of failure-initiating surface defects and microstructural anomalies

is applicable in the broader context of EBM thin struts of different materials and geome-

tries. Surface roughness measurements for other EBM alloys are similar in magnitude

[41, 129], and in heat exchange applications in the aerospace and energy industries,

millimeter-scale strut thin wall geometries are of interest in high-temperature alloys such

as Inconel alloys. Although such alloys may have smaller microstructural length scales

governing material failure than is the case with Ti-64, the result that stress triaxiality

is significantly affected by surface roughness at the millimeter scale has implications for

the dominant failure process in this regime.

The Impact of Surface Defects on Stretch and Bend-Dominated Lattice Prim-

itives

In light of the significant impact of surface roughness for millimeter-scale components,

the effect of surface roughness on the mechanical performance of thin strut intersections

was investigated by FEA. This work was performed for both stretch-dominated and bend-

dominated topological “primitives” for additively manufactured cellular architected ma-

terials for load-bearing applications, to find that overall, defect-driven performance debits

are more dramatic in the bend-dominated configuration than in the stretch-dominated

configuration. Other key insights about the relationship between defects and mechanical
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performance are:

1. The most deleterious location for a single defect in a strut intersection, in terms of

the effect on yield load, varies with the dominant deformation mode but not with

material hardening rate.

2. In the bend-dominated case, only when a single downskin defect is located near

the node does peak load improve with hardening rate; it does not recover fully to

the defect-free peak load value. In the stretch-dominated case, peak load debit

decreases slightly with hardening in all defect locations.

3. Mechanical performance debits depend critically on defect depth and spacing, with

stiffness decreasing continually as defects are deepened or added, and peak load

debits approaching an asymptotic limit at high defect densities, related to the

formation of plastic hinges at defects throughout the structure. Stiffness debits can

exceed area debits at high defect depths and densities, meaning that noticeable

notch bending occurs while the structure is still in the elastic regime.

4. Defect configuration has a huge influence on mechanical performance. In the

stretch-dominated configuration, two defects on side struts produce a higher Py

and Ppk debit than do two defects on top struts. The opposite is true in the bend-

dominated configuration. Additionally, two defects placed ≥ 1 mm away from the

worst-case defect location are not as harmful to Py and Ppk in either configuration,

as a single defect of the same depth in the worst-case location.

The authors believe that the systematic nature and scope of this strut intersection

defect study produce insights that are applicable to any additively manufactured struc-

tural alloy intersecting strut geometry with stretch- or bend-dominated deformation. The

findings for shallow defects are relevant to the roughest SLM specimens [129], and the
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findings for deeper defects apply to EBM components. Particularly because hardening

rate effects are explored over a range relevant to Ti-64, steels, and Inconel alloys, the

findings regarding defect location, spacing, and depth may be applied to high or low

hardening materials. Some care should be taken with respect to the magnitude of the

peak load debit as the ratio of ultimate tensile stress to yield stress changes, because

this affects the strain range for hardening; for materials with very high hardening rates

(≥10000 MPa), peak load debits decrease detectably. Rigorous modeling of this effect

and the sensitivity of different strut angle topologies to surface defects is planned for

future work.

Inferring Effective Properties in AM Thin-Walled Structures via the Inverse

Problem

In a study comparing the macroscopic mechanical response of thin-walled IN625 T-

shaped structures printed via direct metal laser melting with finite element simulations,

effective trilinear stress-strain properties for DMLM specimens are determined for two

different ligament thicknesses (1 mm ligaments, termed the 1x1 geometry, and 3 mm

ligaments, termed the 3x3 geometry). Key insights from this study include:

1. There are multiple property combinations with the same level of macroscopic ac-

curacy, and virtually all the combinations that solve the inverse problem for the

1x1 geometry fall well outside the range indicated by previous studies on bulk

specimens, whereas the property combinations solving the inverse problem for the

3x3 geometry fall within or directly adjacent to the range of literature-reported

properties.

2. Simulated and digital image correlation surface strains strongly suggest that local

strain concentrations arise from defects in surface geometry or localized responses
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that span only a few grains. But with different material properties in a “skin”

outlining the 1x1 specimen, the FE skin properties required to match experimental

macroscopic response fall even further outside published ranges for printed me-

chanical properties. Therefore, material property variations in thin-walled printed

structures are either non-uniform within near-surface regions, or not confined to

near-surface regions.

3. In the 3x3 geometry, broad surface strain agreement is observed, ostensibly because

(a) surface defects have a smaller relative size to the ligament in this geometry, and

(b) this is a different stress state in which surface-dominated bending behavior

plays a smaller role than in the 1x1 case.

4. Geometry has a larger influence on mechanical response than does print orientation

in the present geometry. This is because when the deformation is bend-dominated

as in the 1x1 case, the surface condition dominates early deformation and the axial

stress in the horizontal ligament governs deformation, meaning the material hardens

effectively in a single direction. However, when the stress state is characterized by

mixed shear and bend as in the 3x3 case, triaxial stresses govern the behavior and

the material hardens in multiple directions.

It is worth emphasizing that while irregular properties for millimeter-scale specimens

have been frequently suggested, direct quantitative assessments of those differences are

few and far between; hence, we believe this study provides important insights as to how

differently thin-walled specimens can behave from their bulk counterparts and provides

a foundation for future studies of any surface defect or microstructural origins of those

differences. That said, inverse problem property solutions remain useful because the

predicted strain range appears largely accurate but overestimates strain in certain areas,

and this represents a conservative design approach.
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Proxy geometry method for anticipating the properties of thin-walled addi-

tively manufactured IN625

Investigators found that the proxy geometry method had varying degrees of success

in providing reasonable estimates for the properties of a printed, 1 mm strut T inter-

section. Proxy properties of a simple print specimen most resembled the properties of

a wrought specimen with the 1 mm T intersection geometry, with under 5% error in

Young’s modulus, yield stress, and average hardening rate. The properties of the proxy

specimens least resembled the properties of the specimens which they were intended to

approximate. Errors for the mechanical properties mentioned above were substantial

between the printed proxy specimens and the printed 1 mm T intersections. Particularly

for hardening rate, the error was an order of magnitude.

Interestingly, when proxy specimens were compared with larger printed T intersec-

tions with 3 mm struts, error was on the order of 15% with respect to both wrought and

printed 3 mm T intersections. This, combined with the insights of Chapters 2-4, suggests

the influence of two important factors: printing effects (i.e. surface condition and mate-

rial microstructure) and structural stress states. For the 1 mm printed T intersections,

the material properties of the printed specimen are not the same as those of the wrought

specimen, even though the stress state is the same, revealing the influence of the AM

process on the surface defects and microstructure. Even so, the 3 mm T intersections

showed more consistent properties between wrought and printed specimens, implying

that the printed surface and microstructure are sampled differently in this stress state,

in a way that is more agnostic to the printing process at this scale. These telling results

underscore the following points:

• the details of material yield and hardening are a function of surface condition and

microstructure, but the way they manifest is sensitive to geometry (i.e., stress state)
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• suitable proxy geometries must therefore have the same stress state as the end-use

parts they are intended to qualify

Applied properly to millimeter-scale components, the proxy geometry method may

help future investigators determine the impact of microstructure separately from that of

surface condition. A suggestion for future study to this end is given in Section 6.3.

Critical loads for the thin-walled T intersection component obtained from the

full literature property range

Plastic strain evolution in thin-walled IN718 strut intersections under tensile load-

ing conditions was analyzed via finite element modeling under isotropic and Hill-type

anisotropic yield conditions. Numerical results were presented for the critical loads cor-

responding to the global 0.2% offset yield, horizontal net section yield, and key plastic

strain thresholds, as a function of literature-derived reference yield stress and hardening

rate, as well as material orientation [1, 20, 40, 48, 54, 55, 72–75], to find:

1. While yield load is minimally influenced by hardening rate, horizontal net section

yield load is influenced both reference yield stress by hardening rate.

2. Anisotropic yield strength increases the influence of hardening on yield load primar-

ily in the horizontal direction. A the same hardening rate, the ratio of a horizontally

anisotropic specimen’s yield load to that of an isotropic specimen approaches the

input value of the Hill anisotropic yield stress ratio.

3. Varying hardening rate can produce a normalized net section yield range of 27-74%

in isotropic specimens. The error range in this instance is 6%. Restricting the

study to the most likely parameter combinations (from the literature) reduces the

net section yield load range to 28-33% for IN718. Because this is smaller than
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the numerical error value, the effect of hardening rate variation is unlikely to be

observed in experiments.

4. Net section yield load in anisotropic specimens can differ from the isotropic value by

as much as 80% for a given hardening rate, a result which once again corresponds

to horizontal anisotropy. This is a direct consequence of the bend-dominated de-

formation of the T intersection occurring principally in the horizontal direction.

5. Hardening rate R is the principal influence on net section yield load, with structural

response changing and becoming even more sensitive to R around R/E = 0.03.

Material properties can change the macroscopic behavior of a specimen without a

change in the geometry.

This study attempts to develop a framework for quantifying the range of mechanical

performance to be expected in a thin-walled component based on its deformation mode

and the literature property range, when microstructural optimization options are limited

by geometry. The results presented here attempt to bound possible failure loads for

thin-walled IN718 parts produced by SLM or conventional processes. Yield load range

appears to be a direct result of the horizontally-dominated stress state in the T-specimen

geometry. The result underscores the importance of investigating mechanical anisotropy

in millimeter-scale components, especially since the degree to which heat treatment can

mitigate this effect is alloy- and geometry-dependent [13]. Net section yield load is

hardening rate-dependent, which means it is linked to print orientation and geometry, a

result which underscores the importance of understanding stress state at the millimeter-

scale. These results indicate that further work developing safe designs for thin-walled

additively manufactured components must establish reasonable estimates not only for

material yield stress, but for the early hardening behavior of AM components with bend-

dominated deformation modes.
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6.3 Design Implications and Future Work

Future work should continue to develop a performance assurance framework for

millimeter-scale EBM metal parts, considering the following insights:

a Plans must consider structural deformation mode, stress state, absolute size, surface

orientation, and printing method when designing an end-use part.

b Quality assurance tests must involve suitable prototypes or proxies considering

the above factors, and should include CT scans for precise geometry and surface

roughness.

c As failure of millimeter-scale components may be governed by statistics, perfor-

mance assurance may in future involve the Weibull curves which have yet to be

generated.

For a given millimeter-scale component, engineers must determine whether mechani-

cal behavior falls within the geometry-mediated performance range, or if microstructural

effects are also at play. The results in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 may be of use. To build upon

their insights, the following are suggestions for how to address questions left open regard-

ing the role of geometry and microstructure in determining the mechanical performance

of millimeter-scale AM parts.

Role of Geometry

1. Future work may wish to combine mechanical testing and computational methods

to compare the defect and hardening rate sensitivity of different stretch-dominated,

bend-dominated, and mixed deformation mode topologies with respect to strut

surface angle and intersection angle.
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2. Considering the discrepancy in effective properties between the 3x3 and 1x1 T

intersections, future work should also confirm strut aspect ratios where (a) stress

triaxiality becomes significant and (b) where surface defects become unimportant.

Role of Microstructure

Microstructure effects are debated at length in this work but insufficient data exists

to definitively size their influence. Such influences are expected to be largest and most

critical at part edges in bend-dominated geometry, and at nodal intersections in stretch-

dominated geometries. Part edges may have small grains and/or dislocation substructures

rendering them stronger with a higher hardening rate than part interiors; this was not

conclusively shown herein. Investigators expected that nodal strut intersections would

exhibit signs of greater aging than other areas of the struts, meaning nodes would be

softer than the rest of the structure. The opposite was observed in the case of the

IN625 T intersections, which could be due to scan strategy or complex thermal boundary

conditions not inducing enhanced aging, or to nodal aging occurring which approaches

the optimum age for strength and hardening, where the rest of the structure is left sub-

optimally aged. As such, future work may seek to quantify the effect of scan strategy on

the so-called “print skin” effect, or on nodal aging in a single AM intersecting thin strut

geometry, using extensive microstructure characterization via metallographic etching,

SEM with backscatter detection, EBSD, and TEM over the printed geometry.

The proxy geometry method may help future investigators determine the impact

of microstructure separately from that of surface condition when applied cleverly in

millimeter-scale components. For instance, to print a suitable proxy specimen for the

1x1 T intersections, the author suggests creating a printed beam of thickness 1 mm and

length 20 mm, wherein the angle of the upper and lower surfaces is the same as those

of the printed T (i.e. in the XZ plane), and performing bending tests thereupon. This
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set of circumstances is designed to ensure that the aspect ratio and surface condition of

the proxy beam reflects that of the horizontal ligament which bends on loading of the T

intersection. As such, the difference between the two specimens would be related to the

thermal history –and hence, microstructural– variation occurring in the strut intersection

of the T specimen, which is not present in the proxy beam. To determine the effect of

print orientation on the microstructure in the node, the above test could be repeated

for proxy beams and T intersections printed in different orientations, taking care that

the orientation of the proxy beam and the horizontal T ligament with respect to the

build plate match, and that no supports are used which may alter local temperature

gradients. To repeat this test once more for beams and T intersections with various

widths but similar aspect ratios (such that deformation is still bend-dominated) will

help determine the dimensions at which AM components transition from the regime in

which printed microstructures are governed by millimeter-scale geometries, to the bulk

component regime.
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Appendix

A.1 Mechanical Properties of mm-scale EBM Ti-6Al-

4V struts: geometry- and microstructure-controlled

aspects

Figure A.1: Literature stress-strain curve [86] with calibrated VPSC stress-strain
prediction for a random, uniformly distributed texture.
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Figure A.2: Normalized roughness ranges for each specimen diameter, across the
different print orientations, are similar.

Figure A.3: Modulus shows some variation on average between strut orientations, but
there is substantial spatial variation of modulus within individual struts.

A.2 The Impact of Surface Defects on Stretch and

Bend-Dominated Lattice Primitives

The effect of hardening rate on the yield load of the stretch-dominated structure is

more profound than in the bend-dominated structure. Note the scale difference between

the y-axes in Figure A.4. The stretch-dominated structure sees a Py/σy range of 1.46-1.69,

and this range in the bend-dominated case is 0.01. This means that yield load is 23x more
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Figure A.4: Normalized yield load Py/σy and peak load Ppk/σy as a function of
hardening rate for the defect-free geometry in the a. stretch-dominated configuration
and b. bend-dominated configuration. σy is the FEA input yield stress, 880 MPa.

sensitive to hardening rate in the stretch-dominated version of this geometry. Ppk/σy in

the stretch-dominated configuration is about half as sensitive as Py/σy to hardening rates

0 - 20000 MPa, with a range of 1.65-1.79. In the bend-dominated configuration, Ppk/σy is

4x more sensitive to hardening rate than is Py/σy; the range for bend-dominated Ppk/σy

is 0.27-0.31.

It is important to note the pronounced hardening rate sensitivity for design-relevant

yield load and peak load in the stretch-dominated structure. In cases where specification

tolerances are tight, the peak load sensitivity of the bend-dominated structure may also

become important. Yield load and peak load may exhibit different magnitudes of sensi-

tivity to hardening rate in other geometries, but the authors believe the trends between

stretch- and bend-dominated configurations may largely hold. However, this remains to

be verified by future work in cellular architected material primitives.

The ratio σUTS/σy was taken to be 1.2 in the main defect study; this ratio is applicable

to Ti-64 but a bit low for steels and Inconel alloys, whose σUTS/σy ratio can be as high
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Figure A.5: Sample mesh and plastic equivalent strain (PEEQ) map for the 0.4 mm
deep, 1 defect/mm case. Imposed displacement is 0.35 mm, map is shown in the
undeformed shape.

as 2.4. The sensitivity of the peak load to this ratio is depicted in Figures A.6 and A.7.
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Figure A.6: σUTS-sensitivity of peak load in stretch-dominated deformation. a. Input
stress-strain curves over the same hardening rate space for both σUTS/σy ratios. The
remainder of the plots show peak load for σUTS/σy = 1.2 versus σUTS/σy = 2.4 for
b. the defect-free case (n=0), c. the single defect case (n=1), and d. the 1 defect per
mm case (n=26), where the defect depth is 0.3 mm.

The size of the defect debit on the stiffness, yield load, and peak load in stretch- vs.

bend-dominated structures is highly dependent on the defect depth, as shown in Figures

A.8, A.9, and A.10. However, the effect of defect placement in the case of a single defect
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Figure A.7: σUTS-sensitivity of peak load in bend-dominated deformation. a. Input
stress-strain curves over the same hardening rate space for both σUTS/σy ratios. The
remainder of the plots show peak load for σUTS/σy = 1.2 versus σUTS/σy = 2.4 for
b. the defect-free case (n=0), c. the single defect case (n=1), and d. the 1 defect per
mm case (n=26), where the defect depth is 0.3 mm.

in two of the struts remains consistent. In a stretch-dominated structure, to have the two

defect struts on the left side of the structure is more detrimental than to have the two

defects on the top two struts. The opposite is true for the bend-dominated configuration,

regardless of defect depth.
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Figure A.8: Explicit representation of performance debit trends for stiffness as k/k0,
yield load as Py/Py0, and peak load as Ppk/Ppk0 for defects 0.1 mm deep in a. stretch–
dominated and b. bend-dominated deformation.

Figure A.9: Explicit representation of performance debit trends for stiffness as k/k0,
yield load as Py/Py0, and peak load as Ppk/Ppk0 for defects 0.2 mm deep in a. stretch–
dominated and b. bend-dominated deformation.

A.3 Inferring Effective Properties in AM Thin-Walled

Structures via the Inverse Problem

Workflow for comparing FEA and DIC Spatial Strain Maps The specific

workflow for comparing simulated and measured surface strain contours involved several

data handling steps, wherein the following algorithm pieces were needed for both the

DIC and FE datasets:

1. Filter the data to eliminate points not on the object (i.e., retain only those points

where meaningful DIC data is generated). In reference to FE, this means to confine

the full field strain values to only those with counterparts in the DIC dataset.

2. Fit a Delaunay mesh to the grid of acceptable points. This results in cells outside
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Figure A.10: Explicit representation of performance debit trends for stiffness as k/k0,
yield load as Py/Py0, and peak load as Ppk/Ppk0 for defects 0.4 mm deep in a. stretch–
dominated and b. bend-dominated deformation.

the domain because this geometry is non-convex.

3. Remove cells outside the domain by deleting cells whose areas are above a size

threshold. This is complicated, because nodes that are no longer connected to cells

must also be deleted, but nodes that participate in both deleted cells and retained

cells, must be identified and retained.

4. Reconstruct the final mesh as a finite element mesh and re-assign nodal variables

(e.g., vertical displacement or Von Mises strain). If all aforementioned nodes re-

main, then by definition they each correspond to a datapoint from the DIC or FE

data, and each node in the reduced mesh can be reassigned the same value with

which it was originally associated.

5. Fit an interpolation function to all the mesh cells such that one can query response

at any point (x, y) on the object. The bounds of this interpolation function must

be set to the smallest possible mesh region, which is not equivalent to the first mesh

reduction to the DIC data size, because of the additional clipping in the refinement

of the Delaunay mesh and the finite element mesh. It is ultimately equivalent to

the bounds of the final DIC data finite element mesh developed in step 4.
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Figure A.11: Detailed geometric drawings for (top) the proxy (milli-tensile) specimen,
(bottom left) the 1x1 T specimen, and (bottom right) the 3x3 T specimen.

A.4 Critical loads for the thin-walled T intersection

component obtained from the full literature prop-

erty range

See Figures A.16, A.17, A.18, A.19, and A.20 as referenced in the text of Chapter

5. They demonstrate the mesh convergence study for yield load, plastic collapse load,

and strain at failure; yield load sensitivity to FEA input yield stress; full sensitivity of

yield load and plastic collapse load to hardening rate in the case of Hill anisotropic yield

stress; and the change in plastic collapose location at high hardening rates.
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1 mm

a. b. c.

Figure A.12: EBSD of the laser melted 1x1 T. a. Inset showing the reference points
on the structure for the EBSD scans in part b. c. Texture directions and strength
(in multiples of random) for the top scan, though the texture of the bottom scan
in b. is similar. Texture is moderate in the ⟨001⟩ direction, where the reference
direction is horizontal in-plane and corresponds to the principal stress direction in the
bend-dominated deformation mode of this specimen.

labelfig:more625ebsd

Figure A.13: (a) Representation of the full pinhole tensile T specimen, where the area
in the red box is the is that modeled by FEA. (b) Geometric specifications of the 1x1
T. (c) Explicit definition of boundary conditions for the FEA models, including for
anisotropic yield stress studies.
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Figure A.14: Boundary condition sensitivity in effective property investigation. Left:
schematic depiction of the different boundary conditions, namely top displacement
with (top + c) and without (top) corner constraint, and bottom displacement with
(bottom + c) and without (bottom) corner constraint. In the case of the corner, the
constraint is dx = 0 mm (no horizontal movement), and in the case of the top and
bottom surfaces, the constraint is dy = ±1 mm (the vertical displacement imposed
in tensile testing). Right: load-displacement curves corresponding to each boundary
condition case, with no visible differences.

Figure A.15: Macroscopic response metrics Py error and Integral error are largely
consistent across σUTS values.
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Figure A.16: Mesh convergence data for key metrics in the IN718 parameter study.
The left axis corresponds to loads in N, and the right axis denotes strain values ϵ.
Error ranges for Py, Pn, and ϵmax in any element are 0 - 0.6%, .004 – 3.4%, and 2
- 62%, respectively. The high error for maximum strain is expected since the model
includes re-entrant corners where stress concentrations develop. Smaller elements
sample strain over smaller areas and produce mounting values of ϵmax near the point
of maximum stress concentration.

Figure A.17: 0.2% yield load Py as a function of reference yield stress σ0, non-normal-
ized. Correlation is linear, as expected, with some scatter due different to hardening
rates R.
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Figure A.18: (a) Py/σ0 vs. R for all anisotropic yield stress angles θ, where σ1 is the
yield strength in the direction indicated by θ and is equal to 1.6σ0. (b) The difference
between Pθ

y (0.2% yield load when σ1 points in the direction θ) and Pn (isotropic 0.2%
yield load), normalized by the reference yield stress σ0, vs. R, with the σ0 = 500, 900,
and 1300 MPa cases indicated by line color, for the cases θ = 0°, 45°, and 90°. All
analyzed cases are shown, some outside the locus of properties indicated by the SLM
IN718 literature, used to confirm yield load trends.

Figure A.19: (a) Pn/σ0 vs. R for all anisotropic yield stress angles θ, where σ1 is the
yield strength in the direction indicated by θ and is equal to 1.6σ0. (b) The difference
between Pθ

n (net section yield load when σ1 points in the direction θ) and Pn (isotropic
net section yield load), normalized by the reference yield stress σ0, vs. R, with the σ0
= 500, 900, and 1300 MPa cases indicated by line color, for the cases θ = 0°, 45°, and
90°. All analyzed cases are shown, some outside the locus of properties indicated by
the SLM IN718 literature, used to confirm yield load trends.
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Figure A.20: (left) Anisotropic plastic collapse load data with threshold hardening rate
for structural response change indicated and (right) plastic hinge locations illustrated.
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Figure A.21: Normalized Pϵ, where ϵ = 1%, 5%, 10%, and 15% versus σUTS/σ0 for
specific σUTS/σ0 cases, overlaid with data from Figure 5.17
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